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"The nation needs a Lincoln to
lead it out of the wilderness. As for
Massachusetts, during the past five
years it has experienced the worst
government in its history."
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Fall River Finance Board
May Release F.D.Osborne

KARL'S 0. K.
ON STATE WORK
Half of Approved Projects Cleared, Says
Casey
WASHINGTON, Oct. 11 (A131—
Representative Joseph E. Casey
said today miscelleneoue works
projects for Maseatchueetts involving 945,000,000 had been approved
by department heads here and forwarded to the President for signature.
Casey and John
P. Brennan,
personal representative here of
Governor414fly. said they had
been told y
e Treasury Department that warrants for the projects had been drawn and sent to
the Canal Zone, where the President, they said, is expected to approve them. Their return is expected next week when they will
go to Comptroller General McCall
for final sanction.
These additional projects, part
of Governor Curley's original state
program, are understood to consist
chiefly
of farm-to-market
highway developments, highway
beautification and possibly some
harbor dredging jobs.
CEIAPY and Brennan also pressed
the office of McCarl for early tie'ion on WPis, prOjeets invols4ng
4•21-,000.000 'or Maasathuttetts. They
learned that approximately half of
the approved projects had received
MeCarl's approval, but were unable to learn which had cleared.
While Casey and Brennan asked
McCarrs office to give MAPRAChU•
setts projects earlier constideration
than might be expected if all proif,C14 were considered
in order,
Representative Edith Not] r se
Rogers asked the procurement division of the Treasury Department
to allot contracts for 150.000,000
yards of cotton cloth to he used
In relief work with
A
view to
spreading the contracts geographically.
INTPW England mills,
he SAM,
would he handicapped otherwise
in their bids because of their higher labor costs in comparison with
•,_

Rupert S. Carven Ru-Lr'"^"""
—
mored to Succeed ExPress Clipping Service
pert Adviser
2 Park Square
.Specisl In The Iderruro
BOSTON
MASS.
FALL RIVER, Oct. 11--Frank D.
Osborne, expert advisor to the
board of finance here, will soon
NEWS
he released from his duties it was
learned
Newbu
rypor
from
t, Mass.
an
authoritative
source tonight. The decision, it is
understood. was leached by the
hoard after an all-day session
ad
which started at 10 o'clock this
morning and !Rated until 11 o'clock
'Those engaged in the manUfa
tonight.
Cterf
ind sale of machinery of
Edmond Cote, chairman of the
any sort
board, refused to comment on the
Ind that repairs and replace
ment
rumor this evening. When asked
.arts give them not the least of
their
if it was true that Osborne would
profits. We were told that Henry
he released Nov. 9, Cote would
ford's earnings last year, for
instance
neither refute nor substantiate
from such a source ran to $17.000,
000.
the rumor. However, he said that
1 a statement would he issued bv
the board over the weekend.
Nantucket has a woman district
It is understood that the release
...ourt, justice. The opposition of
some
of Osborne would be an economy
Di its inhabitantis hasn't come
so
neasure. His salary is MO per
much from the fact that Govern
or
month. During the past few days. :".."urley
appoin
ted
her,
as that Miss
the Real Estate Association has
Liteen if a "foreigner," and can't
be
,een asking for economy measur
es
expecte
d
to
know Nantucket points
' If Osborne is released. hie duties
Pf
view.
will he assumed, at no extra expense, by Rupert S. Carven, who
was
Though to us tne time seem long
appointed to the board of
finance three weeks ago by Govgo When the Hauptmann trial was
ernor Curley. For 20 years esti- being held it has no doubt
seemed
ven war-the auditor of the City
all too short to the convicted man.
of Boston.
Were it not that such a one still
Osborne was formerly state sen• hopes against hope
for mitigation of
ator from Lynn and was emis sentence, the human mood would
ployed as a state accountant at be
that the prolonged delay is a cruelthe State House before coming to
ty and that one would rather get it
Fall River. He was appointed expext advisor to the board of over with.
finance
when the
board
was
Today, to most of us, is the
formed.
last
The question of Oshornes die- summer holiday. The full season Ls
missal was discussed for several over, but the leaves are still on
the
hours, it was learned. The hoard . trees: the garden flowers are
not yet
also discussed the granting of all :all gone. At least from
the past, we
tax abatements to textile mills. recall some October
12ths which have
The names of the mills were not had a delightful
summer-like softness.
released by the hoard.
It is still an out-of-doors holiday
.
It was also rumored after the Perhap
s the day's historical meaning
meeting of the board that another
doesn't
play
enough
part
in
the obofficial will also be relieved of his
servance most of us give it We like
office.
to think, however, that the bold
and
patient Christopher would like
us to
live at so mellow a season on the
continent that las faith 10U1141.

1
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HADLEY
Russell-Waite
'The marriage of Miss Catherine Helen Russell, daughter of
Mrs, James Russell of Spruce
Hill and Adam E. Waite of Fairview took place at St. John's
church on October 5, They, F. C.
Burns, the pastor, performed the
ceremony. Miss Lena Waite, sister of the bridegroom, was bridesmaid and Raymond Hopkins of
Holyoke was the best mita. The
bride was gowned in white transparent velvet. Her tulle veil was
cap-shaped and she ea,
rie0 a bouquet of white roses. The bridesmaida dress was of nile green
satin with accessories to match.
She carried a bouquet of Talisman
rose. Following the wedding
there was e reception for relatives and immediate friends at
the home of the bride's mother.
Guests were present from the
surrounding communities, New
York city, Hartford, Conn., Chicope and Holyoke. Mrs. Waite was
educated in the schools here. She
is a graduate of Russell aehool
and attended Hopkins academy
for a time. She has been employed
for several years with the Knickerbocker Manufacturing company
of Amherst. Mr. Waite was educated in the schools of Chicopee and
is employed in Holyoke. Mr. and
Mrs. Waite are to be at home
after November 1st on High street,
Holyoke.
A program in honor of Pulaski
and Columbus was given at the
•Hopkins assembly yesterday morning. The program ineludee tho
reading
of Governor Curley's
Pulaski Day procfniarroli by
Tony Rojko; a sketch of the life
of Columbus by Aildred flak, and
the singing of patriotic songs by
the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Parker
and daughter, Eleanor, are at Tilton school, Tilton, N. H., where
the school is having special week-_,
end program or the parents and
relatives of the students. Their
son and brother, Seymour, is a.
student at Tilton.
'
Leon Stullsie w ski
w as the
referee ai the Ware high school
football game today.
Miss Agnes Ayres of AI
street is spending two wt.
relatives In Brooklyn.
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WHY GRIMM DID WHAT HE DID
The ninth inning of the final game of the late world
series ought to provide the hot-stove leaguers with sufficient food for
arguments to last out
the coldest sort of winter. Charlie Grimm's
questionable strategy in allowing Pitcher Larry French to take his turn
at bat after Bill Jutges
went down swinging to leave Stanley Hack perched
high and dry on
third base will, without doubt, provoke plenty of
discussion, pro and
Con. French went out on an easy grounder and Hack
was once more held
on third where he was destined to stay while Galan
flied to Goslin for
the third out. The second guessers will point ouf that
Grimm missed a
golden opportunity to get his team out in front when he
failed to send in
a pinch-hitter for French. That's fine for the second
-guessers, but it so
happened that Grimm had only one guess to make and
it turned out
V rong, But that does not say that Charlie's reasoning
was all wrong.
The way he pr-bably doped the situation out is simple
to understand.
lzrench, a left-hander, was going good and even
though he failed at bat
he was the Cubs 'best bet to hold the Tigers at bay
in the last half of
the ninth and set the stage for the Cubs' heavy batters
in their half of
the tenth.—By "Pap."
o—o—o—o
Salem won a football game last night...Salem College
beat West Liberty Teachers 33 to 7...Both colleges are in West
Virginia...Hamilton
and Weston are also scheduled to play football this morning.
..West
Liberty was the college of that Campiglio who scored 10 touchdow
ns in
one game a couple of years ago...Charles L. was looking
for Holy Cross
money this morning but at big odds. He figures on an
upset at the
Cambridge game...Stores are open today in New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Washington, Chicago, St. Louis, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Salem. .In fact
all the
big places...Carr of Holy Cross may face Kessler of Harvard
at the
Allston stadium this afternoon...That Holy Cross backfield must
average about 185...Sunday hockey in this state seems to have been
legallized...Today is member-guest day at North Shore and there will be
a
supper dance later in the day...At Lingerwood, North Dakota, yesterday Lingerwood High defeated Milnor High in a football game 148 to 0
...The record is up in the 200's some place...Thursday of this week it
was darker at 5.30 in the afternoon than at midnight, the moon being the
cause of the later brilliancy...Gaspar G. Bacon carried the cities and
towns of the Eecond Essex Senatorial district over James M. Curley by
only 101 votes about a year ago according to Herald figurer..telhdon.
England, has an epidemic of the flu but thus far it has affected only
horses. .Italy is drawing heavily fo:- soldiers from other parts of the
world.. 480 sailed from Rio de Janeiro the other day.. Strange stories
are coming out of Ethiopia ..One is that a disease like the black death
has struck the Italian forces. .Great Britain has now amassed 150 ships
close to the trouble area in Mediterranean...In that anti-noise crusade
in New York city the police have delivered no less than 5317 individual
warnings to "pipe down".. Detroit at Boston Sunday in the pro football league.

entered this campaign in the full be-1 those desperate people with job cards
lief that I might continue in service'
in order
for tlae party, which I espoused 361
To Buy Their Vote
years ago. I learned my RepublicanI for one am proud of my association
ism from
'
BOSTON
with a party. the Republican psrty.
MASS.
That Great arisocate
which permits no such deplorable
of rugged Republicanism. Augustus condition to come within its ranks."
Peabody Gardner, with whom I camNEWS
Mr McSweeney carried his audience
, paigned In many parts of the east." to an emotional pitch as he pictured
It was at this point that the candia the deplorable conditions at the MarSalem, Mass.
date for senator referred to the Oran S gin street welfare office. Telling of
speech, adding, "When Dick said the personal cases which he knew
something about me over the radic and witnessed so many mornings as
the other night, it cost the state an he went by. he asked his listeners.
the basis of $5145 per year for Grant's, "Is that the great progress which the
services. Reduce that to the least Democratic party promised and still
common denominator and you will Promisee.? Those great purveyors of
know the cost you bear in taxes In platitudes? Those great brawlers of
order to place the governor's parrot betterment"
in a job."
"When that man who was called
The Republican candidate told the out of line and promised a Job proaudience of his attendance at the vided he would vote against Mc•
Gov no Curli*- victor)• banquet i h Sweeney. accepted that challenge tto
; Miciffrifts Said he. "Some years ago his manhood and
Americanism, r
that very delightful town of Middle- . thanked my God that here in Amertoil needed a town counsel and be- ica we still had people whose courage
! cau they wanted steamed man. the and determination was strong enough
obos* me For my services there, I ge to fight those practices which still
a very small amount annually.
' form the technique of the Demi don't mind that. and I am always gl
!ocrat,c party campaigns.
to help out in a pinch. So when thi
-I asked myself, and I now ask
' now famous banquet was arrangec ; you. 'What is William W McSweeney
one of the selectmen said to me. Will :facing? if I must battle against such
we ought to make an official shots g :things. You know. and I know, the
at that affair and As long as you hive !answer to that question will come
McSweeney at Beverly and a dross suit and know how to wear It, ; next Tuesday at the polls and as
why don't you go along With us. and !sure as Heaven ison high, you will
Local Rallies Tells of De- help swell the representation of this 'serve notice on those who practice
town?'
those tactics."
"And that. my friends, is how I
Mr McSweeney pictured to his auplorable Conditions Seen
happened to attend that dinner. in dience the pathetic conditions which
which
I
was
supposed
existed
at the City Poor farm when
to have cheered ;
at Welfare Office
louder and longer than 'Elubrae' Sulli- he WAS connected with the board 01
van, the man who staged it. The mat- :overseers and how for three years he
ter of attending the dinner doesn't. represented the Fraternal Order ol
worry me so much, but when
the' ; Eagles before a senate committee tc
comparison is made, I am at loss to get them to pass a law "humanizing
know whether I should feel peeved or the living
conditions at the City
honored
I'm going to let you figure home and allowing those old and
'hat
out
for
indigent
couples,
yours
-elf
who had lived and
"
Lodge Tells What G. 0. P. Is
Ur
McSweeney then
with
explained . prayed together. to continue
story of the 82000 Senator each other until they could cite toDoing Aid Laboring Man: Grant's
Henry Parkntan was said to have gether thereby completing a sanctigiven the Republican candidate in ; tied union which only God could
Gifford Speaks at Now and Grant's radio
speech.
divide_
''What I dot. I did as a civic and
Situating anger
,
Then Rally
and deeply stirred at this suggestion patriotic duty. but also as a duty
which my heart dictated. And
of the
Democratic party speaker.
Accorded one of the biggest recap-, McSweeney launched int° a vitriolic look around today and listen to as, the
charges Of my opponent. I have but
Hotta ever given a candidate here- condemnation of the attack.
one question to ask.
abouts for a political office. William
"I am above the need of assistance
"Where were the Birmingham*. the
H. McSweeney, Republican candidate for my primary camptaign." he said,
for the senate from the Second Essex
and never can it be said that any ex- Curleys. the McCiraths and the Fitzdistrict, met large audiences in both pense acciatint of mine can bring geraids then? Why have they waited
all these years to cherish an affinity
the Briscoe- School hall in Beverly shame on you, or your city."
for social justice' Is there any greater
and the Now and Then hall in Salem
"I'll win that electiot, for the senhuman sympathy and unlast night.
ate, even though I am competing with need for
I3esidea the great thhrong in the an influx of $42.000 of public funds derstanding today than there was in,
Briscoe School hall, a crowd 0! more to buy thla office for a man who has those days" Is. love and affection and
than
250 were gathered outside. chromed himself from public choice family any more a human quality tostanding. and in parked automobiles. through tilting his campaign card as day than it was then? Where were
listening to the McSweeney address a passport to Jobs for those of our they. I ask. when I was fighting for
through a loud speaker. It was for- poor. desperate
unemployed. pro- those very measures?
tunate that the campaign committee vided they will tote against me.
"Service to you and to your causes
thooght to mace this system at the
"I know ttboot what I am talking. has been my happiness Every check
Beverly rally, or many of the Beverly In Beverly. 250 men have been put I ever received for my memorial adpeople would have been disappointed
to work temporarily, the open sesame dresses to the 0. A. R. I have sent
In one of the finest speeches of his to those Jobs being A bargain
my back and asked them to use the
campaign. the Republican candidate opponents
are
making with the money for charity. I have done this
other money
received
ridiculed the attempt of Dick Grant, soul of a nearly broken man, whose with every
governor's secretary, who McSweeney mind is so filled with the pathetic from my services in civic affairs In
termed as the "All-America radio picture of his destitute family, that Jubilations, in memorials, with clubs
clown, and chief railer and brawler of he muat barter his manhood to keep and In private homes. I have asked
no greater reward than my own conMassachusetts," who tried to defame his very life.
my character, which has stood the test
"What can my paltry $1000 allowed science can give me in serving as well
of more than 57 years among my under the law do against such con- , as my POOL powers allow. the Causes
friend:, and neighlvars of this dis- ditions as that? I respect the law and and needs of my people. My creed
trict."
I live up to It. but I am here raising has been simple, but it has been
Mixing humor and witticisms. with my voice aiming% such activity as unwavering. There can be no commercein genuine civic and patriotic
a dramatic interpretation of what practiced by my Democratic oppo- : me
work,
the Democratic party has done for nents.
"I have often been asked why I
this dictrict and the necessity of
"My opponent has stated he can't
preserving the Second Essex district be bought nor told. No Democrat should want to be a state senator.
the salary which I will receive
when
In the
Republican
column. Mr. can Nerve in the State house without
McSweeney moved his audience from coming under the yoke of the gov- would not even pay one-third of my
laughter to tears as he unfolded his ernor. But if its true. AS my oppo- office expenses. Here is my answer. It
story.
nent say's, that he can't be 'bought or is because I can help my party, my
"I cast my first vote for the Re- sold.' the poor citizens of Beverly community and the people I love
publican
party." said McSweeney, and Salem can, for the Democrats are that I seek an opportunity for con"and I cast my last vote for them. I doing that very thing as they traffic tinued service and devotion.
"I'll go to that senate. And
in hunian salvation by tantalizing
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il Charges Men
'Promised jobs
If They Would l
Vote Democratic

OTHER SPEAKERS

1'11 Be Your Servant
there. I am a Product of this district.
• Charles A. Green
I have no criminal record, nor am I
majority in both branches of our naabout to be impeached in public former assistant district attorney
tional government. The large maopinion. I seek nothing at the hands and member of the bar for 20 years,
jority of them come from the south
of anyone except the self-respect of said he would offer his plea in beand west. They have a feeling that
the people with whom I have spent half of McSweeney on the issue of
it Is time for the north to pay.
57 years of my life. You are the peo- Intelligence alone. He said:
They
are taking your hard earned
"All that really matters is whether
ple with whom I was born, with
money
to pay for the cotton they are
whom I have lived and loved, and or not it is Salem's turn. A time
honored agreement says it Is. Those not harvesting and for the hogs they
God willing, with whom I shall die.
are not raising.
"I'll go to that senate ready to give who know Mr. McSweeney have no
"Of course this system appeals to
every inch of my devotion in the doubt but what he is qualified bethe
west
service of my people and I'll carry cause of his long experience in pub- dustrial and the south, for the innorth is the only place which
with me every bit of my love for this, lic life. No one can question his has to pay.
You have a real oppordistrict. And after my senatorial loyalty to the Republican party. For tunity next
career has ended, I 11 come back to about 35 years he has gone all over feel about Tuesday to show how. you
Impositions. If you
such
this district which has honored me this state and even into other states favor
such activities you will vote for
and rejoice at being with you again.", of the union speaking, not to help the Democrats.
If you don't and I
Mr. McSweeney was introduced to' himself but simply to aid other can- believe you do
not, you will vote the
the Beverly audience by Abraham. didates in his party and the Repub- Republican
ticket.
'There
Glovsky, who began his career as an' lican cause, whether the issues con- of considering personali is no need
ties of the
attorney in McSweeney's office. After, cerned a hamlet, a big city or the candidates, because
the issues are
regaling the gathering with stories,: nation. He has the ability to express very plain.
he launched into a detailed tirade. himself. He is known as an orator,
"Fear of the loss of jobs people now
against the Democratic administra- at least all over New England. He will have prevents
many of them from
tion for its increased costs of living, be a credit to Salem and the rest of buying homes
and making necessary
its
Increased
taxes,
and
said: the district, If he is elected to the purchases. That is the same sort of
"The big issue in this campaign is senate. He will have the respect of fear the average
business man has.
whether we will give aid and comfort everyone up there because of his out- You can't blame business for
holding
to that sort of government which we standing ability. Any attorney who back until they are
certain what sort
have in Washington and on 'Beacon has known him in long years of ex- of legislation will be finally
enacted.
perience in the courts will tell you
Hill.
hen the late president, Calvin Cool"If we are to continue on the road that he is a credit to himself and idge, became governor of this
state,
to destruction and ruination, then: the profession, After you elect him he started a plan to reduce the
state
there is nothing else to do but elect to the senate, you will find he is a debt.
Other Republicans followed
a Democrat. But if the time has come great credit to all in your district him. State debt dropped from $38,and to the senate itself."
to call a halt on these evil practice
000,000 to 38,000,000. Then a Dems
and return to the days of sane govocratic governor was elected and ever
Herman A. Macdonald
ernment and protection to our peoformer secretary to Gov. Alvan T. since then the debt has been going
ple, then there is but one
up."
answer; Fuller. said: "I was defeated in
the
the election of William H. McSweeney
Chairman Gifford illustrated how
to the state senate." Mr. Glovsky primaries by Mr. McSweeney. I am President Roosevelt has broken his
forgetti
ng
all
about
that and I want nromise
then paid a glowing tribute to
s by his actions, compared to
the
Republican candidate, whom he grew all my friends to do the same. Our his campaign speeches in 1932.
to know so intimately during the only thought here is 'We should
eight years af his association in that work for the Republican party.' Shall
law office.
we let James Michael Curley control
our senate? He will if Birmingham
Rep. Henry Cabot Lodge
is elected. Birmingham is a fine citof Beverly, who took an early boat izen
of Beverly, but his associations
home, thereby cutting his vacation Will
mean a Curley vote. Men out of
in Bermuda short, arrived at
the work today are told they cannot get'
Now and Then hall in time to speak employm
ent unless tiety are Demoin the interests of his friend William crats.
These and
H. McSweeney. Lodge extolled Mc- tions are causing many other condithe tide to turn in
Sweeney's ability, experience and favor of the
Republicans. Let us
past service to the party, saying: "We meet our
responsibilities. Work for
need a man of the capacity of Mr. the party
and McSweeney."
McSweeney in the senate." The ReRep. Edward A. Coffey
publican party knows no creed, race,
or station in life. We welcome all in Republican member of the, house
from
the district of Wards One, Two
the Republican party from laborers
to bankers. We want to know them and Three of Salem, denied that only
only as man to man and demand no the Democratic party was interested
other classification. If there are any In labor matters or relief. Said he, •
textile workers in this hail. I want "No relief legislation up to four years '
them to know that, if the Democrats ago ever took place except under the '
had not placed a processing tax on leadership of the Republican party."
He cited the great work of Rep.
cotton, It would have been possible
Rep. Talbot in Radio Speech
for the mills to give them a raise. Lodge for the laboring man an announced
"another great humanitaThe amount of money paid out in
for McSweeney Says Govrian,
William
H.
McSween
ey, will also ;
the processing tax this year would
have given each worker a $7 increase represent his district in the State'
ernor
Not Provided Jobs or
house. He Is a man who has known:
this year.
Helped Mill Problem
"The Republican party is doing a distress in childhood and a man who
great deal for labor. / am in a posi- knows human needs from experience.
Boston, Maas., Oct. 12—Charging
tion to know. I happen to be chair- Next Tuesday you will have an opthat Governor Curley made false
man of the committee on labor in portunity to vote for Mr. McSweeney
promises, which he never was interthe house. Our committee has put and I urge you for your own best inested in keeping to the Francothrough more legislation to aid la- terests to cast your ballot for the Re.publica
n
Americans of Salem and Beverly, Repcandidat
e."
bor during the past term of the legThe Now and Then rally was
resentative Edmond J. Talbot of Saislature than at any time in the past
opened by Lester R. Thompsop, chairlem told the people of this district
16 years on Beacon hill.
that their interests would be best pro"The Democrats have spent a great man of the Republican city committee.
He
introduc
tected by electing William H, Mcthe
ed
presidin
g ofI deal of money in an effort to proficer,
the
Sweeney
to the senate.
vide jobs. It is my belief that that
Hon. Harry P. Gifford
Mr. Talbot, speaking in French
money has not been spent where the
former
state
senator. Mr. Gifford
from the studios of WHDH,last night
need has been the greatest. This
said, "He (Governor Curley) failed
is the reason the job lists are longer said:
"It
matters
very
the people of French extraction in
little
Sen.
if
Henry
and the relief rolls have been growParkman is supporting McSweeney
Essex county, and particularly in Saing.
and if Richard D. Grant is supporting
lem."
"McSweeney is a loyal Republi- Birming
ham. I am just going to apMr. Talbot's speech follows:
can. The issues of the Republi
can peal to you people here on the is"Good evening ladies and gentleparty are right. They are more
ever- sues. I don't have to tell you about
men, and particularly those of you
lastingly correct today than ever bethe cost of living today and th'e difwho live in the Second Essex Senafore. There is no reason why
our ficulty many people have In getting
torial
district In Salem, Danvers, Bev, candidate should not be elected and
work. Beef is very high, coal is going
erly and Marblehead. Often a speI cetainly trust he will be. Nothing
cial election might not seem greatly
up soon, because of a bill congress
i can prevent it, if the Republi
important to the citizens of the discans recently passed.
Pork is 80 high
' and all fair-minded voters
funill housewives are forced to buy. chicken.
trict, but may I say that the special
4 their duties as citizens and
go
The Democrats have elected a strong
election for a state senator being held
the polls next Tuesday."
in the Second Essex Senatoral die-
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Charges Curley I
Broke Word With
Franco-Americans

meet next 'rueactay. Oct. ifs is of
"In his effort to .control the
tremendous
importance
to
the senate, by electing a Democratic state
canFranco-American people of that sec- didate, he has started a
temporary
tion.
system of giving out jobs to the un"I know of the importance of this employed.
coming election because for the past
"One hundred here, 75 there, 300
five years I have had a seat In the somewhere else. But how about the
Salem city council and am at pres- Franco-Americans in Salem? You
ent a representative in the Massa- know how many of your friends are
chusetts house from that district. getting work from this fake promise
"It is necessary that the Franco- of work and wages from the governAmerican people of that district have or. Four people could count the lumreal representation in the state sen- ber of Franco-Americans who are beate. and in the interests of electing ing given employment on their two
William H. McSweeney of Salem, I am hands. And that's a very small
speaking to you tonight.
amount of' the unemployed who are
"You, my friends, know William H. being taken care of in this work and
McSweeney well. He was born ther wages of the governor. There again
in Salem in Ward Five, which is your he has failed the people of French
ward. There are about 10.000 of you extraction in the Second Essex DisFranco-Americans there, He grew up trict and particularly in Salem.
with you. he speaks your language, he
"The Franco-Americans are a fair
understands your problems, and he is and just people. They do not demand
your friend. He is a man you can everything. They do not want
more
trust. You can place your confidence than their just due. But they
do
in him, and know well, that he
want reasonable attention and proWill Never Violate .
tection. Do you think it is reasonable
that trunt.
when the governor refuses more than
"When he received the nomination a handful of our people
an opportunIn the recent primaries, five out of ity to work.
' every seven votes cast were for him.
"He not only refuses to help settle
This could only happen when you a strike
which is keeping 2500 of our
respected the man, and the party in people out of work,
but he also rewhich he is enrolled. That is the Re- fuses to
give our unemployed an oppublican party, and William H. Mc- portunity
under his own work and
Sweeney has all his life been iden- wages
program.
tified with that party.
"That is the reason, my friends.
"It is ,because William
H. Mc- why I am urging you to remember
Sweeney and the Republican party those false
promises wh3n you go to
must be returned to power from that the
polls next Tuesday, and to corsdistrict that I am urging you now rect those
evil conditions by voting
to he sure and vote for him next for
a man who will protect your inTuesday. Oct. 15.
terests. William H. McSweeney
"But it is not only a matter of
"If you elect the wrong man for
friendship and respect for William IC that
senate seat, you will be playing
McSweeney that I am urging you to into
the hands of the governor, and
do this. There are grave and impor- he
in
tant issues in this campaign, mat'era
All His Arrogance
which affect your well-being. and will interpret
that vote as confidence
your livelihood. You thould know in
himself. He will then go much
about them, and in knowing, plan to further
in ignoring the Just demands
do all in your power to correct these ; of the Franco-Ame
ricans of Salem
bad conditions.
! and the Second Essex district
"In the city of Salem there are
"It is bad enough now, and you
over 13,000 Franco-Americans. Moat
can picture what It will be like if
of them work in mills in that city.
the governor was given a free rein
At the present time there is a strlike
Through your giving him more pow.;
In these mill's. and some 2500 of you
support by electing a Democrat
people are without work I formed and
to that senate seat.
a committee to visit the governor to
"There is only one thing to do for
ask him to intercede In the settleyour own salvation, and protection.
ment of the strike, which is causing
That thing is to make absolutely .
payless weeks, and great stress and
certain that the governor will be ,
privation in the lives and homes of
thwarted in his attempt to Injure and
those people who work in the mills.
ignore the Franco-Americans of that
The governor asked me what 'Sc had
district. The way to do this is to elect
done about this matter and when I
William H McSweeney of Salem.
told him, he answered, 'Why bother
"He doesn't make promises and
. me, then? You know better than tak
I hen fail to keep them. He is not the
no my time.'
of man who tells you one thing
type
"I reminded
the go‘ernor
that and then
does another. You know
; lien he was seeking votes in Salem
,nd the Second Essex district he was his character. his honesty, his faithfulness.
You
know that he has the
very much interested in the vote of
the Franco-Americana. How, then, best interests of the Second EShet
does he account for his lack 01 ill- district in his heart, and his represent ation of the Franco-Americans
terest in those people who are now
suffering from the strike in the mills? will be fair, noble and just,
l'
"That is the type of man we must
Now that he is in the governor's neat
‘4! have. If the Franco-Americans
are to
has his heart changed to stone? Or
go
on enjoying life and happiness.
is it that his promises of service and
And Only through his election can it
, good government in the interests of
be guaranteed.
all the people were merely artificial
"It is then most important that
• statements, and now that he is in. he
you all get out and vote next Tuescan forget those whose aid he sought
Oct. 15. Your own salvation is at
day,
in his campaign? I leave the answer
stake. Work and wages, promised by
with you.
Curley are a myth in your lives. But
Many of you heard Curley tell in
better conditions can only come
grandiloquent
manner
his
great. about if that myth
Is stopped. and
Scheme for
stopped
right now. The first step in
Work and Wage*
bettering
conditions
your
is to elect
It was a promise to those unemployed
a man who will fight for your rights
Who were willing and able to
work. and happiness. Not
by electing a man
who were good workers, but who
had
who will play along with the govno opportunity to work.
ernor, who has already refused to
"He promised fair treatment to
all
people. Including the Franco-Ameri- give you your just dues.
"William H. McSweeney 16 your
cans in Salem. Whet has he
done candidate for the
state senate. and
about that? Has he kept. that,
prom- through him. will come real repreise? Let's see what has happened
re- sentation. Vote for William H. Wo•
cently.
Sweeney."
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ASKS OBSERVANCE
OF COLUMBUS DAY
Boston, Oct. 11—Strict observance
of Columbus day as a legal holiday
to the extent of suspending activities
where possible was urged today by
_acting Gov Joseph L. Hurley. The
acting governor, pointing out in a
statement issued at the state house.
that chapter 4, section 7 of the general laws. tercentenary edition, provide.' that October 13 shall be a legal
holiday and that "all public offices
OMR be closed," called upon all true
citizens at the commonwealth to participate in some manner in the eelsbratinn of this memorable event of
the nation's history.
"Business activities should be suspended wherever possible," he. declared. "The flag should be properly
displayed and appropriate commemorative exercises should be attended by
the people of the state."
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Haigis Is Given Ovation
As "Governor in 1936"
At G.0.P. Meeting Here
Rally Gives Enthusiastic Demonstration of Support for Qreenfield Man,Who Indicates He
Will Formally Enter Field for
publican Nomination Soon

the city government and the Manner
in which they had cooperated with
him. "If I am defeated for the nomination," the Mayor promised, "I will
put my shoulder to the wheel and do
my utmost to help elect a Republican
Mayor. I hope the other candidates
will do likewise, for harmony is essential if we are to have party success."
Atty. James S. Bulkley spoke for
Pred A. Barbati who was unable to
be present due to his weakened eondition. He put Mr. Barbati on record
as ready to support the winner of the
primary fight and then west on to
discuss the most important plank in
his candidate's platform --- the ;25
tax rate. "The man who says he will
try to reduce taxes isahe one who will
do it," said Mr. Bulkley. 'The others
will not. Taxes and debts are mounting and a man with courage is needed to head the city away froth the
breaking point which will surely come
If we_go on as at present." The speak,,sioss tse rally at which the er then stressed the need of reorsandidates for Mayor spoke briefly, ganizing the welfare department and
testlmonial dinner was given to NH. said that Mr. Barbati wanted to help
Maisie with about 100 Republican lead- every honest and decent citizen reers representing every group and ceive a pay envelope instead of a
organization in the city attending. dole. The community must support
When Mayor Henry Martens, in his, those who cannot work but the deofficial capacity as chief executive of, liberate shirkers should not be aided,
the city. welcomed Mr. Haight as the, he said.
Introduces Mr. Hales
"next Governor of Massachusetts" the`
Dr. W. A. R. Chapin was not prescrowd applauded and cheered their soProval. It was the warmest demon- ent when his turn came to speak and
stration of sentiment for the Green- Atty. Caporale introduced Mr. Haigia
field man ever extended him here outlining the speaker's civic and pollIn his brief response, Mr. Haigia said tical background and naming him as
he did not know what the future held a man who had to fight his way up in
in store fOr him but that if he were life. He, too, presented Mr. Maisie
recalled to public life they would never tt3 the next Governor and there was
have to regret calling him their friend, a repetition of the ovation he had
City Prosecutor Philip W. Caporale received earlier in the evening. As
formally presented him to the e.udience he rose to speak the huge banner was
was
in so glowing a manner that Mr.. unfurled proclaiming that he
Heists laughingly Said _he felt impelled "wanted" for Governor in 1A36. The
crowd broke into "Hail, Hail
the
to seek the Presideoey- after sucn a tlang'a
Al! Here" and when the singwarm receptions
ing stopped Mr. Haig!' observed that
Recommendation Tabled
it. sounded like the Worcester con:
William L. Williston, chairman of
the city committee, opened the rally 'en6,""*" He was recalling the great
up by the
and a brief business session watt held demonstration, headed
Springfield delegation, which broke
at which it was decided to table until tohtet
at
the
preprimary
convention
after the election the recommendation
rei liast year *hen he was indorsed
of the executive committee that none for
e
i
tenant
governor.
but Republican candidates seeking of"I would like .to As
ettle thi
q uesflee solely on that ticket be permitted
of the govelenorehip by leavings
to speak at rallies. Mr. Caporale then
the matter Itutelar hernia," said
Mr.
presented Mayor Martens who said
H
tt
did" Crowd applauded. He
that it had been a pleasure for him aigis
en went on to say that he hoped
to serve Springfield. He also had a,would
remember
there
word of praise for the members of everyone
would be a day after Tuesday and
By AMICH J. BARONE
Standing bsade a huge banner
which carri. d the legend: "We Want
John W. Haigis for Godernor in 19311."
the former State Treasurer and potential candidate for the Republican gabernatorial nomination next -year lashed out at the Curley administration
In 41, speech at the Bridgway Hotel last
night before a gathering of nearly 300
Republicans.
The occasion was nominally a rally
sponsored by ire Republican City
Committee. Act ally it developed into
an ovation foe,Mrs (Seigle and many
present interpretted his speech as an
iisdication that he would be in the
field for the :;overnorshlp in 1936.
Questioned after the rally, the Greenfield man said that he was giving the
question of running serious consideration and the he would make up his
mind after 'la, conference in the near
iture and fUttures. This subsidiary
_
parts of the State.

expressed a hope for party
"You want to elect the best man for
Mayor and that man will be found in
the Republican group of candidates,"
he said.
After discussing the National situation briefly and expressing the hope
that a Lincoln would be found to lead
the Republican party and the people back to sanity and sound
government, Mr. Haigis launched into an
attack on Democratic State Regime.
He asserted that during the past five
years government in Massachuset
ts
has fallen to the lowest point in its
history and preplicted a tremendous
State debt would be piled up by the
time Gov. Curley completed his adm I nisteireiterresem
"Never has the people's money been
spent more carelessly and with less
return for the taxpayer's dollar," he
declared. "Home owners and businessmen are forced to contribute for this
lavish and reckless expenditure. Never
has there been such cheap
PnliticA.
never have appointments been of such
low standards, never has there been
more political trickery and so many
rackets, never have such a Weak set
of acts and resolves been placed on
the statute books as under the -administration of the present Governor.
"I want to tell you that the people
are doing some reel thinking and that
they will look to the Republican party
to bring this State back where she belongs—in the Republican column and
leading all the other states of the
Union aslinli once did."
Referring to the situation in Springfield, Mr. Maisie said the city played
an important part in Western
Massachusetts affairs since other communities naturally looked to this municipality. "A Republican vietory here,
ne said, " will inspire the rest of
Western Massachusetts." He urged a
large primary vote and a real fight
for the continuation "of decent government."
Dr. Chapin, who entered the hall
while Mrs Haigh; was speaking, was
then presented by Rep. 'Tycho M.
Peterson. Be rang a sympathetic note
when he said that if elected Mayor his
first official act would be to have the
Board of Health investigate the room.
It was very warm in the place. Dr.
Chapin then went on to say that of
course he would support the winning
candidate and observed that he felt it
was ridiculous for anyone to feel that
It was necessary for the candidates to
go on record in that respect.

Interited In City Affairs

"I'm not intsrested in National or
State affairs," declared the speaker,
"but I am Interested in the city's affairs, especially because we've got a
job to do right here first." He then
went over his platform which included his frequently discussed central
purchasing agency plank, advocacy of
a municipal research bureau to make
Government more/efficient and economical and sponsorship of a Western
Massachusetts conference of mayors
and selectmen for the purpose of pro.
teeting the economic interests of this
section of Massachusetts.
"This is not a poorly governed city",
said Dr. Chapin, "but it could be better. We've got to admit if we're honest
that the Republicans are on the defensive locally. We don't dare admit
that, hut it's true and since we're a.1
Republicans here it might'as well bs
talked about. We must put our own
houae in order."
And with that admonition the rally
ended.
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$45,000,000 TOTAL Haigis Is Given Ovation
As "Governor in 1936"
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At G.0.P. Meeting Here
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Danvers Doings

anizing;
Putnamville Improvemnt Society Org
Holiday
Another Busy Day for Police;
MeetItems; Church Services; Democratic
ws
ing; Bus Schedule; Football; Local A.NeM.,
public ;

r. 11
for the Peverley, pasto
of the:
Further organization plans
worship. Sermon, "The way
ty
msocie
Improvement
spirit." Children's address, "Stu
PUtilarnville
Mus."
ring held at blinb blocks or stepping stone
were made at a gathe
M.
P.
.
12.15
choir
Snow at 127 sic by the junior
the home of Bayard F
ay school. 6 P. M., Epworth
Sund
this
At
.
night
last
.
ng servLocust street
visit the League. 7 P. M., special eveni
and his
meeting ,it Was voted to
evening ice. Theme, John Newton e. Midboard of selectmen Monday
Durke
of a vic- • hymns." Soloist, Roy
P. M.
to again protest the issuing
ion known • week service, Wednesday, 7.30 Nathan
tualers license at a locat
off
Calvary Episcopal—Rev.
e
estat
g
kerin
s-Pic
Watt
after
as the
Matthews, rector. 17th Sunday
Porter's hill, Locust street.
y. Sunday school at 9 A. M.
The trip from Putnamville to the trinit
.
10.30
at
on
serm
ng will Morning prayer and
Town house on Monday eveni
ged 7.30 o'clock.
enga
bus
al
speci
a
by
be made
Grimes,
Baptist—Rev. William
sters anfor the purpose. The prote
leave pastor. 10.30 A. M., "The religious
nounce that their bus will
ems,
Anth
the
of our churches."
Putnamville for the meeting of re- condition
plead for me," Schackler;
our
and
ck
"Savi
o'clo
7.30
at
tmen
selec
uled ses- "The rest of the soul," Heyser. Mesturn as soon as the sched
of five sage for children. 11.45 A. M., church
sion is over. A committee
ton, school Rally day program. Contest
composed of William B. Carle
Snow, begins with the First Baptist, PeaF.
rd
Baya
Cook.
C.
e
Walac
Brown body. 5 P. M., junior C. E., 6 P. M.,
Daniel J. Coners, and Paul
E. 6 P. M., Senior
ituwere named to bring in a sonst sed Intermediate C.
of the
C. E. 7 P. M. prayer "The heart midtion arid by-laws for the propo
p will I matter" Wednesday, 7.30 P. M.,
grou
This
on.
izati
organ
new
ttee. week service.
also act as a nominating commi
The residents of Putnamville are
DEMOCRATIC MEETING
n to
sitio
propo
the
in
still incensed over
At a committee meeting held
amPutn
in
e
estat
fine
gethis
make
the Town hall last night, arran
ville into a road house. They claim ments were made for a rally to be
that it wil seriously affect the char-l held on the square this evening at
entia
known
acter of this prominent resid
A 8 o'clock. A number of well
section and incidentally, the town.
Caned local speakers, including Senate
few weeks ago, the selectmen grant
e John C. Birmingham, are to
a victualers license at the location didat
ngover
s
versu
ss "Home rule
in question. In the face of strong op- discu by remote control." Joseph Mcment
nded
resci
tmen
selec
the
ion,
posit
, chairman of the Democratic
their vote after it had been stated grath
al- State committee, will head a 'group
that the law stated that a victu
ers who will explain the
lers license could not be granted of speak
ficance of tYie coming
signi
party
ped
equip
fully
was
ion
locat
the
until
for the serving of food and the ac- election.
Chairman George J. Ferguson of
comociation of travelers. Since this,
ingham campaign comanother request has been made of the local Birm
been making an effort to
has
attie
their
mitte
what
to
as
tmen
the selec
rd D. Grant, the govtude would be provided the sum of secure Richa
tary, as main speaker in
$1500 was spent to outfit the prop- ernor's secre
evening. Mr. Ferguson
erty. As yet, the selectmen have an- th-r-na IrThis
he has reason to think
nounced no decision but it is said states that
radio commentator
that this will be done following their that the famous
will appear on the program.
regular meeting Honday night.
POLICE ACTIVE
The Birmingham campaign comThe Danvers police department put mittee will hold a final meeting at
in a busy day yesterday which is the Danvers Town hall, Monday evening
second in which the station house at 7.30. The general committee of
has been filled to capacity. The ap- one hundred formed last week, toproaching holiday doubtless contrib- gether with all citizens interested in
uted to the two days and nights of Home Rule, are urged to attend,
activity.
The Junior Democratic Crusaders,
house
A troop of gypsies entered the town who have
been sponsoring
lish
estab
to
pted
attem
yesterday and
parties in various sections of the
a camp on land in the rear of 140 town during the past week, will meet
Andover street. The police however, on Sunday evening at 8 o'clock at
were soon notified with the result the home of Helen Ferguson 18 Pick
that the band of travellers were sent ering street: An invitation is being
along their way. Officials here have extended all local young people bealways forbidden bands of gypsies tween the ages of 17 and 30 to join
from locating In town,
this organization established for the
Edward G. Fleming Of 535 Maple social and political advanceaaant of
street was placed under arrest last young folks. Those interested are
night by Patrolman Nangle charged asked to attend the Sunday meeting,
with being drunk and operating an or consult Miss Ferguson who is the
automobile while under the influ- local secretary.
ence of liquor. This arrest was made
Frank Rigby, Newell Flynn, D. Herfollowing a collision In which the
Macaulay and Allan James will
driven a Ford station wagon owned bert as
captains in Precincts One
by Quincy Adams Shaw McKeen of serve
Two, Three and Four respectively.
Prides Crossing into a car owned by
DANVERS RUS SCHEDULE
Charles Bailey of 166 Maple street. ,
The automobile is said to have then
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G. 0. F. Have Victo
ry Chance
The 10th distri
ct, where primaries are to he Oct.
15 and the eta,tion Oct. 29,
d Sheridan a
year ago. Nominelecte
ally it is a Repub
lican district.
Sheridan, howev
turned personal
er,
popula
advantage and won. rity to good
Democrats fa
the district are
frankly somewhat
dubious of their
chances of repeating.
The Speakership
of the House
figures to some
of the special exter.t-in the result
elections. Two votes
might be of
vast importance.
Speaker Saltonstall
has
Governor with a plot charged the
to oust him
through a coalition
of Republicans
and Democratq.
and he still insist
s
tat such a schem
e was plotted.
In this connection,
however. Dick
0 Grant, discov
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dictaphones and extra
the Governor's
courier a the ether
hastily side-steppin waves has been
g any attempt
to remove
Salton
He has sought stall as speaker.
to show that there
:s no such
pt, that the Speak
er has beenattem
jittery,
appear that whate thus making it
ver was in the
wind has been
squashed by the
held iriSpeaker's
prompt denunciati
on.
on the it it ever cam
e to a cold showsession.dow n. thheptroeipnotassrei ioi,rnh
tbi
heiSgeoohuu
rats e,egd
h
Eaoaro
lsi
cttorm
d
dr
th i gl Speaker Democ

GREAT IMPORTANCE ATTACHED
TO SPECIAL HOUSE ELECTIONS

Seats of Rep. V. E. Rolander of Worcester
and Rep. F. C. Sheridan of Maynard T
Be Filled - Both Districts Involved
/ Classed As Nominally Republican

By CLINTON P. ROWE
By Gazette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Oct. 12.—Special elections, both to be
,
Central Massachusetts, will have an important bearing
political division of strength in the House for the
1936
The death of Rep. Victor E. Rolander (R) of Worcester make
s
necessary another special polling in addition to that set for that)
travel
South,
10th Middlesex district to fill a vacancy caused by the resignatiort‘
r. w":est baway from the Chamber
if
of Rep. Frank C. Sheridan (D) of Maynard to accept a postmaater...ote
uldsenting themselves
their
Would help the
.
ship of his town.
Speaker.
•
With the death of Mr. Rolander
The attitude and action aivv.ac
the Republican majority in the' Mna°rfai,..u.rolneY• anoA
ia
n ttihon
e,
sn
will he
Houme is reduced to eight, with the
'watched with interest, particularly
Republican members numbering because of the
recent charges that
123 and Democrats at 115. Two Re- either by him or through him. Rep.,
Edwar
d
.3.
Kelle
publican victories in the apecial
y of Worcester.
Democ
election, one anticipated in the ape- aided ratic House floor leader, was
in defeating Mayor John C.
cial Worcester election, and the Mahon
ey' for renomination.
other possible in the 10th Middlesex
District, would boost the nominal
Curley to Renew Fight
Republican majority to 10.
Although
the
put
The Worcester primary will be through one work Governor
and wage,• bond .
Nov. 12 and the election Nov. 26.
issue of 813,000,000 during the
last
These special elections will he session, this
does not mean that
watched with more than ordinary he has turne
d his hack on such
interest, with Republican forces ventures. He
wanted another bond
fighting to protect a paper majority issue for public
buildings, which
that eeveral times haft proved to be was defeated,
and has already indijust a paper majority and not an 'tiled that he migait
renew hie fight
actual holding of superior party ¶or it at the next
Pession.
strength as several measures, bearWith an election year at hand
Ing the Curley imprint, have slid and with the Gover
nor seeking rethrough with the oleaginous ease nomination
and re-election
or
of ordinary goose grease.
reaching out for a United States
senator-ship—make
Majority Fluctuated
your
guess
either way--a rousing and ern
When Representative Sheridan
tional
sort
of
legisl
ative
program
resigned the Republican majority may
he expected from him? A
was jumped to nine, with the Demcoupl
of
e
House
votes
are
always
ocratic membership dropping to
115. The majority fluctuated sev- important and well it may be ex,pecte
d
that
the
Gover
nor's
eral timee during the year, once
interwith a Republican member seated 'eat in these will not be merely
by a special elections contest com- academic.
Republicans should elect a Remittee over his Democratic oppublican to succeed Mr. Rolan
ponent.
der
It Is expected that both the Wor- and probably will. The district is
cester and the 10th Middlesex Dis- Republican anti there is nothing
trict will attract far more than lo- on the surface to indicate that it
cal attention bacause of the bear- would be marked by an upset, aling the result will have On the though ballyhoo, work and some
House political strength. There is ding dong campaigning may reaanticipation that Democratic forces, sonably be expected by Democ
rats
possibly with etate backing, will
-particularly it the sinews of war
make a strong effort to retain the should providentially he forthcomDemocratic seat in the Middlesex log, dropped, as it were, like man.
District and an equally strong ef- na from above.
fort to gain the Worcester seat.
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Senator Wragg
To Speak Here
"Curley or Home Rule"
To Be Topic
"Curley or Home Rule," will be the
'subject of Sen. Samuel H. Wragg ot
Needham. who will be the principal
speaker at the Republican ratification
meeting. Friday night. in the Republican headquarters. The meeting is
being staged by the Ward Assembly.
The Republican city committee has
launched a registration drive which
will take in every street in the city.
Committees have been appointed to
make a house to house canvas for
night meetings of Ward 2 and Ward
votes for the Nov. 5 election. Last
8 Republicans were held in the Bancroft Hotel. Ragnar F. Falistrom presided at the Ward 8 meeting and Eldridge Campbell at the Ward 2 ses-

sion

Rallies are being planned by the
city committee to promote the candidacy of Walter J. Cookson for mayor.
The Ward 1 Swedish-American Republican Club met last night at the
Oreendale Improvement Society Hall.
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Vital Issues at Stake
Parkman for Senate president.
A special Republican senatorial
election committee, appointed a few
Is Widely Known
weeks ago, has plunged into the
McSweeney received five out of
fight with dash and vigor, crack- every
seven votes cast in the Reing down unmercifully on the Govprimary. He has been
ernor„ his public financiale record, publican
his acquired control of state and prominent in fraternal affairs for
governmental functions, plus the years. He modestly admits he has
charges that he is seeking to ex- spoken in most of the churches of
end a clutch-and-control policy the opposite faith in his district.
knows everybody
the machinery of government He apparently
throughout the commonwealth with by their first name. Brought up
in
a
neighbo
rhood of French
1:irmingham's election.
speaking people, he speaks pretty
The Republican State committee good
French—something not enas lent its support to Mr. Mcweeney—incidentally a man cap- tirely overlooked by 13,000 voters
of French descent.
able of stout battle on his own—
Talking to the voters in the mansending Executive Sec-etary Charlie /sTichels into the field.. Tie. 4Ias- ner of a neighbor and not a. polisachusetts Republican Club has tician, he looks to victory. Senator
Albert
moved up to the firing line, with its year, Pierce, deceased, won last
in the face of a general Dempresident, the dynamic Robert T. ocratic
landslide, by 4000. The McBushnell, former district attorney Sweeney
of Middlesex county, taking the do much adherents think he can
better than that, but at
stump. More than this it has given the same time these
same people
Bill Williams, its ace publicity man, admit that
a concerted and terradio commentator and all round rific drive is t•eing made
to upset
strategist, a full time assignment what a few weeks
ago seemed
In what may generally be regarded to be a routine special election due
as the strongest effort ever devoted result a foregone conclusion. , the
to the election of a Republican canA list of last night's Birmingham
By CLINTON P. ROWE
didate in a special election.
speakers mentioned Miss Agnes
The District comprises Salem, Parker, terming herself a former
Telegram State House Reporter
Beverly, Marblehead and Danvers. secretary of the Governor and an
SALEM, Oct. 11.—Down in Upon the result of
the election de- employe of the "State division of
this seaport sector where poli- pends, in a high degree, control employment." Another was Mrs.
Mary O'Riordan, prominent Demotics may be rugged and salty, a of the Massachusetts Senate. With cratic
figure. John F. Fitzgerald
McSweeney elected, the Republispecial Senatorial election cam- cans will number
spoke,
but apparently not with
21 to 19 Demooverdue
vehemence. The fiery Senpaign is sweeping to a bitterly- crats, with still a weak spot or two
ator
Joe
Langone of Boston was
—but
figured at "the toughest
fought finish, witil statewide inbreak" to be 20 to 20. That would another speaker.
terest centering on the result. block any Democratic plan
Unmistakably, Mr. McSweeney
to
The dominant issue is Governor gerrymander districts all over the has a tremendous following, regardless
party. Democrats will
James Michael Curley. Republi- state so that in some of them no vote for of
him and in considerable
Republican
ever hope to win.
numbers
can orators from one end of the Behind the could
. He knows that. So do the
Curleylam smoke and
Curley and opposition forces. That
second Esex district to the oth- thunder this looms as another vital is
why
Grant
talked over the radio
er hammer at one thought—the issue.
— as he did, that is why the
DemoOn
the
even
of
election
,
the
Recratic speakers sail into Henry
repudiation of Curleyism publican forces were
frank in their Parkman, talk of
trades, try to plcthrough the election of William voiced anticipation of an onslaught ture
McSweeney as the tool and
of Curley cars and Boston workers puppet
H. McSweeney.
of a Back Bay political
at the polls next Tuesday and were group.
So prominently and 'widely has ready to meet the battle along
any
this • issue been brought into the line that it might develop.
Jobs for Curley Votes
They
campaign, so wide has been the I were gathering cars themsel
ves. It is not impossible for Mr. Mc'appeal for McSweeney's election, They believed there was no possi- Sweeney
that voters of the district are daily Witty that McSweeney could lose, neighborly talks. He has on
receiving letters from acquaint- but were leaving nothing to chance. sion charged that at the stateoccaemances in every part .of the stare, They noted, for instance, that ployment office men have been
urging them to vote against Cur- through the employment office, un- pulled out of the line and told they
leyism, if nothing else. From merely der the Curley "work and wages could vote against McSweeney and
a special election, ordinarily not a bond issue" jobs were being passed have a job or vote for him and go
pulse stirring affair, the Tuesday out. One report was that 400 men jobless. That employment office is
battle has assumed an importance would be put to work in Salem as the center of considerable discussion. He has not hesitated to tear
almost on par with the recent bye a vote gesture,
election in Rhode Island which
Mr. McSweeney, be it said, is a into the expense of state governhanded the New Deal a stunning capable campaigner. To the na- ment under Curley. He can hit like
setback.
tive talent and native political abil- a trip hammer and he does.
As for
The heavy artillery of both par- ity of the Celt, there is added the vocifero the dinnet, Mr. Grant so
usly referred to in connecties has been unlimbered in a pre- shrewdness of the Yankee witt tion with
election campaign that has seen whom be has mingled during thi ence, Mr. Mr. McSweeney's prosney says he was
the hand of the Governor raised 57 years of his life. An orphan a' there, tellsMcSwee
his audience so. He
in behalf of John C. Birmingham, the age of 12, on his own from the' says he
was
town
counsel for Mid- j
the Democratic candidate, by rea- on, he has served in the city gov
son of a blasting speech delivered ernment, achieved prominence in
over the radio by Dick Grant, the the practice of law and has been
Governor's secretary. The Voices of first assistant district attorney.
"I knew Dick Grant when he
Boston speakers have sounded for
Birmingham and Chairman Joseph was hanging around a Boston hoMcGrath of the Democratiet State tel, in a none too classy neighborCommittee has personally taken a hood, looking for coffee and doughhand. One speaker, described in nuts," was his disposition of the
Salem news _rally accounts, as a Grant charge that he cheered for
state employs and former "secre- the Governor at a "victory bantary of Governor Curley" has been quet" and that he had signed an
agreement with Senator Henry
heard.
Parkman of Boston to vote for

CURLEY Is BIG
ISSUf IN ESSEX
DISIIIICT FIGHT

McSweeney, G.O.P. Leader
And Candidate, Carrying
Banner in Salem
INTEREST STATEWIDE

Hundreds From Outside
Urging Relatives to
Repudiate Governor

(;L,0i E
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In some respects this
special elec.tisn, disregarding
the statewide interest, the crusade to make
it serve
as sm instrument to
check the Curley campaign for contr
ol on a high,
WidO and handsome
basis, is rersarkable. Remarkable
for the type
of campaigning that
Mr. McSweeney does.
An instance: He atten
ded
fair conducted by a frate an afrnal so- I
cisty with which he has
long been
connected. He was intro
the audience awaited duced and
a political
rc c h. He mentioned
neither his
cainlidaey nor politics in any
way
Hs gave a masterly hut
brief talk
on the society's charitable
work.
_ Another instance: He visited a
club, perhaps best terme
d an athIstie club.' Certainly it
was not a
literary club. They expec
of politics or perhaps a ted a dose
talk on the
ssssse•siesse.
world's series, Joe Louis
. or anything but what they recei
11,LIANI II. Nits1N1..F.NEY
ved.
Mi. McSweeney was
reminded of
Isspiing and of "If". He
drifted into
dleton, where the banquet was a
discussion of the beauties and
held, and went because a select- philosophi
cal
thoug
ht
of
the poem.
man a.sked him to help "swell th He took
up 19th century poetr
attendance." The Democrats, how its
y and
beauty. Under the same
ever, harp on it, trying to sho
cireumstances with the same
speec
him a Curley man, thereby alien-; other
h, anman would have found
ating a Republican vote,
the
going rough. At the
finish
The Curleyism issue has appar, the club
invited Mr. McSweeney to
ently become
return
warm enough to and go
into the matter more
bother Mr. Birmingham, who lives
in Beverly. He has etrength—the thoroughly when he had more
time. The audience
was genuinely
strength of popularity and general
esteem. His opponents admit that Intrigued.
Quite
a man, this Candidate
and none attacks him. In his camWSweeney, and if victorious
paign he has emphasized his
, as his
in- friends say he
dependence, construed as notic
will he, he'll move
e
that he is not tied to Curley and up into some of the spotlight which
centers, on young Mr.
seems to have generally tried
Risk, the
to
tear the campaign from Curleyism Rhode Islander, who rode herd on
the
New
as much
Deal
a& possible. But.
without
The McSweeney force
success, for that issue , has
s are willbeen ing to conce
de
firmly planted and that is the isBirmingham a
hand
some
vote in Beverly. In the
sue on which the election will
bei last election
largely fought.
Senator Pierce polled
'19,0
00
votes
against 15,000 for the
Republican radio speekers
havelDemocratie
appealed to people in All parts
opponent. Governor
of, Curley lost the
the state to write friends or
district by 301,
rela- making inroads
tives in the district to vote again
under the impetus
st of a general
"Curleyism." They describe the
Democratic sweep.
re- The Salem vote
suit as gratifying.
is looked upon
Indeed,
worker solemnly aiverted that one.as a heavy factor. It is in that vote
''the
that the McSweeney worke
rest of the state is more 'het
rs exup' pect the heavi
est majority to be
over this election than we who
liv rolled up for
In the district." In a measu
him. It is also that
re tha vote to which
the Boston galaxy
is true.
of orators, who have invad
ed the
Bank on French Vote
district for
Birmingham
have
devoted themselves with
The McSweney forces
exceeding
are hank indus
try.
ing heavily on the French
vote. 01
The McSweeney campaign board
the radio Rep. Edmond
Talbot —looking not alone to the immespeaking in French,
charged thai dinte district but to the statewide
significance of the outcome— are
Governor Curley refus
ed to inter- telephonin
g thousands of voters.
vene in a Salem strik
e, saying h The Democratic general staff
has
"couldn't he bothered."
-,canvassed the voters not enrol;ed
ing fed to 2500 strikers Thisa is be in either
party, evidently hoping to
as
earnple of "work and wages
." The Gov- h it pay dirt in this direction.
ernor L9 charged
Today the McSweeney directors
with failure on
his promise to elimi
nate the grade were looking to Monday and eleccrossing over which
tion today, wondering what the
trains a slay hang more than 70 Democ
ratic move would be. hut exthrough the business and clatter pectin
's something and standing
center of the
city.
.ready to meet it.

"FIN COM" HITS
AT MANSFIELD
Again Denies Evidence
on Dolan as Unproved
Four Sign Letter—Wheeler in
Dissent Favors New Report
Adhering to their refusal to furnish Mayor Mansfield evidence in
connection with the affairs cf the
Legal Securities Corporation and the
regime of Edmund L. Dolan as city
treasurer of Boston, four members
of the Boston Finance Commissicn—
Chairman E. Mark Sullivan, Philip
Chapman, William A. Reilly and
William Saxe—in a letter to the
Mayor given out last night—accuse
the Mayor of seeking -self-promotional publicity unworthy of the
high office of Mayor."
Alexander Wheeler. the letter says,
"while agreeing with the majority ;
of the commission that the files and
records of the commission are not
subject to examination by the Law!
Department or others without the
commission's consent, dissents from
the position taken by the majority
in this case that an additional report
is unnecessary."
Explaining the attitude of Mr
Wheeler, the letter continues:
"He believes that it is always posstole to report out any information
in the possession of the commission,
and it is the duty of the commission
to report everything which it finds
to be material in its investigations.
"Mr Wheeler believes that the investigation of the activities of E. L.
Dolan as city treasurer and of the
records of the E. L, Dolan Company
and the Legal Securities Corporation
now being made by the corporation
counsel should be pressed through to
a conclusion so that the doubts remaining after the examination and
reports of the Finance Commission
may be finally cleared up.
"To that end, he believes, the
Finance Comisslon should supplement
its published reports by an additional report which would include copies
of the testimony requested."

Charges Misstatement
The majority of the commission
says: "Once again the Finance Commission finds it necessary to correct
a misstatement of certain facts by
Your Honor in relation to the work
of the Finance Commission.

and
which has been constant
I "In your letter of Oct 10 to the since the
e creation of the commission.
! commission which comments on a "Your special counsel (George It.
reply made by the commission on Farnum) had the fullest opportunity
Oct 3 to Corporation Counsel Foley's to make whatever he could out of the
request for the complete file of testi- Finance Commission papers while be
mony and papers relating to an in- was employed as an investigator at
vestigation by the Finance Commis-I $250 per week by the Finance Com'sion, you stated in effect that the mission. When he left the (service
. commission failed to reply to a City l of the commission he took with him,
Council order requesting the corn-, without authority, whatever he
( mission to publish the so-called Far- thought would later serve him in
' num reports and to continue an in- such a job as the one you have now
vestigation of the land takings and given him.
bond purchases.
"Since Mr Farnum is no longer employed as an investigator by the
Finance Commission, the commission
Farnum Reports Published
no right to exceed its authority
"That so gross a misstatement could has
to give him a second opportunity to
be accidental seems unlikely to the make something more of the commiscommission for two reasons: First, sion's material than what he inthe so-called Farnum reports were corporated in his reports to it.
published; they were presented to the
Legislative Committee on Rules in I Says Farnum Has Facts
April, were given to the newspapers "Mr Farnum already possesses
by that committee, and were pub- most, if not all, of this material even
lished in all the Boston newspapers though without authority. The materiai parts of testimony of witnesses
the next day.
"Secondly, the commission did re- who appeared before this commission
ply to the City Council's order; on after he, now your special counsel,
April 10, 1935, the commission sub- severed his connection with this
mitted R report to you and gave commission are adequately disclosed
copies of that report to the City in at least the minority report of
Council, thus replying directly to the this commission granted to you under
Council's order. Possibly because you date of April 10, 1933.
"Mr Wheeler and Mr Kaplan in
failed to acknowledge the receipt of
this report, which often happens in their minority report of that date
your case, your records do not now gave in great detail the testimony
you now seek; co that it is now
show that you received it.
available to you and to your special
counsel, and there is nothing that
Mansur Case illustration
can be concealed by the commisGiving a reason for withholding sion's denial of your request that it
the information the Mayor desires, abandon its established practice and
the commission majority says that the law governing its activities."
Mayor Mansfield, who is confined
"By carefully guarding its extraor- to his home by a cold, and Mr Fardinary power of investigation and in- num refused last night to discuss
quiry, the Finance Commission has the letter for publication.
often saved the reputations of persons of good repute from public
Inc
shame that would otherwise fall upon
them if the commission turned over to
a politically-minded and unscrupulous Mayor testimony of persons appearing before it that the commission regarded as incapable of being
substantiated."
"A very apt and recent illustration of this," the majority adds, "is a
statement made before this commission concerning certain close relatives of Your Honor and their imNo special attention would be paid next
proper • participation in payments received by city contractors. The ac- Tausday to the election of a state senator
cuser has refused to amplify or sub- in the 2d Essex district were it not for the
stantiate these statements made pri- issues drawn. They have created themvately to the commission, except at selves quite naturally. The result in
the
a public hearing. Therefore, the district will give
a 4pretty clear idea of
Finance Commission has not yet seen
fit to grant to that person a public just how far the people of this state want
hearing, nor will it grant such public to go along the road of Curleyism.
hearing until such time as it feels
The district is rep:cesentative of the
that these charges can be reasonably state at large. It is pretty evenly
divided
substantiated.",
The "apt and lecent Illustration" between agriculture and industry. Bacon
refers to the recent refusal of Charles carried it against Cuzley by only 101 votes,
L. Mansur to submit at a private and the popularity of the late Senator Almeeting of the commission evidence bert Pierce was probably all that kept it in
he claims to have in support of his the Republican
column in sending a man to
contention that there were many irregularities in connection with the the Legislature.
If the people who do not like the way
financial phases of snow removal last
Winter.
the state is being run take the trouble
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ESSEX MAY LEAD

—
No Exception to Rule

Making it plain that they will not
give the Mayor the evidence he asks
for, the majority of the commission
says:
"The commission knows of no reason why it should make an exception
in favor of Your Honor to this rule

to vote there will not be much question
about the result. There are unmistakable
signs that the voters of the state are
waking up. If they go to the polls on
Tuesday, the men and women of Essex
county will show which way the state is
,nrt r7
ori

,J01.0 4.1

AUta.•
*
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STATE PROJECTS
CO TO PRESIDENT
45,000,000 Grants Already
Approved by Heads
Of Departments
WASHINGTON, Oct. II. (AP)—Representative Joseph E. Casey said today
miscellaneous works projects for Massachusetts involving $95,000,000 had been
approved by department heads here and .
forwarded to the President for signature.
Casey and John P. Brennan, personal
representative here of Gov. Curley, said
they had been told by the treasury department that warrants for the projects
had been drawn and sent to the Canal
Zone, where the President, they said, is
expected to approve them. Their return
Is expected next week valen they will
go to Comptroller-General McCarl for
final sanction.
These additional projects, part of
Gov. Curley's original state program,
are understood to consist chiefly of
farm-to-market highway developments,
highway beautification and possibly
some harbor dredging jobs.
Casey and Brennan also pressed the
office of McCarl for early action on
WPA projnts involving $27,000.000 for
Massachusetts. They learned that approximately half of the approved projects had received MeCarls approval,
but were unable to learn which had
cleared.
In arguing speedy approval of the re-,
/mining projects, Casey argued that the,
advent of cold weather in the North
made it necessary to get the works progress program under way in those states
earlier than might be necessary in
states with milder climate.
Casey also joined Mayor Robert E.
Greenwood of Fitchburg in urging a
WPA allocation for a central heating
system to serve both, the present junior
high school there ,and a new senior
high school for whim the WPA has
approved an allotment of $310,000.
While Casey and Brennan asked McCarl's office to give Massachusetts projects earlier consideration than might
be expected if all projects were considered in order, Representative Edith
Nouse Rogers asked the procurement
division of the treasury department to
allot contracts for 150,000,000 yards of
cotton cloth to be used in relief work
with a view to spreading the contracts
geographically.
'
New England mills, she said, would
be handicapped otherwise in their bids
because of their higher labor costs In
comparison with the South.
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FIN COM SPLITS
ON DO
.
LAh
N PRa
t
OBEt

ALWAYS CONFIDENTIAL
The four members, reiterating that
the commission has ahvays treated tesobtained by it as confidential,
say that by this course the commission
'has often saved the reputation of persons of good repute from Public
shame
would otherwise fall upon them
if the commission ttsrned over to a Politically-minded
unscrupulous
and
lying mayor testimony of persons aPpearing
t 'before it that the commLssion regarded
as incapable of being substantiated."
As an example of this latter type of
testimony, the commission said a person
—not identified in the letter—made a
statement to the commissi
The Boston financi
"conc
commission, in a ing close relatives of youronhono ernletter to Mayor
and
Mansfield last night, their improper participation in r payreiterated its rqfusal
to turn over to ments received by city contractce-s."
him its copies of
testimony, bank de- The four members conceded that they
posit slips and other
did not believe the statement could be
evidence obtained substantiated.
during the course of its
investigation of
the official acts of
Edmund L. Dolan
.as city treasurer
from 1930 through
1935.
! Only four of the
five
2
commission, however, members of the
joined in that
part of the comm
unication, which vigorously attacked the
mayor. Alexander
Wheeler, the only
0
4X1-0
did not receive Inspresent member who
Gov. Curley, dissentedappointment from
from
taletOrry his four colleaguesthe position
, and came
out publicly in favor
tion now being made of the Investigaof
Dolan by the
city law department.
"Mr. Wheeler." it W fiS
set forth in
the letter. "while
agreeing with the
majority of the comm
ission that the
files and records of the
not subject to examinat commission are
ion by the law
department or others witho
mission's consent, disse ut the comnts from the
position taken by the major
ity in this
case that an additional
report (on
Dolan) is unnecessary.
"He believes that, It Is
to report out any inforalways possible
mation in the
possession of the commissi
and It is
the duty of the commission,
on to report
everything which It finds
to
be
material
to its Investigation.
"Mr. Wheeler believes
that
the investigation of the activ
Dolan as city treasurer ities of E. L.
ords of the E. L. Dola and of the recnur big derpwaIer passenger liners
the Legal Securities n Company and
are due to arrive at this port over the
Corporation now
being made by the
corporation counsel
week -end beginning with tonight
should be pressed thro
when
sion so that the doubtsugh to a concluthe Cunard White Star liner Laco
nia
remai
ning
after
the examination and
comes here from New York to pick
up
reports of the
finance commission
206 passengers for Cobh and Liverpool
may
be finally
cleared up. To that end
and
after
foura
hour
stop
resu
he
mes
voyfinance commission shoul believes the
age across the Atlantic. She is due
its published reports by d supplement
from New York at 5 o'clock this after
an
addit
ional
report which would
noon and will sail again at 9 o'clo inclu
ck.
the testimony requested." de copies of
A delegation of state officials will
be
The latter testimony,
amon
g
the
100 passengers who will sail
now being
sought by the mayor for
for
the
use
Briti
by
sh West Indies tomorrow
the law
department in its inves
tigat
on a 28-day cruise of the Canadian
was taken by the finance ion of Dolan.
Natio
comm
nal
issi
liner
on
Lady Drake.
in
the course of its own
Those who are following the N•aca
Which It closed lest winter.investigation,
tion lead of ClesCurley, who is
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secretary to the Covernor; Frank L.
Kane, director of the state employment
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11 BIG LINERS DUE
OVER WEEK-END
Delegation of State Offii cials Sails ,Tomorrow
For West Indies

I office; Charles E. Manion, former CurIcy chauffeur, who is now in the public
utilities department; Sergt. Arthur T.
O'Leary, bodyguard to the Governor;
J. W. Quinn and a George Murphy.
The Lady Drake will arrive
Halifax, N. S. at neon tomorrow from
and
rail at 3 P. M.
The Cunarder Lancastria, from Liver
pool, Belfast and Galway, shoul
d be
due tomorrow, but since she had three
ports of call for passengers
she will
not appear until late tomorrow
night
in the lower harbor. She will
anchor
off the quarantine station,
to her berth at East Boston coming up
early
day morning. She has 146 passeMonngers
fof this port.
The American Export liner Excal
coming from Mediterranean ports ibur,
with
about 100 passengers, of which
a score
or more will land here, is expec
ted to
arrive off the pilot station durin
g Sunday night or early Monday morn
and will come up harbor to the ing
army
base at 8 Monday morning. She
a large amount of south European has
north African cargo to land here and
and
will leave for New York Tuesday
morning.
Beside these the around the
world
steamer President Harrison will
come to
the Hoosac docks in Charlestown
tomorrow afternoon, but since late
she
landed all her passengers in
New York
will have nothing but freight
ashore here. She also will rema to put
overnight leaving on her retur in here
New York late Monday to n trip to
pick
passengers for her next around up
the
world voyage.
Two United Fruit steamers. the
La
Perla. with bananas from Santa
Col., and the Maravi, with raw Marta,
sugar
from Banes, Cuba, are also
listed
due to arrive tomorrow. Coast as
wise
passenger steamers due Sunday
Saint John. from St. John, N. are the
Bo City
of Chattanooga. from Savannah
New York and the New York. from and
New
York.
Among those to board the Lacon
ia
tonight before she sails for Ireland and
England will be Miss Dorothy Blackador,
secretary to the speaker of the British
House of Commons; George H. Clark,
Roston publisher; Norman Peck. European representative of a Worcester
manufacturing concern: Miss M. A.
Charlton of the Back Bay district of
Boston and Miss Kathryn Dobyne. who
Is employed at the Probate Registry of
Deeds in Middlesex county. Cambridge.
Among the passengers due to land in
Boston from the Lancastria will be Mrs.
James M. Newell and daughter. Miss
Alice; Roland G. Hopkins and Mr. and
br
Mrs. William W. DrummeY.
of Boston and Mrs. Harold Murdock of Cam-
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FACES DISBARMENT BATTLE

OCT 1 2 1935
STARTS ACTION
/ AGAINST STONE
Supreme Court Names Man to
Prosecute Cambridge
Jurist
Disbarment proceedings against Judge
Arthur P. Stone of the East Cambridge
district court will be brought before a
single justice early next month by Atty.
Clifford S. Lyon of Holyoke, special
prosecutor assigned by the supreme
court to direct the proceedings, it was
revealed last night.
The decision to seek Judge Stone's
disbarment was reached by the supreme
court justices after they had considered
at great length an ,nformation on his
trusteeship of a Cambridge estate
placed before it by the Boston Bar
Association.
After several months preparation
Lyon is ready to go before the supreme
court for an assignment of hearing
early in November.
The bar association's activities were
largely restricted to a submission to the
supreme court of transcripts of the proceedings before the 1933 Legislature in
' the unsuccessful attempt to oust Judge
Stone from the bench. The justices
decided to bring the case to a conclusion by having the entire case presented again before a single justice by
Lyon.
In the legislative proceedings the
House voted to ask the Governor and
council to remove JudgoStasta...laut the
Senate refused to concur in the removal resolution and the case died.
The protests against Judge Stone's
continuance on the bench came originally in 1932 when Judge Cohen C.
Campbell of Middlesex probate court
found that in his capacity as a private
attorney Judge Stone had "misappropriated to his own use large sums of,
money which were assets of the estats!
and concealed the misappropriation
from Inez L. Clarke."
The estate in question was that of
the late Dr. Genevieve Clarke of Cambridge and Miss Inez Clarke was the
beneficiary.
Judge Campbell found that "Stone
conducted this estate for his personal
benefit and profit and not for the
benefit of the estate or of Inez L.
Clarke, its sole legatee."
Judge Stone ultimately was found accountable to the estate in the sum of
$12,912 and Judge Campbell ruled that
he was liable for $1500 in interest and
$1814 in counsel fees.
BOSTON BAR ACTS
The proceedings before the Legislature acre highly sensational in character. The refusal of the Senate to concur in the removal resolution was followed by a 1onz interval of inaction be-

JUDGE ARTHUR P. STONE
Of East Cambric* district court.
cause of the Uncertainty as to which' He has been a resident of Holyoke
of the various bar associations should for 34 years, having been graduated
institute proceedings In the supreme from Holyoke High school before he
aut.
matriculated at Dartmouth. He studThe Boston association's council filaw at Columbia University.
nally accepted a recommendation from iedAt present he is a member of the
its grievance committee that the case
of Green, Bennett and Lyon. In
firm
be formally laid before the supreme conducting the case against Judge
court for any subsequent action.
Stone he will be assisted by his Holyoke
The decision to seek the services of
associates.
the Holyoke attorney was believed to
In the p:•oceeding; before the Legislabe a move to engage a prosecutor who ture, Judge Stone was represented by
had not been even remotely connected Andrew Marshall and Dwight B. Macand probably not intimately interested Cormack, both of Boston.
in the 1933 legislative proceedings.
Lyon, a conspicuous Holyoke Republican, has been a member of the Massachiisetts bar since 1915. He served
as an assistant district attorney of
Hampden county from 1926 to 1930 and
last year was urged to seek the office
of county prosecutor.
He is chairman of the Holyoke Republican city committee and has an
extensive practice in Hampden county.
For six years he conducted a course in
criminal law in the Northeastern University law school branch at Springfield.
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According to word from WasiVagt011
last night. $45,000,000 worth ç addlt:onal WPA projects for this State
have passed the first. stages alt, have
been sent to the ("anal Zone to receive
the President's signature. Then they
will follow the federal red tape to
Comptroller-General McCarl's office for
investigation.
Other projects which received the approval of the allotment hoard yesterday were annonced last night, totalling
$5,160,041. These were for community
service projects In cities and towns,
ar.d for five county roads.

OCT 1 2 10?5

$47,760,000
'R. ST AFOTE
PROJECTS

OCT 12 1935
THE FIN COM EXPLAINS

Despite the urbane Chairman Sullivan's scholarly explanation of why the
finance commission feels impelled to withhold its information concerning the financial relations of the city and Edmund
L. Dolan,the ordinary citizen will conclude
that there are other reasons for such a
non -co-operative attitude. The commission was created to protect the interests of
the people of Boston They pay all its
expenses. Let us assume—an entirely
hypothetical case, of course—that a mayor
thought that by legal action he might recover $100,000 for the city treasury. The
Massachusetts' quota for WPA
commission had testimony and records in
projects was stated to be $47,760,materially
in
Its office which might assist
000, according to an announcement
the successful prosecution of the rase.
Would the interests of the people of Bos- 'torn Washington last night. The reton be served if the commission should re- port said that this is Nfassachusette
fuse to let the mayor, or his legal represen- share of the national quota of $1,.
140.000,000 for the count.
tative, examine its papers?
To carry these projects out will cost
Incidents have doubtless occurred when
cities and towns about $5,030,000 for the
a mayor, eager to obtain damaging information about witnesses who had testified 'purchase of materials and supplies,
against his administration, was rightly re- WPA projects being about 90 per cent
federal grant as compared to only 45
fused access to the commission's records.
per cent federal grant in the PWA.
But no such motive exists in the Dolan
Out of the $47,760,000 worth of small
case. The interests of the mayor and those works projects which the WPA is to
administer here only $3,0a5,377 have acof the public are identical.
tually been made available through final
As for Mr. Sullivan's fear that use of the approval
by Comptroller-General J. R.
commission's material by the corporation McCall.
counsel might do "unjustifiable harm," It Projects approved by the President
and sent to Mr. McCaig for final check
is obvious that it. would not be made pub- ar
.o1 counter-eignature amount to $35.lice except in a court of law. The com- , i•N,29i,
o
it was stated.
mission appears to be much more solicitous
Can Draw $10,000,000
of Mr. Dolan's interests than of the welA despatch from Washington last
fare of I he people of Boston.

State-Wide
Community service programmes in
the following cities:
Ashfield, Franklin county, $3880.
Athol, Worceeter county, $32,487.
Attleboro, Bristol county, $143,250.
Belchertown, Hampshire county, $12,291.
Belmont. Middlesex county, $70,761.
;
Buckland. Franklin county, $13.025.
Charlemont, Franklin county, $3830.
Chesterfield, Hampshire county, $3501.
Clarksburg, Berkshire county, $4042.
Douglas, Worcester county, $6839.
Fall River, Bristol county, $545,090.
Fitchburg, Worcester county, 1138.163.
Gardner, Worcester county, $72,170.
Grafton, Worcester county, $27,518.
Groton, Middlesex county, $17,038.
Hawley, Franklin county, $5591.
Leveret% Franklin county, $6746.
Northboro. Worcester county, $12,932.
Northbridge, Worcester county, $48,418.
North Brookfield. Worcester county,
$17,283.
Oxford, Worcester county, 18343.
Pittsfield, Berkshire county, $3720.
Ware, Hampshire county, $14,627.
Wellesley, Norfolk county. $20,765.
West Brookfield, Worcester county,
54115.
Westford, Middlesex county, $10,807.
Worthington, Hampshire county, $2800.

Cities, Towns
for Materials About
$5,000,000

Cost to

Barnstable County
Improve various roads wholly under
control of the county. Federal funds,
1410,735.

Essex County
Improve various roads wholly under
,ontrol of the county. Federal funds,
11,014.7r.

1
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Governor's Cousin Gets
Driving License Back
The driving license of Janice M. Curley of 2039 Commonwealth avenue.
Brighton, was restored yesterday to the
GoVernor's criatein and namesake, after
his case of parking overtime had been
placed on file _earlier in the day by the
Brighton District Court.
Ills driving license had been taken
away 24 hours earlier by Registrar of
Motor Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin because the Governor's cousin had failed
to take his perking tag to court on
time.

night stated that at the ComptrollerGeneral's office yesterday it was learned
that about $13,c4.10,010 worth of WPA
projects have rece:ved final approval
but that the warrants have not been
forwarded to the Treasury Department
yet.
Treasury credit, upon which Stale
ERA-WPA Administrator Arthur G.
Botch can draw, Is expected to be announced here within the next few days,
for at least 110.000,000 in addition to the
$3,0R5,377 he has for the WPA now.
Massachuset ts' $17,760,000 quota of
WPA money would carry 100.000 men
And women relief workers for about
seven months, according to Administrator Reach.

Start in January
PWA and other relief projects, however, are expected to start by
first
Of the year to take much of the load
off WPA. WPA is expected * be a
quick-action, trouble-shooting ore. nizaBon to fill In the chinks and crannies
of unemployment.
Many more projects than will ever
he started were sent to Washington and
are being approved through all the bureaus there in order to give Administrator notch and the cities and towns
a wide selection of projects embracing
every conceivable kind of work' for all
types of unemployed men and women.

Follow Red Tape

Nantucket County

I

Improve various roads wholly under
control of the county. Federal funds,
121,573.

Plymouth County
Improve various roads wholly under
control of the county. Federal funds,
$3.21,440.

Worcester County
Improve various roads wholly under
control of the county. Federal funds,
$2,1V,544.

New York Fares Well
According to the official figures the
quota given all New England is less
than that allowed New York city. While
the six New England States are to get
$70,600,04) for WPA, New York city is
allowed $115,990.000 and New York State.
gets $54,660.000 more.
Aside from New York city, five States
received a larger quota for WPA boondoggling than does Massachusetts. The
figures made public In Washington to
show the status of the Works Progress
Administration gave major quotas as
follows:

So Does Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania, It28„1110,001; Ohio, 190,
MO,000: California. $77,610,000 and Illinois,
$73,000,000, Largest share of any State
was New York's $170,650,000 inclusive of
New York city. Smallest share is Nevada's $1,090,000.
The New England State qa...tax are:
Massachusetts. $46,760.000; Maine, $2,650,000: New Hampshire, 4,270,000; Vermont,
0,820,000; Rhode 'eland, $5,440,050 and
ilen 0 WA;
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sought by the Mayor was contain
ed in
Mr. Sullivan referred in that state-4
a minority report issued by
Alexander ment to George R. Farnum, who served
Wheeler and Judge Jacob J. Kaplan
, sa special Investlgatink counsel for the
Explaining the stand of himself
and
his three fellow members,
Chairman finance commission last winter, before
Sullivan said that recently a
charge Governor Curley revamped the personwas made before the Finance Commi
s. nel of the body, and who Is now
sion involving relatives of the
working in a similar capacity for the
He said the person making theMayor.
accu- city law department.
sations refused to substantiate them
) -Since Mr. Farnum is no longer emunless a public hearing was called
and ployed as an investigator by the finance
that the Commission did not feel justi- commission, the commission has
no
fied In calling a public hearing on
the right to exceed its authority to give
,testimony he had given..
him a second opportunity to make
"A very apt and recent Illustration of something more of the commission's
this is a statement made before this material than what he Incorporated In
Commission recently concerning close his reports to it," he said.
relatives of Your Honor and their ii"Mr. Farnum already possesses most,
proper participation in payments re- if not all, of this material, even though
ceived by the city contractors," Sulli- without authority. The material parts
van said in reply to the Mayor.
of the testimony of witnesses who
"The accuser has refused to amplify peared before this commission after aphe,
---‘,e+entiate
thee. statements. made now your special counsel, severed his
connect
ion
with
this
commis
sion
are
private
I
ly to the Commission, except at
adequatel-,,- disclosed in at least the
a public hearing.
Therefore, the
Finance Commssion has not yet seen minority rept.rt of this commission
fit to grant to that person such public granted to you under the date of April
hearing until such time as it feels that 10, 1935."
these charges can be reasonably substantiated.
"In the files of the Commission that
Your Honor now demands are to be
found similar unsubstantiated accusaBed, Says
tions made before this Commission by Mayor, From Sick
persons whom it has good reason to
Charge Big Contract Awarded
regard as irresponsible and actuated
only by a personal malice and a spirit
Without Bids "Pure Moonshine"
of revenge."
Althou
gh confined to his bed with
Mayor Mansfield is confined to bed
a
with an attack of ptomaine poisoning heavy cold and an attack of ptomaine
and a severe cold. Mrs. Mansfield felt poisoning, Mayor Mansfield yesterday
last night that his condition was such hit back at a report of the Boston
that he should not be disturbed to be finance Commission, which charged
with political trickery.
questioned concerning the report of the
Members of the Boston Finance Finance Commission. Earlier in the The Mayor asserted the contention
of
the
Finance Commission that the
day, he
answered from his bed a city
Commission yesterday split over the previous had
awarded a contract for work
attack by the Commission.
amount
ing
to several thousand dollars
matter of turning 'over to Mayor 1 While he agreed with the other four without adverti
sing for bids, was "pure
Imembers of the Finance Commission
moonsh
Mansfield testimony and records in that the files and records of the Com- "I ine."
conside
r
that the letter of Public
mission are not subject to examination
Works Commissioner Christo
connection with the investigation
pher .1.
of by the law departmetnt or anyone with- Carven complet
ely refutes the unfair
out
the
consen
t of the body, Finance
bond purchases by former City
Commissioner Wheeler differed in the and untrue charges of the Finance
Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan.
stand taken by the other four members Commission," Mayor Mansfield said,
Earlier in the day, Chairman E.
It appeared unlikely last night that , that an additional report' on the Dolan Sulliva
Mark
n of the Finance Commission
the commission would give the Mayor case is unnecessary. ,
accused Mayor Mansfield of
"political
trickery" and charged him with
Wants It Cleaned Up
the assistance he has requested for
making Public a new demand for testimony
Mr. Wheeler contended the Investiga- in the
the probe now being conducted by
Edmund L. Dolan ease while at
tion of the activities of Mr. Dolan as the same
the city law department of Mr. Do- city
time
treasurer and of the records of the of the award delaying an explanalion
of a contract to a "poIan's activities as city treasurer.
E. L. Dolan Company and the Legal litical
favorite" without advertising.
The four members of the commission Securities Corporation now being Made
The contract which 'drew the fire
of
by the city law department "should be the Financ
appointed by Gov rno
e Commission involved the
urtey voted to pressed
through to a conclusion so that widening of the
withhold
the in ormation
exits of the East Boson
the , the doubts remain
ing .after the exam- ton traffic tunnel.
grounds that It should not make public
Commissioner Carrecords or testimony it has been unable ination and reports of the Finance yen yesterday said the work amount
ed
to substantiate. In that way the body Commission may be cleared up." "
only to $798.64. He explained that
the
"To that end, he believes, the Finance city charter
has been able to protect many persons
provides that contracts
Commis
sion should supplement its pub- under $1000 can
from unfair and unsubstantiated acbe awarded without
cusations in the past, the four com- lished reports by an additional report Olds. He further stated
that he conwhich would include copies of the testi- sidered
missioners stated.
the work In the nature of an
A fifth finance commissioner, Alex- mony requested," Chairman Sullivan emergency and awarded the
contract
ander Wheeler, appointed by former stated In his report.
without even awaiting the approv
al of
Chairman Sullivan declared the com- Mayor
Governor Ely and the lone hold-over
on the commission from the Ely ad- mission "knows of no reason why it
ministration, maintained that the com- should make an exception in favor of
mission should publish an additional re- Mayor Mansfield" to the rule and policy
port which would Include copies of the of withholding testimony which it has
been unable to subetentiate.
testimony requested by the Mayor.
"By carefully guarding its extraor, "In a personal conversation with the
secreta
ry of the commission after the
dinary power of investigation and inquiry, the Finance Commission has commission had replied to your request
often saved the reputation of persons last February for the testimony of one
of good standing from public shame witness, you commended the position
that would otherwise fall upon them if taken by the Finance Commission as
the commission turned over to a pol- sound and reasonable," Sullivan said
itically-minded Mayor testimony of per- last night in his reply to the Mayor.
sons appearing before it that the comHad Full Opportunity
mission regarded as incapable of being
substantiated," Chairman E. Mark Sul"Your special counsel had the fullest
livan of the Finance Commission stated opportunity to make whatever he could
out of the finance commission papers
in a report made public last night,
while he was employed as an investiMust Protect Innocent
gator at $2.51, per week by the finance
commis
sion. When he left the service
Chairman Sullivan was supported
in I of the commission, he took with him,
his stand by Commissioners Chapman,
withou
t
authority, whatever he thought
Reilly and Saxe. They further point
would later serve him In such a job alsi
out that actually moat of the materia
l the one you have now given him."
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Fin. Corn. Four to
One Against Use
of Records

higher office-holding altitudes. And before I could find an excuse for getting away he was reeling off these
names:
James M. Curley, Common Council
NEWS BUREAU
and Board of • Aldermen, Mayor of.
Boston and Governor of the CommonBoston, Mass.
wealth.
John L. Bates, Common Council,
Governor of the Commonwealth.
Channing H. Cox, Common Council,
Governor of the Commonwealth.
John F. Fitzgerald, Common Council, Mayor of Boston.
George Holden Tinkhain, Common
One Of His Constituents Maintains That Members of Old-Time Council and Board of Aldermen, RepTwo-Chamber City Council Went Higher After Serving Their Ap- resentative in Congress.
prenticeship Than Those Elected Under Present System—Special Joseph A. Conry, Common Council,
Legislation Was Enacted To Make Boston Peerless City Of High Representative in Congress.
William T. A. Fitzgerald, Common
Municipal Ideals And Achievements.
I explained I did not have the sta- Council, Register of Deeds.
Arthur W. Dolan, Common Council,
By Peter Fitz Curley
tistics with me at the time.
One of my constituents—he may
"Statistics?" he explained. You Judge of Probate.
not know that he is one or them--- don't need any statistics if you really "I am not going as far back," he
complained the other day because wish and are able to answer that continued, "as I might prove that the
members of the City Council, since the question. Let me answer it for you. bicameral City Council was a stepping
great reform wave of 1908 swept over Not one of the reformed and consoli- stone for advancement to higher poBoston without reforming much of dated City Council who had not served sitions. If I were to do so, I might
anything, had not been able to soar in the old City Council has been elect- point to the fact that Alexander H.
as high officially as they did in the ed to any office worth speaking of Rice was president of the Common
good old days when reformers merely or even worth whispering about. That'Council in 1854, mayor of the city in
talked and talked without getting is the long and short of it."
1856 and 1857 and afterward Gover/
anywhere. He told me right to my
I
"You are wrong, utterly wrong," nor. John Q. A. Brackett was a memface that the result of substituting replied with almost religious fervor. ber of the City Council before he beone legislative body in City Hall for In other words, you are ignoring self- came Governor. Hugh O'Brien had a
two had been a serious mistake and evident truths, or what should be self long stretch as member of the Common
he had no hesitation in ascribing the evident truths. For example, I contin- Council and Board of Aldermen befinancial and commercial depression ued, "look at Governor Curley."
fore he became mayor. Thomas N.
which began in 1929 and has not yet
"I can't," was tlirlefgent rePlY. Hart, who had two separate terms as
ended, to the abolition of the Board "He is too far away at the present mayor, was an alderman in 1858 ann
of Aldermen and Common Council.
time. But Governor Curley, to whom 1886, and our own oresent City Me.4And he really meant it. When I. you point with pride, began his on- senger, on whom should depend more
laughed at his opinion, which was ward and upward career as a member often fo reliable information, Peter,
emphatically expressed in the office of the Common Council as long ago was an aldermen for four years."
of the City Messenger, he challenge as 1900 and represented old Ward 17 By that time I had made up my mind
me to disprove his assertion. I re Roxbury, in then that popular body. that I was wasting precious moments
plied that there was no method o He was afterward a member of the in listening to i lot of factg about
proving or disproving his ,tatement4, Board of Aldermen. Again I ask you men who had held office long before I
but that it was absurd on the face of to name one member of the City Coun- first found my way into City Hall.
it. He replied that, if I had a job( cil under the new dispensation who And so I went away, after firing this
in the city sprvice which require4 has gone higher by the vote of the parting shot:
brains as well as nerve, T would ap- ulect orate."
"But you will have to admit, now
statepreciate the truth of his statement,
Off-hand, of course, I couldn't an- that you have made a lot of
,as soon as he had made it and agree swer him. But I told him that I would ments that I haven't time to prove
present City
with him as to the basic facts.
look up the facts, assisted, of course, absolutely false, that the
"What are the basic facts?" I asked, hy my friend, City Messenger Leary, Council is an intelligent and as busthinking to make him recede from his and would give them to him next day. iness-like as any that we have ever
position, or turn his attention to the
He laughed in a decidedly sneering had, bar none."
outcome of the world series. It didn't
There was no reply. There could be
manner. Don't waste your time, and
work. Said He:
don't try to waste the time of our none. I had won, as I always do in an
"The basic facts, if you really dehonored City Messenger. He would argument that calls for basic facts.
sire to know and actually uderstand
know better, anyhow. But let me point
the meaning of basic, are so plain that
out to you from memory, without tryeven the mentally blind like yourself,
ing to ascertain the names of all those
can read. But let me ask you a queswho went upward under the old systion: How many members of the City
tem, a few of those who in the last
Council since 1908, when the consoli•
four or five decades have climbed the
dation went into effect, have been ad.
from the Cornm,m
Isdder that
vanced to higher elective positions?'
Council and Board of Aldermen to
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PETER FITZ CURLEY DEMANDS LIGHT
ON BASIC FACTS AND GETS RESULTS
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THIS MOVEMENT SHOULD AT LEAST
BE EQUIPPED WITH TWO TAXICABS
Just Now It Is Said To Be "On Foot" And Having For Its Purpose
The Selection Of Candidate To Oppose Governor Curley For Renomination—It May Get As Far as the Pre-Primary Flag-Station
—Rersort That Boston Herald Will Soon Abandon Editorials for
New Features Is Not Yet Confirmed—Republican Leadership Is
Still Lacking.
voters declined without thanks the
choice of the pre-primary convention
By Matthew Cotton
I hear that a movement is on foot of their own party, and nominated r
—probably, later, it will be possible candidate who was elected Governor
to equip it with a taxicab—to oppose over a Republican candidate who, havGovernor Curley for re-nomination in ing been accepted by the pre-primary
the next canaign by presenting to convention, was nominated in the
the Democratic voters an anti-Curley primaries.
candidate for nomination, and that There may be deep thinkers among
even now the very deepest thinkers the anti-Curley Democrats who have
of the stop-Curley contingent are en- in mind somebody who, they believe,
gaged in making up their minds whom can defeat Governor Curley for the
they will back for the nomination. convention indorsement. They will
Personally, I think the idea is a good not, of course, reach a decision conone. I believe that in any political cerning the identity of that man for
campaign, even for a nomination, some time to come. But as far as I
there should be a real contest, for can see, and my eyesight is fairly
that helps the voters to decide who, good, there is no prominent Democrat
in their opinion, is the better or best visible at the present time who would
seek an indorsement by a pre-primary
man for the nomination.
On the other hand, it is not quite convention for the sake of conducting
clear to my mind ltist-irow ztie antP an actual battle against Governor
Curley Democrats are going to give Curley for the re-nomination.
their movement an impetus that will
On the other hand, in view of the
make the average Democratic voter entire absurdity of the whole prebelieve that it means anything. Jr pi imary convention idea, I am of th1934, as is fairly well known, acting opinim that the Governor could well
under the possibilities of the humor- afford to allow those ardent supportous pre-primary convention legisla- ers of the pre-primary convention
tion, certain Democrats who were in theory to take full charge of it next
opposition to Mr. Curley, as they had year, put their ideas into effect by
a perfect right to be, secured the se- setting up two or three different canlection of an anti-Curley Democrats didates, all of them to be guaranteed
anti-Curleyites, permit them to batas the choice of the convention for the,
tie for the convention preference, and
Democratic nomination, and instantly
then, without a great deal of effor.
the voters were informed, without
go into the primaries, capture the
hesitation, that to all intents and purnomination that inevitably will he
poses he was to face the Republican
his, and conduct his campaign for recandidate in the November election.
election as if there had been nothing
If it occurred to them at the time
prior to that time to make it worth
that the primary election was yet to
his while to engage in campaigning.
take place and not until then could
Indeed, it is probable that there
it be learned who the Democratic canwon't be.
didate was to be, they did not seem
to consider that detail of large imporProfessor Mullins of the Herald's
tance. It proved, however, to be of
political department cannot possibly
very great importance. Inasmuch as
forgive Frank A. Goodwin for being
the pre-primary convention could not,
candidate for Governor at the polls
under the law, make nominations for a
November of last year. Non" of
in
either party, the voters still had the
Herald's highly intellectual and
the
decision in their control. Democratic
deep-thinking editorial writers would

I

be permitted to refer to Motor Registrar Goodwin as an "assistant
Democratic candidate for Governor,"
but that is the title conferred on him
last Sunday by Professor Mullins. It
is doubtful whether Supervisory Editor Channing H. Cox of the Herald
would use such an expression, if he
himself were writing a leader for the
first two columns of the Herald's editorial page, but Professor Mullins
has an abundant leeway in such matters, even though his aggressively organic articles are only four or five
columns removed from the leaders.
It is refreshing now and then to
read Professor Mullins' fervid opinions, even though one may not always
agree with them, for they enliven a
page which would otherwise be intolerably dull, owing to its carefully
supervised expressions of opinion on'i
all subjects political and otherwise.
It has struck me more than once that
Publisher Preston, who is the active
and inspiring head of the Herald organization, would make no mistake if
he should decide to have all of the
Herald editorials signed by their
writers, and have them printed with
fac simile signatures, or, if that
should seem to be out of place, in
modest type, like the signature of
Uncle Dudley in the Daily and Sunday Globe's inspiring leaders.
I made that suggestton to a member of the Herald staff the other day,
supposing that he was an editorial
writer and would be glad to submit
my idea to Publisher Preston. He
ridiculed the suggestion. He declared
with some pride that he was not an
editorial writer, but was connected
with the advertising department, and
that the publication of editorials in
the Herald was merely a concession
to old subscribers and to a minority
But the end," he
stock ownership.
declared ominously, "is not far off."
Whose end, I wondered.
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State and Local Topics
11-ican, promises that he would stay
ginning WLeiLuesday.
reto
fact
one
I at City hall instead of going to the
There is, however,
A City National Issues
is
idea
issues
'aces and that the law department ,
national
The
member.
Campaign
of nearly
plurality
would be .nade to do its own work.;
the
against
election
up
l
'Springfield's municipa
the
Martens
Mr Keriefick points to his vet*
Mayor
will be more than a purely local 11,000 cast for
The
office.
the
ability as ample reason why
getting
for
ran
he
time
affair if the Republican board of first
and his 1933
head the Democratic
should
an
he
Republic
a
is
it.
with
mayor
do
to
g
anythin
has
strategy
top
the
in
also believes that hi;
up
He
ticket.
way
was
During the week past local G. 0. P. plurality
Springin
cast
as
president of the board
ce
es
experien
pluraliti
of
the
rank
interest
leaders read with keen
all time. In
of aldermen and as acting mayor
accounts of Republican victories in field for a mayor in
Republicans may
should be considered. He recalls
Connecticut town and city elec- order that the
national ison
capital
that when the pay contribution
party
make
credit
large
that
noted
tions. They
mayortheir
elect
question first came up, he wanted „
should
for the Republican victories was sues, they
plua
by
year
this
e
the men in the higher wage brack- •
candidat
deal.
new
the
alty
claimed for attacks on
plurality of
eta to pay the most. He ‘v,:atidi
More than this, local Republican rality no less than the
that is some , have the head3 of the "key leparte 1
leaders observed that where the two years ago, and
ments" assist in mapping
the
Democrats remained in power and, undertaking.
budget.
in a few instances, took local govlty Candidates
:: fe ,11
Mr Gaffney, DemJerat, Cu
ernments from the Republicans, Primary Mayora
al.
mer member of the board of asses
The city primary struggle is
there was invariably a story r
eld voter
sors, would have a complete retrouble in the ranks of the G. 0. P. most over. Every Springfi
obligation to participate
valuation of property in the cit y.
With four contestants in the lo- has a civic
function as proing
nominat
He is against further wage eon.the
in
contest,
ty
cal Republican mayoral
trihutions by city employes.
the possibility of a split is seen. To vided by law.
Dr W. A. R. Chapin, Republican,
Dr James A. Redden, Demon
be sure, the mayoralty contestants
i_n• his platform: I has suggested two broad methods of
planks
three
has
voters
the
if
that
d
indicate
have all
purchasing system, a !securing tax reduction. First, he
should be so unwise as to pass them A centralized
bureau, and a ; would administer economically the
research
l
municipa
personal
all
forget
by, they will
conference.
etts
Massacus
city government, but would hold no
feelings for the greater good of Western
are largely
admits,
he
ideas,
These
prejudice toward worthy welfare
the party.
western cities,
middle
from
taken
DonSolicitor
City
case; nor worthy city employes.
y
Thursda
On
ideas which
Second, he would have an act of the
ald M. Macaulay, a former chair- but he insists they are
government ' Legislature set up an equitable sysman of the Republican city com- will "make a good city
offers to
tem of taxation on intangibles. Dr
mittee, urged party solidarity after 'much better." Dr. Chapin
intelliand
ability
honesty,
rebring
Redden, as have the other candi"the damnable primaries." His
dates for the Democratic nominamarks were warmly seconded the gence to the mayor's office.
Mr Barbati, Republican, also
tion, has included a plank about
same day by Representative Ralph
quiet
d
remaine
stands for a centralized purchasing
party harmony.
V. Clampit, who has
Mr. Barbati's biggest
during the primary but intends to system.
Edward J. Sullivan, the fourth
get out in earnest Wednesday plank, however, is his promise of a
man in the Democratic race, has
$2.6 tax rate within two years. It
morning.
for the most part remained quiet.
...,iartens, in his campaign is also the plank which has brought
Mayor .
On such occasions as he did speak
speeches, has hinted at the line of the louthst retort from his ophe hinted that, first of all, he would
attack which may be used. He has nonents. He proposes a complete r'slide a bunch of them out" at City
charged that the failure of Spring- reorganization of the welfare de- hall, if elected. Mr Sullivan also
field to obtain what it considers is partment. A "business man running, has indicated that the Springfield
its share of WPA and PWA projthe $11,000,000 business" of the newspapers should be taken to task
ects is due, not to incompetency and city might be regarded as the Bar- , for the printers' strike. This, he
delay in Springfield, but to over- bati slogan.
suggests, would come within the :
whelming examples of those two
Mayor Martens, Republican, has province of the mayor.
.
faults at Washington.
contented himself with praising the
I
the
part,
es
most
candidat
the
For
If the advice of the Republican department heads for their loyalty
have limited themselves to generboard of strategy is taken, and indi- to the city and with letting his two!
alities and talk about qualifications.
cations point to its acceptance, the years in the mayor's office speak
effort has saved the DemoThis
an
city local election may figure as
for themselves. Mayor Marten;! , cratic party so far from a rupture
11
41
eke
national
the
But'
opening gun in
-makes no promises this year.
such as tore its vitals two years
Lion campaign. "Local strength he points to his vote-getting ability
ago. On the Republican side all
slogan
means national victory" is a
as a reason for renomination.
candidates promise wholehearted
beuse
for
ed
i
suggest
Repub,
that has been
Dr Thomas F. Godfrey
f
support of the nominee.

cost the department about $30,000
more than the same month the year
The special election in the 2d before because of a reduction in the
Essex senatorial district can hardly amount of federal funds available.
Such is the situation in which the
have all the significance that Republican party managers are try- city awaits the inauguration of the
ling to crowd into it. Whether Wil- long delayed PWA and WPA proliam H. McSweeney, the Republican grams. So far as there can be cer; nominee,, is elected or defeated, it tain knowledge, it would appear
I is hard to see how the election can that the projects to be undertaken
be considered a referendum on the with federal aid are merely a
new deal. As a Republican of Irish shadow of what a few weeks ago
ancestry, Mr McSweeney may be seemed to be a notable program in
able to count a personal following which the city might engage. It
that an Essex county Republican of appears now that the federal govdifferent racial background could ernment will cooperate with the city
not claim. On the other hand, to such a small extent that SpringDemocratic success in the district field could not expend more than
would not unfairly be regarded as 11$580,000 on projects in cooperation
an indorsement of the Curley ad- with the government if it wanted
ministration and would be of psy- I to. Indeed, there is yet no cerchological benefit to Democrats in tainty of the approval of projects
totaling even so small an amount
planning next year's campaigns.
Victory for Mr McSweeney over out of the PWA program amountMr Birmingham by a small margin ing to millions of dollars submitted.
Yet it is a fact that there are inwould preserve the present .party
lineup in the state Senate but in fluential officials in the city governthe 2d Essex district would only ment who are not so much disturbed
signify that the political situation by this fact as they woule be by
was normal. A smashing victory ; the federal government's indorse- for Mr McSweeney, would be taken I ment of some of the big important
as evidence that the Republican projects that might force the city
party was making progress in its to engage in then. It seems that
necessary work of revitalizing itself they would rather see the welfare
and would be accepted as a rebuke department costs swelled by perto the Curley regime.
..
.
If, as is intimated, Democratic
haps hundreds of thousands of dolleaders are planning to gerrymanlars than have the city issue more
der the state districts so as to be in
bonds in order to be able to engage
a better position to perpetuate the
more extensively in big projects of
kind of government offered on Beadefinite value.
con hill this year, there is a
stronger reason than the betterment
Horse and Dog Race Issues
of Republican morlle for returning
Dog racing in Western Massachua Republican from the 2d Essex
setts will come to a close for this
district.
season tomorrow night, the last of
the 10 extra nights allotted to the
Local Work Relief
West Springfield track by the state
As the federal work relief policy
racing commission.
The signifiis working out locally, the ERA,
cance of this supplementary meeting
long since considered to be mori- I lies
in the fact that dog racing on
bund, is still in control although on
chilly October nights has shown ita diminishing scale, while a cloud of self
to be a paying venture whereas
uncertainty hides the prospective horse
racing in Agawam, on afteroperation of PWA and WPA pro- noons that
were mostly sunny and
grams. The practical effect is that not too
chilly for sport, is reported
fresh burdens are being thrown to be in the
"red." The gre!shounds
upon the local welfare department, in West
Springfield have brought
which now has a thousand ableparimutuel "handles" of well over
bodied men without anything for $50,000,
considerably above the avthem to do except engage in the erage for the summer
meeting and
more or less puttering jobs set for
likewise above the pay line.
them in the parks or at the woodThe popularity and vitalitY of dog
yard or in the various departments.
racing, as evidenced in its first seaThe reduction of nearly a thouson in Massachusetts, constitute one
sand in the number of persons emof the principal factors in the malployed in a week by the ERA has a
adjustment of parimutuel racing in
serious effect on the eosts of the
this commonwealth which is now the
welfare department for outside re- , subject
of agitation ancl controlief. The month of August, for exversy. A reflection of the dissatisample, in spite of the improvement
faction among racing people with
in private emnlovment conditions,
the present arrangements will un-

An Essex County Election

I

doubtedly be seen in the next session of the Legislature, when a
reduction of the length of the racing seasons and the prevention of
conflict between clogs and horses
will be sought as the result of the
first year's experience.
The controversy between O'Hara,
the genius of the Narragansett
track, and Lou Smith, the Rockingham pioneer who is also the .manager of the Agawam track, in regard to the proposed abbreviation
of racing seasons, involves a good
many factors, One is that the
Rhode Island horse racing track,
perhaps on account of its favorable
location with respect to, big centers
of population, has had immense
popularity, scoring average "hendies" of close to half a million dollars and on the closing clay of its
last fall meeting having an attend-,
ance of 56,000 and a "handle" of
nearly $750,000. Another factor is
undoubtedly the dogs.
The only dog tracks in New England are the three in Massachusetts—at 'West Springfield, Revere
and Taunton. The racing commissioners, possibly through a misapprehension of the drawing power of
the dogs, have permitted the meeting dates to conflict, as in the case
of West Springfield and Agawam,
There is no doubt that the supplementary dog racing season granted
by the racing board has hurt horse
racing in Agawam. To - what extent
this is true cannot be known, although the balance of the Agawam
season, after the hounds have quit,
may show something.
The owners of the horse race
tracks, whose investment is many
times that involved in the dog layouts and who are obliged to do business on a much smaller profit margin, are in a position to make a
strong argument against permitting
dog and horse competition in the
same section of the state and also
in favor of a change in the law
which permits a 15 per .cent cut in
the parirnutuel receipts on dog races
and only 10 per cent in those on
horse. races.
The Massachusetts legislation and
the practices of the racing commission were pioneer work. It is not.
strange that there should have been
mistakes and miscalculations. One
big fact yet to be determined is
whether the sporting population of
Massachusetts can support all of the
facing establishments of both kinds
low in operation. Evidently Lou
smith does not believe that they
.an, unless the length of the racing •
,essions is reduced. But the answer

doggling." he said:
oublic

can scarcely be
(areful study of
is made with the
conflicts that are
point of view of
agements.

provided until a
racing schedules
intent to prevent
ruinous from the
the racing man-

of- '
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The Memorial Bridge Bypass
The South-end bridge could be
taken care of at small expense by
the use of the tailend of South
street as a bypass. Nowhere would
a plan be welcomed to spend much
money at the South-end bridge,
since conditions really demand that
it should be replaced by a new
bridge on a site farther to the
north, connecting perhaps with Mill
street.
But a bypass at the Memorial
bridge of the kind now proposed
would, if the money were available,
greatly improve the traffic conditlions at the bridgehead. An expenditure of $120,000 in that way
would no doubt give good returns.
This bypass, being built within the
present street lines, would not be
a‘substitute for the riverside road
connecting Court square extension
with the North-end bridge, in which
federal officials have been and perhaps still are interested. It would
perform a definite and valuable
function of its own and the two
would be supplementary.
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AGS---The Governor of North
arolina now sits between the
National and State flags in his
Capitol
office. The two handsome
flags, on
polished standards, were placed
yesterday to the right and left
and
slightly to the rear of the big
red
chair Governor Ehringhaus
calls
the "hot seat."
Every Governor's office
visited by
North Carolina's Chief
this summer was decoratedExecutive
with the
National and State colors, and
besides, Governor Ehringhaus
thought
it would look well from
the standpoint of the visitor, especially
school child, to have the flags. the
Over in a corner stands
another
flag. it's the Governor's
-1 personal property and is th
.,ate liar;
of Massachusetts, presen.'
to. to Governor Ehringhaus
overnor
M. Curjy w
two texfffeu
abbed in
Boston this summi
".••••••••••••

State G.0.P.Sizing up
Gubernatorial Timber
Senator Parkman Looms as Promising Prospect--Speaker Saltonstall Finds Favor
in Canvass----Haigis Is Strong Candidate
— Appointment of Tague Not Credited
to Curley
By CLINTON P. ROWE
Megram State House Reporter
BOSTON,.0et. 12.—With the state election more than a year
away, potential candidates are milling about with bustle and industry that would indicate the impending primary battles are a
matter of weeks instead of months. Some long range candidacy
! shots are being sighted and in this listing might be mentioned
the possible candidacy of Sen. Henry Parkman, Jr., of Boston,
for the gubernatorial nomination.
It is altogether possible that 4.
Senator Parkman may not be a
candidate for the higher nomination, contenting himself with a return to the State Senate, where, In
that politically tempestuous and
uncertain body. he hats been an active figure, with him Republicanism sternly and uncompromisingly defined.
The mention of Senator Park man RR a possible candidate may
not he a new development in the
situation surrounding the indicated
battle for the Republican nomination, hut recently it has become
Increasingly a topic of conversation. It is something which has
been noted and commented upon
in the ranks of thope who follow
other potential candidates.
In some instances they have begun to regard Senator Parkman RR
a man who is moving defintely into
the offing, or is being moved there
through the suggestions and efforis
of friends. The Senator himself
is spending his time largely in set vice as a member of a senatorial
campaign committee which is aiding William H. Mcaweeney, Republican, in his fight for election in the
second Essex special senatorial
election next Tuesday. The issue
of Curleyism has been Introduced
and one of the hottest denunciaI tions of the Governor came from
Parkman,

1

Potential Candidates
Thus, the possible Parkman candidacy stands for the time being
But in the meantime other potential candidates and their hoards of
strategy and front line workers
Ir view and appraise it from varying
angles. If it never develops anything definite, the subject stands
for the time being as an interesttrig tonic of conversation.

of

Af

,5 of former members
The can'
of the Legislature in behalf of
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the
House as a candidate for the nomination is said to be practically if
not wholly completed. While definite anouncement concerning it
has not been made, reports have it
that the canvass is regarded as
highly satisfactory by those who
have handled it.
In the meantime the forces of
John W. Haigis, former state treasurer, and another possible candidate continue to plough ahead. At
the moment the Speaker and Mr.
Haigis appear to gain more attention and discussion than others in
the list of possible contenders. The
Speaker recently completed a trip
through the Western part of the
state, Haigis' stronghold, but contended himself largely with getting
acquainted as he made a speech or
two and refrained from open campaigning.
That 'Dictaphone'

Imnt. Tan.000
A portrait of Mr.
Saltonstall as I
a leering villain is good
for any I
number of laughs. Merely
as a
matter of record, Mr.
Saltonstall,
as speaker of the House,
has been
meticulously careful on every
official act.
Frequently he has
leaned backward in an
effort to be
fair to a member of the
party and to the partyopposition
itself in
legislative matters.
On one occasion he
checked an
attack against the
Governor because he did not believe
it was in
order as a matter of
procedure. When the parliamentary
House Rules
Committee, of which he Is chairman, was hearing a bill to continue investigation into the conduct
of Edmund L. Dolan, friend of
Governor Curley and city treasurer
of Boston under him as mayor, Mr.
Saltonstall kept the hearing in official and established channels.

Fairness First
He made no effort to turn it into
The melodramatic discovery of
the scorching inquisition some
a dictaphone, dictagraph, or whatwould have made it. He kept those
ever it may have been, in Governor
appearing restricted to the subject
Curley's home was worthy Zinnand handled the•matter in an orter—treatment than it has yet rederly fashion, making it one of ofceived. Perhaps the efforts of Gilficial procedure and evincing no efbert and Sullivan could have done
fort to turn it tu his personal or
it justice. It might have proven
political advantage.
a mighty inspiration to an idea-beSo the dictaphone mystery passreft author of literature which dees on. The little dog laughed to see
pieta dirty work at the cross roads,
such
fun and the dish ran away
the loss of the precious papers, a ,
with the spoon.
derby-hatted villain sneering his
Now
that the glad season of the
way about the stage and leering
harvest is at hand--a bit plowed
wickedly as the bound body of the
under and with fewer hogs oinking
hero approaches the buzz saw.
merrily from the sty under the
Governor's
If Dick Grant, the
benevolent and alphabetized barnsecretary, regarded the matter
yard paternalism of the national
professed
to —
:seriously — and he
administration—the politico-agriculIt would seem that the famous
tural thoughts, if any, may propGrant sense of humor had forever
erly turn to James Roosevelt, son
departed. On the other hand, If it
of the President. But perhaps they
won't, because the thoughts of
were a matter of histrionics, it
those who might be turning in this
must be said that an excellent job
direction may have forgotten iasii
was done all around, including file
Spring's announcement concerning
action whereby Tom McCabe, the
G-man,
a
RR
doubling
future of the younger Roosethe
gardener,
velt.
poked about the Governor's library and found the :sinister instruTo examine the record, as Al
ment behind a book written by
Smith would say, if he said anything about it at all, would show
Gaspar G. Bacon, candidate against
President
Roosevelt
Curley at the last state election.
announced
that James. who used to poke
The radiogram from the Govaround quite a n4at little hit in
ernor ordering a search of his
Massachusetts politics and patronhome, according to the Grant anstateage, would take over management
nouncement, and subsequent
carry
of the President's farm.
ments by Grant seemed to
This must have caused a crash of
the impression that Speaker LevHouse
the
feet from desk to floor in the offices
erett Saltonetall of
was
dictaphone.
This
of
the AAA and possibly thrilled
planted the
sturdy farmers the length and
hitched up to his statement that a
breadth of that potato patch—that
plot to oust him as speaker had
was before the potato act--with
been cooked up in the Curley
the thought that the husky young
home.
Roosevelt would soon he a pal of
Versatile McCabe
the pitchfork and join them in
arsupposedly
rediogram
The
turning a fraternal furrow.
rived on Saturday. The versatile
Heads Yeast Factory
McCabe, who hopped from callas
But the young Mr. Roosevelt
to uproot chicanery, did not search
never cuddled a Summer squash or
for the dictaphone until Monday,
squashed a squash bug. All of a
or at least didn't find it until then.
sudden he turned up as quite a
Mr. Saltonstall, remarked tartly
figure in the affairs of a yeast facthat lance our friends were the
tory and nothing more has been
first to suggest a dictaphone, it was
heard of the farming venture. It
was
that one
not surprising
may have been different in the
found."
horse and buggy days, with perdictaphone
Itself,
The so-called
haps a log cabin and filing on a
plus the clumsy wire which came
quarter section of land thrown in.
or
laugh
a
for
with it, was good
Much will he m•de of the aptwo. It was good for more when
pointment of Peter F. Tague, forconnect
to
made
an effort was
mer Congressman, as acting postdirty
Setif-install with
Speaker
master of Boston. It will he made,
whisroads,
sly
cross
work at the
by friends of Governor Curley and
perings in the hack room to picvery naturally by the Governor
ture him RR a villain fingering his
himself. Into it will he woven the
mustache Rnd plottirg wickedly to
story of a victory for the Governor
the accompaniment of sardonic
in his continuing war with Sen.
laughter.

David I. Walsh of Clinton.
So far
as friends of the
Governor are cone.
cerned the public
will be encouraged to believe that
the Curley influence assured the
Tague appointment.

While this impression
is being
imparted with zeal and
fervor, another story gains in
circulation and
credibility--with those
who do not
like Mr. Curley
aiding in its circulation and in
emphasizing its credibility. In brief, this
story is to the ,
, effect that
Governor Curley had I
little, if anything,
of vital importance to do with the
Tague appointment.
The story, Its tbid,
dent Roosevelt and is that PresiTague have
been close
personal friends since
the daye when
Tague was a Congressman and the
President was an
assistant secretary of
the Navy. It
Is further
related that months ago
the President
told Tague
mastersh,p was his, but the postthat Governor Curley
made the fight his
own, made it
appear that the issue was between
himself, Senators
Walsh and Marcus
A. Coolidge, so
that in the final
emergence of the
appointment the victory
wreath
would seem to
garland the Curley
brow,

Walsh Entirely
ignored
Disregarding this angle,
the fact
remains that
Senator Walsh was
not able to place
a man on the
job, ,
notwithstanding the fact
that he
Is the senior
Senator of Massachueetts and that
a right and a patronage is usually
senior Senator.prerogative of the
He: had wanted
Postmaster William
E. Hurley,
publican and career
Reman.
If the Senator
had been
bitterly ,
thwarted, he is
not the only
thwarted
'
Massachuse
tts
Mr. Curley
Democrat.
hasn't yet gathered
the millions in —seecierill money in
he
asked for. And probably won't.
The distribution of Chapter 90
and 81 money, under the $13,000,000
highways bond issue, or more specifically the restrictions which have
been attached to its distribution,
will probably be reflected in the
next session of the Legislature. As
the money has been apportioned
through the Department of Public Works, it has been with numerous rules laid down concerning It.
'While this is probably all a matter of good, sound business procedure, from time to time the champion of the small towns, which
benefit chiefly under such money,
have sounded notes of defiance
against the Department of Public
Works regulations.
A good instance of high-shouted rebellion
was the attempt of the department
a few months ago to impose contract restrictions on town jobs.
It is fairly well indicated that
the 1936 session of the Legislature
will receive a bill or bills bearing
on Chapter 90 money, and designed
to give more authority and power
to the towns which receive this
money, both in the manner of expenditure and methods of employmen t.
T
$2,000,000 or so distributed
under the bond issue figures in poi
v
ca
e
c
lieti l significance. Those who rethis money are being urged
to believe that it is through the
acte of the Governor that benefit
has come to thsm and AR time goes
on efforts to encourage this belief
will not, he lessened. In fact, the
same idea relative to the general
bond issue is being passed around
generously:
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G. O. P. Lacks a Boss
--Signs of Growing Belief That Rigid
Organization and
Old-Time Concentration of Power
Are Needed
To Bring Back Republican Rule
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Oct. 12.— manage
rs; that he held headquar
ters at two
When the veterans of the plac
es on Beacon Hill outside the
State Commitold Boston Common
tee headquarters, and that ther
e was at times
Council — which was a a goo
d deal of obscurity regardin
g the tactics
council when men were and
detail of that campaign--tha
t is, folks from
men and pols were poIs— upst
ate found it difficult to get any
information
met and dined and wal- as
to how thinp-were going and
how they could
lowed in reminiscence help
the party cause.
this week at a local hotel,
Strategy Was Clouded
two things happened
The State Committee went
which did not escap the
along as best it
eye and ear and comiid- could, but this removal of the cam
paign of the
eration of the thoughtful candidate for Governor from n Bea
con street—
or at least its absence
and observant.
from that official
One was the remark of address—clouded the party strategy
and in some
the city election comm
issioner, David B. Shaw, cases annoyed other candidates
on the state
that "politics was politics
and organization was ticket. Then there were other side-lin
e headorganization in those days
, and the men in office quarters, in at least three Back Bay hote
ls.
served the party." The
In other words, while all conc
other was in the words
erned were
of a former Mayor, Mal
colm E. Nichols, that doing their best for the party and the cand
idates,
he might again be a cand
idate for Mayor if the there was no "boss," no united and unquesti
oned
chances looked good. And
behind those two control.
utterances lay a germ of
Through the past decade or
political thought which
two there has
has been carefully nourishe
d in a number of been a general hostility to "bosses," and a
miliRepublican political minds
since that Tuesday tant championship of solo work in polities. Yet
night dinner of the Coun
a
good deal of Republican strength
cilmen.
and dominaIt is this: That maybe wha
t the Massachu- tion in Massachusetts politics in the gay and
setts Republicans need, in
order to win back to prosperous Republican years rested on the basi
s
power in the state govern
ment, is more organ- of rigid and powerful organization. Whethe
r
ization; an organization
based on old-time politics has been purified or not by the scrapping
methods and rigor, and a
candidate who was of the "boss" system we do not undertake to
born and raised in the old gam
e of politics. Get- I say, but veterans, at least, have observed
the
ting down to brass tacks,
what suddenly grew gradual disintegration of Republican authorit
y
from this Council dinner,
in the minds of those and success and have attributed this loss
in
who were not there, is that
larg
e measure to the collapse of
Malcolm Nichols
effective organwould perhaps be a strong
governorship candi- ization; and by organization they mean conc
endate; and that the comp
lete control and man-- tration of party power and authority in few
agement of his campaign
be placed in the hands hands—presumably working not for themselv
es
of Charles H. Innes.
but for the party.
In part this very practica
l and materialistic
Work for Skilled Hands
view of the situation and
the possibilities traces
Tha
t
old system of bossed party poli
back to last year, when
tics may
there was a lack of uni- have
been .as vicious as its enemie
fied control and directio
s said—and
n of the state cam- say—or it
may not. We do not tackle that
paign—this implying no crit
probicism of any indi- lem here
and now. Yet, what is now goin
vidual or group concerned
g on
in that campaign, in many
Republican minds is consideratio
from the Republican poin
n of
t of view. It will be f the ques
tion whether the party does not impe
remembered that Gaspar Bac
raon more or less ran tively need
, right now, some degree of retu
his own campaign—or had
rn
it, or allowed it, to to that
system—not corruption, of course,
be run for him by his own spec
nor
ial agents and] governmen
t by clique and special privilege,
but
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concentration of party power, in campai
gn times
long time ago, anctliaTh
especially, in hands whose authority shal
een hearing it every
l be rec, week since. These stor
ognized and which shall be skilled in
ies may be true—there
the legiti! is no way of clinching
mate arts of politics, organization and
them one way or the
results.
other, for the only two person
It is out of that process of consider
s—and maybe not
ation,
both—who know all the fact
which has been fermenting among man
s are the President
y Repuband the Governor and it
licans for some years, that is born now
obviously does not suit
the belief
either of them to talk abo
that the time is ripe, and the need
ut it.
is pressing,
, A good many observers
for a strong and skillful centralizing
of absolute
believe that the Reparty power—and the important poin
publican approach to the
1936 campaign thus
t in their
far has been short of inge
minds is that the party needs a "bo
nious; it is built pretty
ss" and that
•strongly on the assumpti
this boss should be a man who kno
on that the fight is
ws his way
around in politics.
against Mr. Curley and "Cur
leyism." What the
Again, getting back to the afor
Republicans need is a stro
e-mentioned
ng foundation which
brass tacks, this has led the disc
will be equally strong
ussion to the
whomever the Democrats
eager suggestion that Charles Inne
nomi
nate. If Mr. Curley is
s be given
not a candidate to
something like carte blanche to
succeed himself there will
take hold of the
be no great gain br
next Republican state campaign
the Republican continuo
, pick his lieuus attacks on him.
tenants, and have his word law for
A powerful and smart orga
the duration
nization, with conof the war.
trol centered in some pers
on or persons who can
Whether Mr. Innes would take off
command and get respect
his coat,
and co-operation all
roll up his sleeves, etc., and go to
along the line, seems to be
it, we do not
the bed rock of that
know. He has had his politica
foundation, in view of the
l ups and downs,
organizing energy of
and any attempt to advance him
the Massachusetts Democr
now into unats. On that may
questioned party organization
reasonably be built an issue
control would
or issues which will
most surely arouse a stiff oppositi
be equally pertinent and
on in some
persuasive, whoever is
Republican quarters, nor do we hav
the Democratic candidate for
e or seek or
Governor.
at the moment desire any informat
ion on the
Cost of Politics
pertinent point whether Mr. Nich
ols would be
willing to enter the convention or prim
The
one
issu
e which we hear most disc
ary conussed
test for Governor. Neither are we
on and off the Hill, and
starting anyapplicable to either
thing like a boom for Nichols or Inne
nati
onal
or
state government, is the cost
s. We set
of polidown what we hear this week, or
tics. Over in Cambridge ther
more partice is offered a plain
hint on these lines. That
city has under considularly the last half of the week. It
eration a four-year tax redu
is the only
ction plan, by which
new item in the political discussi
brakes would be applied
on at the
during that period to
moment.
all borrowing by the city
for permanent improveDuring the week two potential candidat
ments. The claim for the
es for
plan is that by its use
the Republican nomination have been in
it would be possible to
the daily
reduce the city debt by
news—Messrs. Saltonstall and Par
about $3,500,000. The pres
kman, their
ent stage of that taxpublicity being aided and abetted
reduction plan is canvassi
by Richard
ng for signatures to
Grant of the Governor's office. Howeve
cards pledging the signers
r, while
to vote only for those
there have been some picturesque deta
candidates for city office
ils in the
who promise to back
Week's offering there has been noth
up the plan. There see
ing essenms to be no difficulty in
tially new in all this. We asked one
getting plenty of signatur
temperate
es.
Democrat what he thought of the week
Now, Cambridge is only
's doings
one city, and its
in his party and his only comment was this
problems are its own, and
:
with them as such we
"I think Jim better hurry home."
have nothing to do here;
but there is a good
The need for a united and militant
deal of evidence, presente
front by
d
by this current agithe Republicans if they hope to gain
tation in that city, that the
any advance
issue of the cost of
next year is pretty clear. The Democr
politics is a good one, and
ats are
it
is placed fair and
already pretty well organized
square in the hands of the
for the camRepublicans if they
paign --whoever is their candidate for Gov
have the wit to take it.
ernor;
and they will soon be even better orga
The Cambridge hint is
nized.
specific. In a more
Also, in the personnel of their organiza
general way there is other
tion is
evidence. For examfair warning to the Republicans of
ple, when James J. Davis,
the need to
United States Senator
get to work without any delay—and
and former cabinet mem
without
ber, was in town this
, waiting to see who is to be the preferre
week he was, of course,
d official
interviewed, and among
candidate for the top nomination.
the things he said was one
that ought to make
Some Democratic leaders met at a dow
ntown I some impression along this line of economy and
hotel this week and perfected the prelimin
saving the pockets of the
aries
people. His significant
for the 1936 state campaign; and it appe
rem
ark was that he believed
ars that
"we need another
the controlling forces in that gatherin
Coolidge."
g were
representatives of Franklin D. Roos
evelt and
Drunk on Tax Money
James M. Curley.
He did not elaborate that
theme; but what
did he mean by it, if
Roosevelt and Curley
not economy in government? Certainly there was
We all of us hear the talk to the effect
nothing in the Coolthat
idge experience or tho
there has been a "break" between the Pres
ught that particularly fitident
ted him for issues arising
and Mr. Curley; but most of us hear
out of the war clouds
d that a
over Europe. Mr. Cool
idge was stuffed full of
'laughter.
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doggling," he said t
"No conscientious public of- !
ficial would think of %Pending the
........vers' money for anything

"Look at the e.tplication of
effort, look at the waste on useless projects—waste of funds
which con come only from one

Clip
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ng service
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SALTONSTALL TO
ITN FOR GOVERNOR
Definite Word on .C
an
dacy Expected This We diek
New England horse
sense, and he knew
the
worth and limitations
of a dollar, preached
and
practiced thrift, and
grasped at all times
.the
basic truth that ever
y dollar spent by the
government came from
the pockets of the
folks
who pay the taxes. Wh
at Senator Davis mean
t
by "we need another
Coolidge" is that we
need
someone who does
not get mentally and
politically drunk every ti
me he takes a sip
money.
Again. when Herber
t Hoover spoke a fe
w
days ago at Oakland, Cal
., he warned the country
against "taxation, repu
diation or inflation."
Again, when C. Basc
om Slemp, who was
President Coolidge's sec
retary, was interviewe
d
a few days ago at Wash
ington, he said the bes
t
Republican talking
point was to step ru
nning
the government "on bo
rrowed money."
Again, Ogden Mills, sp
eaking in New Jersey
,
saw "the high cost of go
vernment and excessive
taxation" as the ser
ious impediments to re
covery. He took ft whac
k at "planned econom
y" as
the Roosevelt administ
ration works it.
"Fewer plans and mo
re economy" might do
for a Republican slogan
.

a teN.

Speaker Levere
the Massachusett tt Saltonstall of
sentatives, dis s House of Reprecussed with increa
frequency the
past few mont sed
hs as
a candidate for
nomination for the Republican
Go
ve
rn
or
nex
year, is expect
ed to make defini t
announcement
te
of his candid
acy
this week.
According to
he has disclosed insistent reports,
to friends that
will run. but is
he
holding off offici
announcement.
al
As speaker, he
had
gained much
public attention
by
his fight against
me
the Curley imprin asures hearing
t,
an
d only recently he charge
d the Governor
with a plot to ous
t
hi
m
through a
coalition of Rep
ublicans and De
mocrats,
In spite of a den
ial
fr
om the
Governor, he stil
l
scheme was plotte insists such a
d.
Ri
ch
ar
d D.
Grant. the Govern
or's secretary,
has sought to show
tha
t
the
re
is no
such attempt afo
ot.
-

Introduced as
'Next Governor'

PLYMOUTH. Oct
. 12 (AP)—Introduced as "the
next Governor of
Massachusetts"
Leverett Saltonstall, speaker of the
state House of
RepresentatWee,
tonight assail
ed
the increasing
tax
He spoke before rate in this stf.ite.
state conventio the fifth annual
n of the Portug
ueseAmerican Civic
League.
Saltonstall declar
ed most of
Portuguese mig
ration to Amer the
came in the 189
ica
9's as a result
cessive taxation
of exin
P.ortugal. Today. he contin
ued
Is excessive in , federal taxation
Mas
sac
husetts because so much
money is draw
from the East
n
for the benefit
South and We
of the
st.
State Represent
Plymouth int ative Ira Ward of
roduced Salton
Others attend
ing included stall.
GOV. Joseph L.
Lieut.
State Freder Hurley. Secretary of
ic W. Cook
,
Frank Silvia
of Fall River Judge
S. Rep, Charle
and U.
s L. Gifford
of Cotuit.
The conventio
n,
wh
ic
h
op
en
day with a pa
rade will close ed to- !
row with sports
tomor- 1
and elections.
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PA
OF 40 P. C.
ON PROJECTS
HIT BY ELI

1.1

doggling," he said:
"No conscientious public official would think of spending the
taxpayers' money for anything
but useful projects.
CONFIRMS CONTROLS
"The social service experts.
who never had such a chance to
cavort before, are having their
i heydey trying to mismanage
other people's lives."
This newspaper and the Boston
Evening American have shown how
millions have been paid out to
other states while the Massachusetts allotments have been mysteri-

"Look at the enplication of
effort, look at the waste on useless projects—waste of funds
which can come only from one
source, the pockets of the taxpayers, who eventually foot every
bill and pay to the last nickel for
this wasteful fiddling.
"There is a good old-fashioned
saying that he who dances must
pay the fiddler, but in this case
the taxpayers are paying, while
the politicians down at Washingon and the social service experts

ously held up; while the Massachuset's relief workers are_on a $6
week, and while a lean winter
threatens the needy here, due to
politics, red tape and social service

"Your statements are true and
your stand is perfectly right,
from my point of view," the
former governor said.
COMMENDS EXPOSE
"I think your newspaper is to
be commended for laying the
facts bare.
"If the taxpayers' money is to
I be apportioned by the federal
government, it ought to he distributed among the states on a
basis of population or property
es
Denounc
Former Governor
valuations.
"If it has got to be spent, that
Unfairness to Bay State in
is the only way the federal government can do it—legally.
the Distribution of Favor
"The federal government has
no authority whatever to raise
money either by taxation or borResents "Experts" Snooping in,
rowing for an unequal distribution to the several states.
the Private Life of Nation;1
"I believe that, if they have any
right to distribute money so
Methods "Unconstitutionarl
raised, it should, moreover, be delivered to the state governmental
authorities, who would carry out
C.
ALAN
3y JOHN H. NOONAN and
the projects.
FRAZER
"All relief projects should be
carried out in this way, through
(Copylight, 1535. by the Boston FundAY
Advertiser)
the medium of the state authoriELY, former govties and not by the federal gov- JOSEPH B.
Westfield, Oct. 12—The
ernor of Massachusetts, who
ernment directly.
the
g
rewritin
"Raw Deal" is
dubs the WPA an "Works DeSYSTEM AUTHORIZED
lay Administration" in his ardictionary.
"They have no authority and
raignment of its waste today.
never had any, in my opinion,
"Progress" now rn a n s
for the methods they are pur"delay."
suing.
are dancing a sailors' hornpipe.
"Why, away back in the ad"You can find those experts
Monroe,
The Works Progressive AdJames
of
ion
ministrat
on every corner. They are riding
of
Act
an
vetoed
-dolPresident
billion
that
ministration— five
around the country, telling people
Congress and it was shown that
what to eat and how to live. Their
lar federal relief unit—should
the Federal government had no
other
is
minding
business
he publicly known as the
right to build roads by direct
people's.
re.
expenditu
ration,
Administ
Works Delay
"The experience of this State
"Long afterward the Federal
under the WPA tells the story,
former Governor Joseph B. Ely
government found a ConstituThey don't ever get going right.
tional way to get around it, by
said here today.
First, delay; then uncertainty,
to the
ments
apportion
making
said.
he
me,"
"WPA is WDA to
then duplication of effort and
to spend
nts
governme
State
will
"and I guess a lot of people
waste of
tremendous
finally
themselves.
agree."
money.
"But I do not believe there is
"The WPA—or rat her, the
The former governor, a close
any possibility that the methods
WDA—is simply swamped under
now being followed are Constitustudent of national policies, wail
a mass of detail, to put it in its
tional, and as I said, I think the
asked for his views on the serious j
softest terms.
only way to do it legally is to
breakdown of federal relief in
"Instead, they could simply tell
parcel out the money on a fair
Massachusetts.
us how much was to be alloted
and equal basis, to the several
Sunday
Boston
Praising the
—if they are going to spend all
States.
Advertiser and Boston Evening
this money, anyway—and let us
"History and common sense
colthis
exposing
American for
do the apportioning among vashow that relief would be more
lapse, he asserted that federal rerious worthwhile projects.
efficient that way.
Is—
it,
lief, as he roes
"Perhaps I am not on brother40 P. C. WASTE
ly terms with the present GovernUnfair to massitehnsetis,
of the people's
waste
"The
or of Massachusetts, but"WM
pared with other states.
money at present is a grievous
Governor IBM" and we are not
Unconstitutional.
wrong,
going to be concerned with in"Everything that this adminisWasteful, by fully 40 per cent.
dividuals. This subject is above
done for relief of the
has
tration
on
intnision
ted
An unwarran
personalities. I say apportion the
needy could have been done for ' federal funds fairly and equally,
the private life of the people.
have
they
what
60 per cent of
\ on a just basis, and let us pro,a1" for the taxAnd a "raw d!
spent, and done more efficiently,
vide the direct relief.
satispayers.
greater
with
as
well
too, all
"We have •,lways spent our
Asked what he thought of the alpeople.
the
all
for
faction
money pretty wisely in Massalotment of millions for "boonchusetts in the past."
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Charm Contest Entries Now in Hands of Judges

EMILY CRISTADOSO of Hyde
Park, candidate for the State
Charm Court, is 20 and ambitious to become a fashion model.
She was educated at Hyde Park
High School.

is
MARGARET KING of IVewton
te of
21 years old and a gradua
presNewton High School. At
ent she is a stenographer. and
RI.ENE GOOGAN of Mattahoner to attato success in the
pan is 21 and a high school
world.
business
grad late. She is now working
as e cashier, hut wants to he
an interior decorator — and
rriA4nwhile hopes to win a
place in the State Charm Court.

EUGENIE STOROZUK of Sunderland is 20 and a graduate of
Amherst High School. Working
in the business ivorld. her an,bitions run to the theater, ehe
wants to be a playwright.

is one of hundreds of girls seekin lOYCE PERRON of Salem. anIRENE DECKEL of Worcester
tts Court of Charm through the
other Charm Contest entrant
to win a place in the Massachuse u.44,14.-with the co-operation oi
C.
is a high school graduate ano
contest sponsored by Governor . Judges are now engaged in the
foi
a salesgirl now, hut yearns a
the Roston Sunday Advertiser. Mee
charming girls among
field of music as
the
most
in
seven
the
fame
ting
selec
of
task
difficult
19. A graduate of Commersinger. Miss Perron i.c 21 years
the hundreds of entries. Miss Deckel is
in the hficrne•il• world.
mark
her
make
to
hopes
and
l
cial High Schoo
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ITALY SONS
CHEER SCORING
I OF MUM
Convention Hears Auditor Decry the Motives in Ethiopia;
20,000 in the Parade Today
Citizens! of every racial strain
in America demand the United
States remain strictly aloof from
nations now .threatening Italy in
he present Italo-Ethiopian conlict, State Auditor Thomas H.
uckley told more than 300 deleates attending the annual nation4 convention of the Order of the
ens of Italy of America here
sterday.
Speaking as official representave of Gov, James M. ..f.uglay,
Mickley -weeer—eheered for several
mutes when he questioned the
otives of England in siding with
thiopia.
\ The convention which was for, ially opened at the Hotel Statler
esterday morning will continue
ntil next Wednesday. A Pontiflal High Mass at which Cardinal
:Connell
will officiate.
-tirade in which more thanand a
20,000
embers are expected
to take
art will feature 'today's
program.
TILERS SPEAK
In the afternoon,
X:30 p. m., the Order beginning at
will stage one
of the most color
ful organization
parades ever seen in the
city. Fully
20,000 men and women
are expected
march. There will be
nds and eight mass 160 units, 38
ive floats.
The parade will start
and Commercial stree at Hanover
ts and continue along the foll
owin
Scollay square, Tremg route: To
Beacon street, Arli ont street,
ngton street,
Boylston street,
Tremont street,
Temple place,
Wash
Haymarket square, ington street,
Canal street to
Boston Garden.
The delegates
attending yesterday's session were
also address.ld
by Judge Felix
Forte; John I. Fitzgerald, acting
mayor who represented Mayor
Frederick W. Mansfield who is ill, and
Giovanni Di
Silvestro, of Phil
adelphia, Grand
Venerable of the
Order.
State Auditor Buck
inspired propnanda ley warned of
which is being disseminated
against Italy.
"In the coming
weeks," he said,
"we will hear
slander and lies
directed by a great
machine against Italy propaganda
. These efforts will be spon
sored by nations unfriendly to
Italy and Just
as unfriendly to the
United States.

CITES CASE OF ERIN
"Citizens of every racial strain
In America demand that
this
country remain neutral, and that
neutrality cannot, should not and
will not mean co-operation with
nations threatening Italy In the
present conflict,
"Those nations have no friendship for our land.
President
Roosevelt Is sincere in his desires to maintain neutrality, and
It Is your duty to maintain neutrality to the end that It will not
be an aid to those countries
arousing sentiment against Italy
for their own selfish ends.
"England's past treatment of
Ireland does not offer a guarantee of its unselfish interests in
the rights of small nations."
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t staid, apathetic, lethargic and polite
Essex contest, have insured a ripof Irish fighting among themselves.
rnorter of a ballot brawl by sumLet them cut each other's throats."
trionsing all the trickery and wiles at
McSweeney Talks
tommand to stir up the Essex electo,ate.
For Democratic consumption the
The contestants themselves would
Essex voters are told, "Parkman's
tave been content to wage their batgold is being ladled out here. Thoudevoid
tle
of personalities and man
sands are being spent by the Back
o man, but by the time the boards of
Bay millionaire. What does he care
trategy got through Essex finds that
publicans to attack. And they're about McSweeney? He's out to trim
t isn't McSweeney vs Birmingham
doing that. The benefits to be derived James G. Moran as Senate President.
It all, but Parkman vs Curjey, gold
from political largesse, call it dole, He he McSweeney's signed pledge
Is poverty, Rugged Individualism vs
works relief, "Work and Wages" or to vote for him to oust Moran, whc
he New Deal, and what not.
what you will, are being tested in didn't happen to be burn to the purEssex and the part that such an ally ple but came up from a lowly brakeThreaten a Gerrymander
may play in Democratic state and man's job, a man of the people."
If that were not enough to connational campaigns in the coming
What does candidate McSweeney
Use, the Republicans are being told
year is to have a genuine test.
say? Seated i
is low-ceilinged law
hat unless McSweeney is elected the
office opposite the Salem bastile rail)ernocrats will redistrict and gerry$43,000
road station with a picture of RoosePander the state in '36 and the DemSome $43,000 of state funds
tcrats are being told that unless Bir- earmarked for the 2d Essex were velt on the wall (Teddy, not Frankningham is elected the Republicans torial District for the faithfulSena- lin), he tells his side of it. He is
who not young, but slim, vigorous, keen,
'ill do such a job in completing a are to participate in the
"Work and a trial lawyer almost every day in
tentury-old gerrymander project that
Wages" program, and some 400 in court for 25 years, He is
one of that
to Democrats will ever again reach
all are on the receiving end with outstanding group of attorneys
that
ugh office. And the fact is that
most of them expected at state Demo- Essex has fostered, the late Michael
by
krticle LXXI of the Constitution the
cratic headquarters to drop picks Sullivan, James Sullivan,
James J.
lecennial redistricting
is
being and shovels Tuesday and get out Ronan,. now an Attorney General
kipped by law next year with the that Birmingham vote for
"the
boss."
of that class. Nor is he unlame districts prevailing until
By simple arithmetic
irst Wednesday in January, 1939.the to estimate the number it is possible known in Suffolk courts. He deof votes that fended Sam Gallo in the famous
Another red herring, my frans.
these 400 of a politica
But to the fray itself. The shock chn muster and predictl light brigade Gangi Cero-Sam Gallo murder mixup
a Democratic , in which two were found guilty and
roops are imposing for a contest
of Upset. But it is far more accurat,e later saved from the chair for a
tustomary minor import.
to look over the past performance
murder which only one man could
Death coming to Republican Sena- sheet for a standard of compari
son ' have committed.
tor Albert Peirce this year left
the fOr Tuesday's election.
"What
a Curley Republican?"
)emocrats in virtual, although not
_Here it is. Senator Peiice last year McSwee is talks.
"Nearly 30 years
ney
lominal, control of the Massachusetts defeated the same John C. Birming
- , aso I made my first political speech,,
genate. True, that control was in ham by a plurality of 4059 votes. Gastvidence last January when Demo- par G. Bacon defeated James M. Cur- i artintepUblIcan gatherffig under the
4 tutelage of the late lamented Conmats with the aid of what have
been ley in the district by 101 votes. On
ermed "Curley Republicans" elected the other side of the ledger, State gressman Augustus Peabody Gardhe Senate president, James G. Moran, Treas Charles F. Hurley defeated Re- ner, from whom I learned rugged
Ind practically forced his party to publican Oscar Dionne by 382 votes Republicanism.
"I never received a dollar for my ,
read him out of Republican ranks. and United States Senator David I.
But Peirce's death leaving a vacancy Walsh defeated Robert M. Washburn i primary campaign from Senator
. Henry Parkman or anyone else, and
P the Republican roll call made the by more than 5000 votes.
:urley control all the more secure.
Democrats discount the defeat of
To wrest that control, if it is possi- Birmingham last year. "Senator
ble, from Gov James M. Curley, to Peirce had great personal popularrepudiate the "half breeds" of their ity," they say. "He was postmaster
)arty who slipped Curley needed 12 years. His business interests made
rotes, Republicans are bearing down him known throughout the district."
al Essex. With none the less vigor They see hi lawyer McSweeney a difire the Democrats girding loins to in- ferent type.
mease their and Curley's power in
McSweeney and McSweeney
:he upper branch by placing a DemoHere is what the Democratic board
mat in Peirce's Senate chair.
of strategy is doing to the Republican
In Far Away Hawaii
half of the law firm of McSweeney
Republican loyalists, rallying to & McSweeney. 'Silly" McSv.reeney's
their nominee McSweeney have even brother Morgan is a Democrat, clerk
i incorporated to wage this bye election of Salem Court, an appointee of the
war with Senator Henry Parkman Jr Democratic Governor now Senator
bf the Back Bay carrying the banner David I. Walsh. A year ago "Billy"
lided by the stalwarts who stood McSweeney attended a victory dinwith him in opposing Curley all year. ner to Gov Curley at Middleton Arms.
to their ranks have been added the Five years ago "Billy" McSweeney
Middlesex spellbinder Robert T. was the speaker at South Boston on
Bushnell, former D. A. and president the eve of March 17. talking on the
bf the Republican Club, Congressman place of the Irish in American hisPiatt Andrew, Mrs Augustus Pea- tory.
Put them all together and you have
body Gardner, widow of the late
the
Essex Congressman, and a host of lem Democratic case as heard on Sastreets and prepared on Beacon
radio orators.
Hill for Republican consumption.
Shoulder to shoulder with Birming- "Billy's
brother is a Democrat. He
nam stand Chairman Joseph McGrath comes up for reappointment. Is blood
with his state Democratic committee thicker than water? Won't Bill Mcorganization and the plenipotential Sweeney swing to Curley so his
portfolio of Curley and Roosevelt; brother can keep his job? Didn't
Richard D. Grant of the Curley sec- Bill lead the cheers for Curley at
retariat, spouting his satirical sha,fts Middleton Arms? Didn't he get $400
through the Governor's State House from Curley for the 17th of March
microphone into
Essex
County; speech? Listen, he's a Curley ReCharles McGlue, the McGrath prede- publican."
That is designed to be spread in
cessor and Curley campaign manager;
Democratic stump artist Auditor Republican circles to induce a ReThomas H. Buckley and even "Sweet publican apathy toward McSweeney
and keep the Republican vote from
Adeline" John F. Fitzgerald.
The show ought to be good with the polls, on the assumption that the
such a cast. But the "villain" of the old-line G. 0. P. will say, "A couple
piece is far away in fair Hawaii and
tonly his "works" remain for the Re-
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PORT OF BOSTON
Seven Honeymoon Pairs
to
Sail on Lady Drake
• Seven honeymoon
couples are
among the 100 tou
rists who will
board the Canadian
National Liner,
Lady Drake at Comm
onwealth Pier
this afternoon for
a 28-day cruise
to Bermuda and th
Indies. The vessel e British West
arrive from Halifa is scheduled to
will resume her vox at 1 p m and
yage at 3 p m
Sergt Arthur T.
O'Leary of the
state police, bodyguar
d to Gov Curley, with live other me
mberet4-4he.
Gaferner's official
'staff will leave on
the ship for Barbados
Tomorrow mornin .
Export Liner, Excalig the American
terranean ports wil bur, from MediArmy Base at 8 a In l berth at the
and the Cunard
White Star Ltd
from Liverpool, willliner Lancastria,
East Boston an hour dock at Pier 3,
mer has 93 passengers,later. The forfour of whom
will land here and the
latter is bringing 442 passengers, 146
and the rest for New Yo for Boston
rk.
Completing anothe
world voyage, th rPr round-theince Liner
motorship Cingalesee Pri
capacity with genera nce, filled to
cipally from the Far l cargo prinmoved up the harborEast and Italy,
yesterday to
Mystic docks, Charle
1500 towns of frierchan stown, where
charged. Capt John dise were disSmith emilttill
.
. .
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SENATE CONTROL
ISSUE IN ESSEX
Both Parties Hope to Win
Pierce's Seat Tuesday
Republicans Expect to Elect
McSweeney If Vote Comes Out
By JOHN D. MERRILL
A special election to fill the vacancy
created in the State Senate by the
death last Spring cif Senator "Albert
Pierce of Salem will be held next
Tuesday in the Second Essex Sena- ,
torial district, which is made up of
Beverly, Danvers, Marblehead and
Salem. The candidates are John C.
Birmingham of Beverly, Democrat,
.who ran against Mr Pierce last November; William H. McSweeney of
Salem, Republican, and Mrs Annie D.
' Brown of Salem, Independent.
The election attracts much more
than local ,attention, because the politicians expect it to indicate the general trend of public opinion, whether
President Roosevelt and Gov Curley
have gained or lost ground since they I
last went before the people, and also
because the Senator chosen on Tues.day may determine whether the Massachusetts Senate, in which the two
parties have almost equal representation, will be controlled next year
by the Republicans or the Democrats.

Switch Gave Democrats Rule
In the election of 1934 the voters
of the state sent 21 Republicans and
19 Democrats to the Senate, but the
Republican majority was cut in half
by Senator Pierce's death. Moreover,
at the beginning of the session last
January Senator James G. Moran of
Mansfield, a Republican, was elected
president through the support of all
of the Democratic members and the
vote of Senator William A. Davenport of Greenfield, a Republican, who
became so much provoked by a deadlock which lasted several days, that
he finally cast his ballot for Senator
Moran, and thus put the Mansfield
Senator in the chair.
Because of that event the Republicans have hardly counted Pres
Moran as one of their number, and
they have had by no means complete
confidence in Senator Davenport, although he has stood by his party
since the election of the president.
Also one or two Republicans have occasionally voted for measures backed
by Gov_Curley, and the result has
been thalthough the Republicans
have had on paper a majority of the
Senate, as a matter of fact they have
not controlled that body at any time.

Y•

Victory Vital to G. 0. P.
If, under these circumstances, the
Democrats next Tuesday. ct their
candidate to succeed Se
Pierce,
who was a Republican,
Republicans will lose even the Semblance Of
control, for the Senate will then have
20 Democrats and 20 Republicans. It
might seem that neither party could
accomplish much in a body so constituted, but if Pres Moran, who cannot be unmindful of the fact that
the Democrats put him on the dais,
cares at any time to avail himself of
the president's privilege and refrains
from voting, the Democrats will have
20 votes and the Republicans 19.
On the other hand, in case Mr McSweeney is elected on Tuesday, the
Republicans will again have 21 members, including Pres Moran, and the
Democrats, even with Mr Moran's
vote, cannot pass legislation so long
as the Republicans on the floor are
united in opposition. And, when the
President votes with the Republicans, they will have, as they thought
they had in January, a majority of
two.

Vote in Last Two Elections
The Essex Senatorial district was
supposed to be almost overwhelmingly Republican when it was laid
out, but Salem has grown more and
more strongly Democratic and in
recent years has usually given Democratic candidates majorities running
from 3000 to 5000. Even that change,
however, has never enabled the
Democrats to elect their candidates
for the Senate.
The vote of the district for Senator in the two latest elections is here
given:
1934
Beverly ....
Danvers
Marblehead.
Salem
Total
....

4,175
1,480
1,032
7.148

Total

4,856
2.487
3.328
7.223

13,835

Beverly...

Beverly
Danvers
Marblehead
Salem

246
163
185
649

17,894
1,243
1932
.
mb mbmb mb
Fitzgerald, D. Hughes. R.
6,658
2.923
1.400
3.207
3.415
1,223
5,931
10,069
19,211
15,615

Local Sentiment Important

Birmingham's Strength
Further, in Salem last year Mr
Pierce ran 2000 votes ahead of the
Republican nominee for Governor
and led the head of the ticket by
1861 votes in the whole district. Mr
Birmingham, the Democratic nominee
for the Senate last year, ran 2500
Votes behind Gov Curley in Salem
and about 2000 in the whole district.
It seems clear that Mr Pierce's ,
election last. November was due in
large measure to his strength in ,
Salem. He had been postmaster there,
and was well known and very popular.
The Democrats base their hopes
for the coming election chiefly on
the expectation that Mr McSweeney,
the Republican nominee for the Senate, will be materially weaker
An
!Salem than Mr Pierce was
last year
i and that Mr Birmin
gham will make
'substantial gains in the
maintain his strength incity and also
the rest of
the district. The
Republicans concede
that Mr Birmingham
do well in
Beverly, the strongewill
st Republican
unit in the district;
everybody speaks
highly of him and there
seems to be
no reason why he
not do
relatively as well in should
as he did last Novemb his home city
er.

McSweeney Long G. 0. P.
Aid

The vote, of course,
will be con,
siderablY smaller than it was
in 1934.
It always falls off in
the Democrats thinkby-elections, and
cannot be brought totheir opponents
the polls next
Tuesday. The Republi
are notoriously more indiffercans
ent
Democrats on such occasionthan the
s.
It is commonly said
in
however, that the Democrthe district,
not rely too much on ats should
that Mr McSweeney willtheir belief
be weaker
in Salem than Mr
Pierce was last
November. The former
is
probably
as well known as any
County. He has always man in Essex
practice
d law
there, and, although he
has not been
a candidate for public
office, he is
nevertheless a public characte
r.
Years ago he was
prominently
identified with the
organization
which Augustus P.
in the county, and Gardner built up
since that
time Mr McSweeney ever
has been active,
in Republican politics.
Most of his
work, it is true, has
been done for
only Republican candida
tes, but his
friends are confident
he will profit
thereby.

The figures printed above show,
what an important bearing local%
sentiment has in a small district
Mr Fitzgerald, the Democratic candi.,,
date for Senator in 1932, lived in.
Salem and carried that city by more
than 4000 votes. Mr Hughes, the
Republican nominee in that year; Lively Campaign
Unbiased observers,
was a resident of Danvers and had
look for Mr McSwee on the whole.
st:bstantially more than the normal
election if
the Republicans go ney's
Republican vote in that town. •
to the polls, and
some
Democr
ats
admit
Mr Birmingham, the Democratic
he will probably pull in private that
candidate last year. lived, and still
through but by
a margin substantially
lives, in Beverly. His popularity wag
Mr Pierce's last Novembsmaller than
shown by the fact that he received
er.
Each
in that city about 1250 votes mon/ ducted of the two parties has cona
lively
campaig
n.
The DemoFitzgera
than Mr
ld had in 1932, in crats began
months ago, but thc Respite of the fact that the total vote publica
ns have concentrated their
in the district was 2000 less in 101
efforts in the days following the SRthan in 1932.
cial primary, which was held
on Oct
Mr Pierce, the Republican nominee 1.
Apparently there have been suflast November, lived in Salem. He ficient
carried Beverly, where Mr Birming- Many funds for legitimate purposes.
rallies
ham lived, by less than 700 votes, nothing has have been held and
been left undone, acwhereas Mr Hughes, the Republican cording to
reports, the number et
candiaate in 1932. running against Mr automobiles engaged
for taking voters
Fitzgerald, who lived in Salem, car- to the polls will
break all records.
ried Beverly by about 3700. But Mr
Both Democrats and
Republicans
Birmingham, a resident of Beverly, realize that the election
actually lost Salem by 75 votes last garded as a test of the will be repopular
ity of
year to Mr Pierce, who lived in the the administrations in
Washington
latter city. Mr Pierce had in Salem and on Beacon Hill. That
is
last year about 1300 votes more than probably the most importantaspect
of all in
Mr Hughes, the Republican nominee the coming election.
for the Senate in 1932, had in that
city.
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N'SWEENEY HAS
SOLID BACKING.
G. 0. P. Indifference to
Bye-Elections Chief
Menace to Victory

V

DECISION TUESDAY
IN ESSEX CQNTEST
By W. E. MULLINS .
for
SALEM, Oct. 12 —If it were not
Repubof
indifference
notorious
the
it would
lican voters to bye-elections,
that Willbe reasonably safe to predictnominee
in
iam H. McSweeney, tkkeir the second
Tuesday's special election in
by
win
Essex senatorial district, would
an overwhelming margin.
excep.Without a single conspicuous
his
tibn, he has the solid backing of C.
John
party in his tight against
if
Birmingham. Beverly Democrat, and
out
there are any obscure Republicans in
of the fold they have succeededthis
keeping it a secret. In addition to
a
support he apparently has conducted
successful raid in certain Democratic
quarters.
that
A survey of the district indicates and
he will carry Beverly, Danvers that
Marblehead rather handily and
his
he has a remote chance of -beating
opponent in the Democratic stronghold
magpersonal
of Salem, where his
netism has given him widespread popularity.
His only handicaps are the disposition of the rank and file of Republicans to ignore these special elections
and the unending promises of Jobe that
have been widely distributed by the
Democratic in charge of the expenditure of Gov. Curley's work and wages
bond issue procefds.
It is no secret that practically every
unemployed voter in the four communities has been promised a job cif sowie
description in the event that Birmingham is elected, with the implied threat
that .jobs will be scarce if McSweeney
is the winner.
RALLIES WELL ATTENDED
McSweeney has conducted an excellent campaign. His rallies have been
well attended and there is every indication that the Republicans have been
acquainted with the importance of preserving this particular seat in the Senate because of the fear of domination
over the Legislature by the Governor
and the threat of a Democratic gerrymander in next year's reapportionment
of Senate districts.
Under the leadership of Councilman
Joseph McGrath of Boston, chairman
desof the Democratic state committee,
perate efforts have been made to give
his party possession of the seat. The
strategy at the outset was to permit
Birmingham to wage a single-handed I
I
fight in the hope that he would stand
out as the under dog against a united
Republican party.
With this in view Mr. "Subsie" Sullivan, the Democratic boas of Salem, was
placed in charge of the campaign. This
suddenly was abandoned. He was ousted
favor of
as director of the campaign in
Councilman McGrath and studied attempts have been made to pqrtray Mc- I
in
Sweeney as a "Curley &publican,"

the hope that the Republicans might
adopt an attitude of indifference
toward his success.
McGrath imported such tub thumpera as John F. Fitzgerald, State Auditor Thcmas H. Buckley and Senator
Joseph A. Langone, Jr., of Boston, in
an endeavor to whip up Democratic enthusiasm. Their combined efforts here
last Thursday were almost comical.
The Birmingham rally became a
a*aaweeney testimonial. Without exthe Democratic
ception
politicians 'I
lauded him as a man, agreed that he i
was a fine fellow and would make a I
good senator and the only fault they
could find Is that he is a Republican.
In fact, Senator Langone extended an
invitation to him to join their party
with assurances that he would be a
„
welcome addition.
Former Mayor Fitzgerald publicly
boasted that it was the intention of the
Democrats to gerrymander the Senate
districts and he urged the Democrats
to support their nominee to the end that
this means of grasping political control
of the Senate might be attained.
McSweeney's campaign has been
aided by Robert T. Bushnell, Congressman A. Platt Andrew, Senator Hear"
Parkman, Jr. and other conspicuous
the party with the result
members of '
that this has become the most important
fight for a legislative seat that probably evei has been waged in Massachu. setts.
CONTROL IN BALANCE
Ordinarily, scant attention is paid to
a House or Senate contest. In this instance, however, considerable importance is attached because of the close
lines in the Senate where there are 21
RpubliCans and 19 Democrats. With an
election coming next year, the notorious
"Curley Republicans" in that branch
of the Legislature will not be so brazenly open in their double dealing; accordingly party leaders insist it is imperative that a Republican majority be
obtained.
During the course of this campaign
McSweeney has been diverted away
from the specific 'sues of Republicanism and Curley domination on several
occasions but that, is because he is too
dynamic to permit attacks from certain
quarters to pass unanswered.
A week ago the Democrats were far
irom being confident that they could
till Birmingham through, but the re,ult of the Democratic municipal primary in Worcetser last Tuesday in which
Representative Edward J. Kelley, a
prominent Curley follower, defeated
Mayor John C. Mahoney, who had been
closely allied with former Gov. Ely and
Senator Walsh, renewed their confidence.
They realize they have a hard fight
on their hands but they are relying
on their candidate's strength in his
home city of Beverly and a strong party
turnout in • Salem to pull him through
to victory. They believe their control
of the expenditure of $35.000 in state
public works funds will swing their election to Birmingham.
The late Senator Albert Pierce was
elected over Birmingham last November
by 4059 votes, largely because he succeeded in carrying Salem by 75 votes
While the city was being swept by
nearly every Democrat on the ticket.
McSweeney is convinced that he will
demonstrate just as much support in
Salem as did Pierce, and if the Republicans turn out to the polls he probably will.
Accordingly, except for the apprehension of Republican indifference and
the established practice of Democrats
to capitalize human miseries the elecweeney
tion could be conceded to
in advance.
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By W. E. MULLINS
Go*. Curley's political prestige was not
impaired by the outcome of the Worcester
Democratic municipal primary election.
Regardless of the explanations that may be
advanced for the defeat of Mayor John 0.
can party in the state may
look forward
Mahoney, the fact stands out that a conwith considerable apprehensi
on to the 1936
spicuous and unswerving legislative supelection.
porter of the Governor, Representative EdOrdinarily these municipal
and special
ward J. Kelley, was nominated for mayor.
elections are not signifi6ant. This
time they
There May have been any number of
are because of the manner
in which the
local issues, including Mr. Mahoney's unGovernor's p oli tic al hitch
-hikers are
fortunate connection with one of the city's
brazenly operating in behalf
of his favorexpioded banks, to influence the outcome.
ites. They participated in
the Worcester
Nevertheless he had givd.irk an honest adprimary and they are working
in the Essex
ministration which was discounted by a
campaign.
majority of the Democrats participating in
Mr. McSweeney has been
made the victhe primary in favor of a campaign that
tim of an insincere camp
aign. Democrats
had been typically Curleyesque in its dehave openly claimed him
as a "Curley Resign.
publican" in the obvious
hope that they
can lull the Republican voter
The Governor had
s of the district into an attitude of
publicly given Mr. Kelindifference and
convey the impression that
ley.his benediction and
wins the election regardless the Governor
Mr. Mahoney had been
of which of the
with Brig.-Gen. Cole two candidates is elected.
and against Mr. Curley
CURLEYISM THE REAL
in last year's gubernaThis attempt to confuse ISSUE
the issue can
torial primary. In fact, succeed only if the
he was seriously con- boozled to the extenRepublicans are bamt of remaining away
sidered for the en- ' from the polls. The
dorsement for Lieuten- ism Mr. McSweenegenuine issue is Curleyy has publicly pledged
ant-Governor which
himself to abide by the
outcome of any
was given to Lt.-Gov. I Republican caucus
in
Hurley by the forces , the state Senate. Thus casting his vote in
he stands as a party
which operated under 1 man while his oppo
nent is entirely willing
the direction of former to be accepted as a
Curley marionette.
Gov. Ely and Senator
If Mr. McSweeney should
W. .1. COOKSON
be defeated,
Walsh.
the Republicans of Massa
chusetts can look
The conclusion seems to be inescapable forward to a
gerrymander of the Sena
that the Democrats, at least a majority of that will give the
te
them in Worcester, are ready to follow the trol of this bran Democrats complete conch of the Legislature
wishes of "der Fuehrer" as uttered from the next 10 years
for
. His defeat will mean
Beacon Hill. Whether this sentiment ex- the Republican
that
nominees for Governor
tends beyond these Democrats cannot be United States
Senate next year will be and
termined until the outcome of the election fronted by a
conconceded increase in Mr.
on Nov. 5 when Mr. Kelley will be opposed ley's political
Curprestige.
by Walter J. Cookson, a Republican of exVictory for Mr. Mccellent reputation who is probably stronger
Sweeney and the clecthan the Republican defeated two years
tion of a Repub
ago by Mr. Mahoney.
licaiz
mayor in Worce
ster
ONCE STRONGLY REPUBLICAN
next month will be
deWorcester used to be strongly Republifinite indications
that
can. Only as recently as 1928 it was one of
the Curley tide
has
the few Massachusetts cities held by Herreached its crest
and
bert Hoover in the sweep that gave the
has begun to reced
e.
state to Alfred E. Smith. Mr. Mahoney has
Such results cannot
been humiliated to some extent and it is
help but have strong
questionable whether Mr. Kelley can coninfluence on the legisciliate his victim's followers and consolilators at the next sesdate the Democratic forces.
sion during which their
Another test of the Governor's standing
Important votes will
before the voters comes Tuesday in the
be governed largely by
special election in the second Essex sena401iN U. 1,1.N111
the direction of the
torial district where William H. McSweeney
political winds.
of Salem is carrying the Republican banThe Cambridge preliminary munic
ipal
ner against John C. Birmingham of Bever- election Tuesday
is unimportant from a
ly. This district is normally Republican and statewide aspect.
The Democrats are .enIf Mr. McSweeney is defeated the Republi- gaged in a free-for-a
ll. There are no signs
that the Governor has his fingers in it.
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Owls Are Killers, Too
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come
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not regarded as so ravenous astheother
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a
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Dr. Henry C. Kennington, Noted Biologist, Sportsman, Lists
Public Enemies of Feathered World----Hawk's Amazing
Courage and Cruelt ostiv to
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Justice A. Wharton, the old gunner, declares A
stuffed owl is just As good al a live one when it
he
comes to decoying crows. Here is a fine specimen
uses for Dr. Henry C. Kennington, in his vermin
hunts.

Mister Owl is placed on a
convenient limb where any
crow scout can plainly see
him and thus inform the
gang to come to a worrying party.

actor)
a Uan
simighter of :RI birds yearly.
a liC IOS is particularty is a lot of sport in reducing this bad
-are ice cream boy.
"Think of these massacres and ask for the pheasants. They
them without
"Ills natural enemy is the owl, and
yourself if the gunner has not been for him and he gets
feel that our game a crow will tight an owl, especially in
maligned and legislated against too hardly any effort. I
to
bit
a
are
s
hatcherie
the day time, without any provocation
freely when it is practically settled farms and State
nme fortepheasants' t g . Thesei on the owl's part, who is practically
that the gumier does not kill 10 per
ground covers and! hors de combat in the daytime on sccent of the game that disappears yearly birds are bred on
run about on the; count of his poor sight during the sunfrom the woods, field and waterways are brought up to
-- 1 light hours. Let a crow spot an owl
ground most of the time. They shouldi
Of the country.
Coverl on the limb of a tree and he will call
he raised to tree roosting.
tree
small
and
away
kept
he
all of his family together and they will
should
How Turtles (jet Ducks
made available for the pheasants t swoop and fly around the owl to worry
go
"Then the other public enemies
him away if possible. They are really
fly into.
by in rapid succeasion—foxes, who get
"They can be taught to take to th fascinated with his presence and will
partridges, quail, song birds, other game trees and people should also be kept hover around him but out of his reach.
birds and plenty of domestic fowl: away from them while they are grow- ..My plan has been to take a stuffed .
, skunks, who are nest robbers and meat log, so when they are liberated thcyi
particularowl and place him in a tree,
remain in
eaters generally; rats, snakes, frogs, will not he so tame and will roost in
dead one, where he will
13'a
mud
turtles.
and
foxes.
otters
mink,
weasels,
behind a blind
the trees away from the
plain sight and screened
waited ,
A turtle will get a duck by the leg and
have
of leaves and boughs. I
have.
Urges Crow Hunts
as it is swimming, pull It under for a
the aid of a crow call I
with
and
dozens to
nice, big banquet, An otter will get
years I have advocated 'vermin watched the crows flock in
"For
trout
small
Into a trout stream, or
down on the decoy owl.
hunts.' I have urged on gun clubs to swoop
pond, and practically clean it out in a
-Yell can shoat the birds sitting
there
and
least,
at
crow,
week.
the
after
go

------------

--......scamsectstesteme

the tree or on the wing and strange as
it may seem after they have been shot
Into they will return time and time
again to have more members shot out
of the flock just because they cannot
resist the sight of the owl.
"It is really a sport and the gunner
who wants to shoot on the wing has
an ideal mark in the big black crow.
"Vermin hunts are easily arranged
and gun clubs are now making a twoday shoot popular. Prizes are put up
for the best bag of crowS, hawks, etc.,
that are brought in during the contest.

Disease and Scarcity

,

"The scarcity of game is charged with
another cause which is well taketi.
Disease has attacked game birds and
animals; this is a well known fact, but
it has not taken the birds or animals off
in any great numbers with the exceptio- perhaps of the passenger pigeons, to
which some attribute their disappearance.
' "But disease is not the worst trouble.
The predators which have the audacity
to kill right and left even before the
eyes of man is the menace. I have seen
a goshawk swoop down on my decoy
duck and take his head right off before
I could get a bead on him with my
As a tardy crow is flying en route to the owl party Dr. Kennington
gun. This hawk, by the way, is one
picks him off on the wing. Up in the right hand corner of the picture
of the fastest breeding hawks we have
Mr. Crow may be seen dropping a second after the shot has been
with us.
"Foxes will take decoy ducks from the
fired. Insert Dr. H. C. Kennington.
-1 beach of the pond stand with the gunner right behind the blind at the time.
"Another enemy to game, that we do
• not have here in New Englano, is the
I wolf. This menace is a problem in
Ontario where they have found their
deer decreased alarmingly in the past
20 years.
"I am convinced that the gunner htmself should give his attenti•Jr person:ally and do his part in the restoration
I of our game. He should make it a
point to go on predator hunts. He
I should help reduce the crow and hawk
and any other vermin that he is permitted to under the law. And the laws
should be changed to bring more of
these predators out of the protection
that keeps them from being reduced."
Dr. Kennington, by-the-way., who Is
a member of the Massachusetts Waterfowl Association and chairman of the
advisory board of the North Shore
Sportsmen's Club, has been endorsed
by many of the gun clubs and sportsmen
of the State for the appointment of
State director of fisheries and game
which, appointment comes before Govemotion.
ernor Curley in December. .
TtfeTtmeiesse 150,000 gunners today in
51assachusetts and they are ptactically
united on the theory that more attention should be given to the elimination
of the natural enemies of the game
birds and animals. Certain it is, many
of them point out, the gunner is being
credited with reducing far more game
than he really bags.

This is the crow which has just been shot on the wing by Dr. Kennington. He is an old bird with slick feathers and well nourished body, indicating that he has had plenty to eat at the expense of wild life. On
this crow hunt six crows and one sharp shinned hawk was killed within
an hour.
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g
Actin
r
"Land Is Sighted" and "Discovery of 1
the City Council, represented Mayo
America."
198
Mansfield and gave the delegates,
city
Opens With Band Music
in number, a hearty welcome to the
and Its attractions.
programme opened with a band
The
Felix Forte, president of the execuselection and then came the Pan
tive committee, opened the meeting,
American flag ceremony, the arrival of
rnwhich was of short duration, adjou
sentatives in costumes of 22 c0141until
repre
ies
minar
preli
usual
the
ing after
tries of South, Central and North
10 a. m. Monday.
America. All the national flags were
carried in the procession.
Address of Welcome
A welcoming address was made by
a representative of the city and then
An address of welcenne was delivered
came singing by a chorus, followed by
by Supreme Venerable, Gr, I'M Avv.
the reading of a poem entitled, "Sail
Giovannia Di Silvesto of Philadelphia.
On," by Rens° Tosi, a native of Argenof
res
g
featu
andin
outst
the
of
One
tine.
In his address on the subject of the
the day were the commemoration exday, Professor Daniel Sargent of the
rd
ercises under the auspices of Medfo
Department of History and Literature
Lodge No. 1359, Order Sons of Italy of
of Harvard University, declared that It
l,
Schoo
High
rd
Medfo
the
was "perserverence" that finally won
America, in
for Columbus an opportunity to diswhen, at 3 p. tn., there was an unveiling
of a bust of the great discoverer and
cover the new world, ,tie said that
navigator, Americo Vespucci. This bust
the
trait, to persevere against all
this
at
niche
le placed in an ornamental
of the strongest
end of the main corridor and it was in obstacles, was one
cter of the disthis rather restricted place that the features in the chara
er.
formal exercises, in which several high cover
As a finale to the exercises the band
in the order and members of the city
government and school department, played the "Pan American" march and
headed by Mayor John J. Irwin, had then came an assembly of flag bearers
and escoris, "Pan America" and Co.
prominent parts.
In making his address of reply to the i lumbla" being each accompanied by
ofl
man
n,
chair
uniformed pages.
Mayor, Edwin M. Harki
the school committee, declared that it
was through an error that this chuntrg
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STATE RIGHTS
THING OF PAST
Gigantic Bureaucracy in Capital
Actual Head of Government—
Local Control Vanishing
No Responsibility to State
BY ROBERT L. NORTON
.
Thee administrators have no direct
The important fact in the develop- lorersptohzeisidhlislittr3ietto
people
hei.nSiettaetre
which they
merit of bureaucracy in this country
In some cases they are aelectedm by the
is that it is taking more
at* local politicians, Governors, United
$4,000,000,000 annually out of ntlr
Onoontg se
w am.
ve n, ae the.
mSenatorsBut
productive wealth. Either directly or l :ites
It frequently happens that the moguls
indirectly, the laNpayers are support- at
ali
o); ntghteo n people.d Ietrue
choice
Not
ot
having
thehav
ing sOlne 10,000,000 of people
e
to
in the appeal In the electorate themse
lvesg for
their Jobs, they are euepicioue of
the
government—federal, state and municipal—which is about one-twelfth of purpos
c% and character of the ordinary
the population,
garden variety politician.
Whether the rise of bureaucracy
They fear that if the power is
is
translated to them that it will be used
to be regarded, as a menace or
not, for
their own personal and political
it is here to stay. The prblem is
to aggrandizement.
control its mushroom gkwtii.
The 1,,e,t Is that in many

regard and -distrust of eiecti%e
The single aim of a bureaucracy
in
; perpetuating itself Is to confine
' thorny to appointive officials. au.
It
thrives best on delegated and
arbitrary
authority.
;

Tremendous Expansion
Necessarily there hae been A
tremendous expaneion
of
bureaucracy
under the .New Deal. Under the
guise
of a great national emergency
it may
he excused and explained, but
nevertheless It Is all-enveloping. States
and
local goeernmente are subord
inated to
centralized federal control.
We have the very extraordinary
spectacle of Congress Itself
abdicating
lie constitutional
authority
to
bureaucracy and being rebuked by the
the
Supreme Court, as in the case
of the

NRA decision.
The sole check on the ascendency
of the bureaucracy is the Supre
me
Court. For over 150 yciars Congress
fought the President over the exercise
of the power of removal.
The system of check and
balances
between the executive and
legislative
branches of government impose
d by
the Constitution care at least
partially
abandoned when dictatorial
power
was
given to the President.
As the appropriating power, Congress
beret o.
fore had jealously guarded
its right to
direct the expenditure of great
so)ms of
publio

money. But in this instance, It.

turned over this fundamental
to the greatest liureaticracy authority
in
all ,
history. Accordingly, with this accession of power, the bureaucracy
has
waxed fat and prosperous,

End Not in Sight
No one can prophecy where
it will
all end. The spread of bureau
cracy le
not so much a phenomenon of
the New
Deal as It is A steadily
develo
tendency since the Civil war. Rutping
by
reason of the emergencies of
depression, it has been broughtthe
to
itor
fruition under the auspices of the New

States .
The wise Benjamin Franklin remind
ed there is no co-ordination between re- ,
epertelhle elective public officials anti
, the American people a good many
years the
eeriants of the giant bureaucracy
ago that if this democracy wee to
be at
Washington.
Theoretically.
Mr.
:perpetuated, their salvation depend
Irkes
or Mr. Hopkins decides, for Ined
upon themselves and not the govern
etanee
e,
how
much
money is to be spent
Trent. He indicated that the government ie Massachusetts, where
it is to be
Deal.
wee a. good thing to live UNDER and 'spent,
how many men are to be emReally what has happened
not live ON.
ployed, and under what conditions.
Mr.
Roosevelt is a revolutionarunder
But the good doctor's admonition is
y transform:I
nce in government. Whether or
very much neglected in these days and
Understrapper Decides
not these vital changes have
times. The extraordinary development
the sanc.1 Practically, however, some obscure
tion of the Constitution is
of bureaucracy is, or should be,
anothe
our understrapper,
who knows nothing
question Which is yet to be thresh r
greatest political issue.
whatsoever about locial conditions, deout In the highest court of the land.ed
It is interrelated with and over- cidee where, when And how tremenClearly, changing economic conditions,
shadows the question as to whether eotis sums or money may he expended.
transportation, communications and
modern inventions have requir
t he growth of bureaucracy endangers Of course, he has advice from the local
ed the
adjustment of the Constitution to
the Constitution and the matter of representatives of the bureaucracy, hut
meet
these are ton often disregarded. Acthese
changes,. It turns out to he
State's rights.
tually, some hundreds of bureau chiefs
more flexible Instrument of governThe old-time independence of
dictate the 'expenditure of these bament than was otiainany contem
plaied
States is rapidly vanishing. States the
by the fathers.
ll
day have become mere police provinctohe system requires the employment
e,'
Both
of the federal government. More and
Jefferson and Madison, howof a horde of investigators and social
ever, foresaw the necessity for
workers—people chose job It is In in' more, they are coming
to functiotchang
es and revision and sought to
quire into every single detail of the
der the dictum or the centralized
avoid rigidity in the frame of governfedlife of the Individual, and, where it may
eral government and
the bureaus at
dictate
ment
possibl
his or her conduct
be
e,
under which we have been
Washington.
Of We.
operating.
The most important public
official
III IL State or city today
It is tough sledding these days
fIcr at, the purpose of the foundis the federal
administrator. He may have
er., was to form a nationel government
for those who adhere to the idea of
hundreds
of millions at his dispoeal
rather
than a league of Stalett. But
and the dis- I "rugged individualism,"
tribution of thousands of jobs.
over a long period the States held tenuo'.•
this
people
As
,
C.
N1
t`
a
11,'com
ing increasreason, he may exercise
ously to their rights and fought one
more power 4 ingly regimented. It is almost impoethan a Governor of a State or
the bloodiest wars In all history o
t.
the Mayor
eible to escape the strangle-hold of the
or a city.
hurenucrecy. Carried out to He logical

l

conclusion, governors and
mayors
might just as well be named from
Washington. One of the tiingular char-

seterletice of_the liureaucracy is a die-

•
maintain them. These rights have been
gradually abandoned, until today there
is no such thing an State independence
of the federal government.

!

I

Blankets States
The federal bureaucracy blankets the ,
States. Someone has said that Governors have become mere ants at the
door of the federal treasury. As a practical example of how the system works,
it Is to be noted that there has been
scarcely a week sincehe took office
has not spent
that Governor
ngton in the atseveral days in
an
to
get
equitable share of
tempt
public funds for Massachusetts. The
same thing is true of the Governors of
other States and of the Mayors of our
trek is
large cities. The Washington office.
a regular part of the duties of

If ene examines the statistics ot inbe
creased business activity, it will
found that the ratio of employment
does not keep up with increased proto
duction. Less people are required
turn out any given product than was
the case a few years ago.

aim
(f

good deal was heard of the
"sovereign States," more particularly
in the South. Thre was • proud assertion of independence and rights.
Once a

anBut this voice is not still and the of
r
cient traditions discarded. A numbe
meet
to
the Southern States, unable
e of
unemployment conditions becaus
govbankrupt treasuries and inefficient
derived
ernment, for the most part,
fedthe
their entire cost of relief from
eral government.
pubThe proportionate cost of relief,
expendilic work and all the gigantic
of
has,
tures of the New Deal agencies
e with
course, been the subject of disput
the richer States.

Determined to Share
their
But this has not Interfered with
n
determination to share in the commo
are not
pool. The lines of controversy
as
so much drawn between the States
they are between sections. The induse uptrial North and East looks askanc ies
on the billions handed out in subsid
beto the agricultural South and West ed
cause the pocketbook nerve is affect
higher
and
living
In rising costs of
taxes.
But in fairness it must be recogfor
nized that the industrial sections
many years have enjoyed federal sub.
tiee
siciies in the form of th= pretet
tariff.
lf the correct economic balance between industry and agriculture could
be achieved, a miracle would be worked.
This is what Mr. Roosevelt is trying
to do, but' the difficultlee are obvious
and the obstacles almost insuperable.
There are statesmen travelling the
length and breadth of the land trying
to convini,e people that something like
the old order of things may be restored.
But they are only deluding themselves
And those who accept stich views:Regimentation of bitsines,, of great natural
resource, And of the 1 yes and habits of
day.
people is the order of the
Now Permanent Fixture
Whether we like It or not, the giant
bureaucracy at Washington is a permanent fixture of government. The
only problem is to prevent its spread
it
ing, to keep it down and maintain
things
fine
the
within bounds so that
y
of the old order may not be entirel
overwhelmed.
Agricultural subsidies in some form or
other have come to stay. No Republican
candidate in the presidential campaign,
and opposing Mr. Roosevelt, will argue
s
to the contrary. And whatever impetu
business takes, the problem of relief
one.
nent
perma
a
and unemployment is
Machine progrem and invention has
not ceased during the depression.
-•

So unemployment and relief will continue to be a national problem rather
than a local one. Business is in for
y
more and more regulation. Bureaucrac
will continue to spread and State lines
bewill
except in an academic sense
come more and more vague.

Question of Control
But considering the permanency of
the bureaucracy, something May be done
about It. If huge sums of money are
to be spent for national purposes, then
those States which contribute most
heavily should have more to say about
how this money is expended. Possibly
the waste and extravagance would he
no greater if the millions of people who
provide these enormous sums of money
to the central treasury had more to say
about its expenditure. The more indirect the authority, the more arrogant
bureaucracy becomes.
on of
It comes down to the questi

Civil Service Shot

and many
with no capacity whatsoever authority
of these are given places of
talents
ve
administrati
real
where
service ;
should be required. The civil
pretty
In Washington and elsewhere is
With
well' shot to pieces these days.
to
ally
bureaucracy it is used princip
as ,
out
starts
Perpetuate a job which
into
temporary and thep develops
the
permanency under the protection of
civil service.
The hardest thing in the world to
t is a government bureau which

whether local officials, that is Governors and Mayors, should spend the

bumoney, rather than have some
Washreaucrat, sitting at a desk in
and
ington, dictating, how, when

where it should be spent.

•

e after
He Is not be sneered at, becaus
in
all this kind of brains is needed
brain
one
government. Where there is
hacks
truster there are 1000 political

of
If the integrity and efficiency
it
elected officials is questioned, then
imthe
ity,
stupid
may be offset by the
practicability and the endless red tape
dictatof a gigantic central bureaucracy
.
ing the 'affairs of 130,000,000 of people
sfacunsati
There Is a way of reaching
tory elective officials, but bureaucracy
is solidi, entrenched.
The news of the day is filled with
examples of this stupidity. A great
the
game reserve iv purchased in
find
South, where wild birds may
of
refuge and propagate. Thousandsfew
ducks seek sanctuary. Within a
squad
g
days the mosquito exterminatin
of nil
takes control and scattere tons
wild
nit over the place. When the
the
duck alights on oil-covered water
cannot
wings become saturated and it
tion.
starva
rise. It therefore dies of

uproo
at Washington.
once gets a toe hold Presid
ent might

Some day, some
undertake to reorganize the govern
by
ment. This has been attempted
of
numerous commissions and hundredsexthousands of dollars have been
pended in various reports and investi
they
gallons, with the only result that
ei
storag
clutter up otherwise valuable
room in the Capitol.
job
The President who under,takes this
term,
should start out satisfied With one lot of
since he would certainly have a
pretty
trouble In getting another. It's a
al
fair argument for a constitution
to
amendment limiting all Presidents
might
cne term of six years. Then it
run
be possible to have a President
a
have
to
a bureaucracy rather than
bureaucracy run a President.

/

i

1

Boondoggling Common
r
Boondoggling of one kind or anothe
under the direction of an imaginsitive
jobs
bureaucracy, seeking to make new
e AO
and perpetuate itself, has becom
funthe
st
common as to rival in intere
Take
ny columns of the newspapers.
cracy
one small example of how bureau
works.
The other day some government
in
worker wanted 'to turn a hydrant g
housin
order to get some water on a
ered
project in South Boston. He discov
alarm
that it would cost $10. In great that
ls
he explained to the local officia
perit might take two months to get
ngmission from some bureau at Washi
e.
ton to spend $10 for such a purpos

IS
It would have to go through the
bureau chiefs, accountants and
be aplike and would finally have to federa
l
proved by that great pundit of
finances, Comptroller of the Treasury
MeCarl.

hand
Mayor Mansfield had to take a
tape
in the situation and cut the red
at a
on
turned
by ordering the water
loss to the city of $10.
Anything like a comprehensive analyat
sis of this terrifying bureaucracy to
es
Washington would take volum
describe. The general picture has been
that of a group or groups of "brain
trusters" experimenting with the naor
tion, making us out as ex-Govern
of
Smith expressed it, "a. nation
r" Is
guinea Pigs." The "brain truste
a
generally a bright young man with
,
lot of theories and a college degree
intory
who finds the human labora
teresting and profitable.

Jim Reed's Description
But aside from the common picture
which people have of the brain trustdeers' bureaucracy, there is this acid
Senator
scription submitted by former
"Jim" Reed of Missouri, who never
minced his words. He said:
e it is
"Men come to Congress becaus
long
regarded as a great honor. How
know.
it shall continue to be I do not
of
e
Men seek the Presidency becaus
t
its great honors. Men aspire to cabine
.
positions because of their great honors

"Not so the bread and butter
atbrigade who come to Washington intracted by moiler salaries. Such
dividuals flock here because they can
get more money here than they can
get at home.
" . . Why, then, do they come
and

here? Examine 99 cases out of 100, s,
you will find that they are failure
and could not make a living at home.
ng
I have seen some of them arrivi
with their feet sticking from the sides
come
of their shoes. I have seen them
'without money to pay a week's board
bill.

Outcasts and Failures

"I have seen them come, outcasts andI
failures in the commercial world.
g
have seen them the next day wearin
to
the official badge, authorizing them
utions
enter the greatest business instit
iti the country, and to demand books
and papers. I have observed the spechold
tacle of these men, incompetent to
employement in that plant, undertaking
to lay down rules and regulations for
its management."

Those are halcyon days for bureaucracy principally because the admonition of Ben Franklin that this
is a good gvernment to live UNDER
rather than to live ON is neglected.

Many people today accept philosophocically the fact that with an outside
cupation, they are really working for
t
the government in order to suppor
I
t`.ose millions in the Great Bureaucracy
alio tell them how to run their affairs.
will
we
It may be that sooner or later
all be working for the government,
which is equivalent to working for the
bureaucracy, if this be not the fact today.
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• SALEM EXPECTED
TO
DECIDE ELECTION
OF
SENATOR TUESDAY
McSWEENEY AND
BIRMINGHAM IN
BIG VOTE FIGHT
Republicans Will Win If
Bye-Election Slack
Is Overcome
THREE CANDIDATES
CONCLUDE CONTEST
"Curley Dictatorship" And
Redistricting Issues
foCampaigns
When the Curley administration
comes up before die voters in the
second Essex district special election
tomororw, it will either be struck a
telling blow or will be encouraged,
the result being held as a barometer
of how it will fare in the regular
elections of 1936. Heavy voting is expected, and the candidate whose
party succeeds in getting the most.
voters out to the polls will win, and
Salem is considered the section of
the district where the election will
be decided.

There will be three names on the
Tuesday's important
ballot in
election, John C. Birmingham, Democrat; Mrs. Annie D. Brown, Salem,
Independent; and William H. McSweeney, Salem, Republican. That
is the order in which the names
will appear on the ballot, when a
successor to late Senator Albert
Pierce, Republican, of Salem will be
chosen*
The contest has been chiefly confined to McSweeney and Birmingham because of the fact that the
administration of Governor James
M. Curley has been raised as the
issue around which the election of
either one or the other depends.
Both candidates are confident of being elected, but political dopesters
have conceded the result to McSweeney, if the registered Republic ,ns, who predominate the district.
will abandon their old-time lack of
interest in bye-elections and will
make it a point to vote. Almost every Democrat in the district can be
expected to cast his or her ballot
tomorrow, as special elections are
always well supported by their
party.
Beverly, Danvers and Marblehead are nominal Repub:ican communities, but Salem is in the Democratic list. McSweeney has many
friends among the Salem Democrats, but, his home city being so
large, it is believed that he must
receive an unusually large vote
there in order to carry the entire

district. Birmingham, likewise, has
many Republican friends in Beverly,
which also may have an important
bearing on the final district result.
The
Issue
Declaring that if Birmingham is
elected, the Governor will have complete control of every branch of the
State Legislature as well as the Boston Finance Commission, the Republicans have conducted a tireless
campaign to prevent a "reckless
spending Curley dictatorship" in
Massachusetts by the election tomorrow of McSweeney. There are
at present 20 Republican and 19
Democratic Senators in the Bay
State's upper house. The election of
Birmingham is predicted to give the
Democrats control, to go along with
their domination of the House of
and
Governor's
Representatives
Council. Holding that the only reroaming instrument with which to
impede Governor Curley in his desire for "complete rule" of the Commonwealth is McSweeney's election
to keep the Senate with a Republican majority, the Republicans from
throughout the State have united in
an effort to accomplish that end.
Birmingham has repeatedly declared that he is "unbossed and obligated to no one," and leading State
Democratic spokesmen have reiterated his claim. The Democratic
candidate has been conducting, for
the most part, a personal campaign,
aided by his supporters, to line up
votes for his election tomorrow. On
one hand the candidate firmly
vouches for "liberal-mindedness" in
the Senate if he is elected, while
the State leaders from Boston point
out. that his vote is needed to accomplish what Curley and his party
wish to put across.

eurley

44144—

r Maintain them. These rights have beet
I gradually abandoned, until today there
is no such thing as State independence i
.
____
of the fedttALLQ.Varnmsnii..................

I

The first step under the -Curley
dictatorship." should it be estab/ished by Birmingham's election,
would be one which the Democrats
have long openly heralded as forthcoming; redistricting of the State so
that Massachusetts will be a Democratic stronghold as far as the State
Senate is concerned, at least, for
the coming ten years. The Republicans have battled against this proposal, as it would place Beverly in
an already powerful Repubican district, the third, while Peabody would
be lined up with Salem to establish
a Democratic second district to supersede the present Republican majority.
The two high-pressure campaigns 'will be concluded tonight by,
radio addreses by both Republican
and Democratic nominees. Birmingham will speak from Station
WHDH at 6:15 in his interest, and
McSweeney will talk for 15 minutes, starting at 6:311 from Station
WEE, when he will make his last
appeal for election tomorrow.
The polls will open in Beverly at
6 o'clock tomorrow morning and
will close at 4 in the afternoon.
The polls in Salem will open at 8
o'clock and close at 7 in the evening. In Danvers they will open at
5:45 and close at 4, while in Marblehead they will be opened at 6
and closed at 8 o'clock. As soon as
possible after the polls are closed
and the votes are counted in each
community the Beverly Evening
Times will publish an extra with
the complete story of the second
Essex district special Senatorial
election.

econ

ssex istrict
Vote in 1932, 1934

The vote in the second Essex district for senator in the 1932 and 1931
elections follows:
1934
Birmingham Brown Pierce
Beverly „.. 4,175
246
4,856
Danvers ... 1,480
163
2,487
Marblehead. 1,032
185
3,328
649
7,223
Salem7,148
-- -Total
13,835
1,243
17,894
1932
Fttzgerald, 0. Hughes, R.
,
2,923
Bever!)
6,658
Danver:i
1.400
3,207
1,223
Marblehead
3,415
10,069
Salem
5,931
Total

15,615

19,211

if one examines the statistics ot in.
creased business activity, it will be
found that the ratio of employment
..1..... ...... I.-- ..- -.z.l. 4--............... ---
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DEMOCRATS IN
FINAL SPLURGE
TO GET VOTES

Civil Service Shot
lie is not be sneered at, because after
all Lltt4 kind of bra /me ir

Ask McSweeney now ne would
have yoked on the bill pushed
through by Gov. Curley to insure
compensation for life to those who
had suffered the loss of eyesight or
the loss of limbs in industry.
Atty. Joseph B. Harrington, Cong.
William P. Connery, Joseph McGrath, Democratic state committee
chairman, and Sen. Joseph Langone
s
were also included among
speakers. Sunday evening the
men of the Democratic tate
rnittee sporttbreff-the 're(
Mr. and Mrs. Birminghat
fair proved to be botti
and social gathering,.

Numerous Rallies Held
Throughout District
for Birmingham
A series of rallies were staged 1Th
at
the Democrats Saturday evening
Danvers, Marblehead, Cldton, Bev
interests ol
any and Salem in the
tehir candidate John C. Birmingatham of this city. All were well
tended.
Armed with sound trucks the
groups of stumpers for Birmingham
stopped at many and various points
to make their, campaign speeches.
Among the prominent participants
Were Atty. James H. Sullivan of
Danvers, Atty. Joseph Jennings of
Salem, Rep. James F. Tobin of Salem and Atty. George Ferguson of
Danvers.
Sunday evening Birmingham was
tendered a reception at the Hotel
Hawthorne in Salem while in the
afternoon there were indoor rallies
at the Saltonstall school and Salem
A. O. H. hall,
At the A. 0. H. hall considerable
enthusiasm was aroused with speakers Joseph Jennings stating that
the object of McSweeney's entrance
into the race was to win for himself
a judgeship. The attorney argued
that the election of Birmingham
would mean the election of a man
who would fight for the principles
of labor and that it would be an
excellent time for the Democrats to
gain control of the senate. Judge
Robert J. Curran of Newton was
the next speaker stressing the importance of the election and the
nee dof a man like Birmingham
who would cooperate with Curley.
He mentioned the fact that Birmingham was a man in the prime of
life and one of ability.
John Backus of New Bedford, asey
sistant secretary to Gov.
spoke -at length in reply t''the oppositions statement that the issue
behind the campaign is "Curleyism." If I were a candidate for
public office he said I would be
proud to say I stood for "Curleyism." What is Curleyism? You can't
dispose of the actions of a man
who came up from the sidewalk to
become governor of this commonwealth by calling It Curleyism. If
McSweeney got in he would have to
meet Curieyism.

ENTERPRISE
Brockton, Mass.

O'BYRNE SEEKS /
TO BE ALDERMAN ,

ATTY. C. J. O'BYRNE.
Aldermanic Candidate.
Atty. Christopher J. O'Byrne has
announced his candidacy for the
democratic nomination for alderman in ward 6. lie is a former
councilman of the ward, having
served in the 1930-1931 city government.
--He is a graduate of the local grade
and High .school and attended Rhode
Island College and was graduated
Iron) the Suffolk Law school. He is a
World war veteran and was a
sergeant in the army, serving overseas seven months. Before entering
the practice of law he worked for 10
years as an edgemaker in the W. L.
Douglas Shoe Co.
Atty. O'Byrne is married, the father of four children end lives at 54
Locust street.
He is a member of the American
Legion, Knights of Columbus, Roosevelt-Qua,y Recovery Club, Plymouth
County League of Democratic Voters
ind Div. 1, A. 0.1-i.
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Leading Contenders for Senatorship I

WILLIAM H. McSVVEENEY
Republican.

JOHN C. BIRMINGHAM
DEMOCRAT.

A Republican's Plain Duty
Tomorrow there will be a special election for the selection of a State Senator to succeed the late Albert Pierce.
The polls in Beverly will be open from 6 a. in. to 4 p.
The Republican candidate is William H. McSweeney of
Salem. He will be elected if the normal Republican vote is
recorded in Beverly.
The issue in this contest is not one of men or personalities—it is a fight to stay the destructive hands of the
Curley machine leaders in their efforts to satisfy the
Governor's insatiable ambition to become the Dictator
of
Massachusetts. A heavy responsibility rests on Beverly
Republican voters to stop this dangerous proceedure. As
the Boston Herald of Sunday points out in a leading
editorial on the state-wide importance of this election:
"If the people who do not like the way the state is
being run take the trouble to vote there will not be much
question about the result. There are unmistakable signs
that the voters of the state are waking up. If they go to
the polls on Tuesday, the men and women of Essex count
y
will show which way the state is headed."
And W. E. Mullins, the Herald's State House writer
his weekly review of politics in the same issue, voices , in
the
opinion of most of the newspaper observers of this fight
when, declaring that "Curleyism is the real issue,
" he
says
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"This attempt to confuse the issue can succeed only if
are bamboozled to the extent of remaining
Republicans
the
away from the polls. The genuine issue is Curleyism. Mr.
McSweeney has publicly pledged himself to abide by the
outcome of any Republican caucus in casting his vote in the
state Senate. Thus he stands as a party man while his opponent is entirely willing to be accepted as a Curley
TIMES
marionette.
"If Mr. McSweeney should be defeated, the Republicans
Beverly, Mass.
of Ma_saskusetts 91n look forward to a gerrymander of the
Senate that will give the Democrats complete control of
OCT j 1935
this branch of the Legislature for the next 10 years. His defor
Governor
nominees
Republican
the
that
mean
feat will
and United States Senate next year will be confronted by a
conceded increase in Mr. Curley's political prestige."
Republicans, and all believers in a sane, construetive, businesslike administration of their affairs at
the State House, will make
By L. R. H.
every possible effort to
vote tomorrow, and to urge
and encourage all their
Note how incongruous and in
The issue tomorrow in the senafriends and neighbors to
oonsistent is the present Denu torial special election is not Birmingham versus McSweeney—it is
vote also, for William H.
cratie set-up in state and nationCury Tammanism versus a return
McSweeney for Senator.
workin
politicians"
the "practical
government.

Ui) With The Times

hand-in-band with the socialist
minded reformers to establish
practical dictatorship in the Whit
House and on Beacon Hill. YOU
failure to vote tomorrow for seas'
tor puts the responsibility for th
future of your state squarely o,
your shoulders! VOTE:
L.—R.—II.

FOR

ECONOMY—More bureau
and more polltical jobs is the mo
tivating force behind the Curley
ized Democratic
machine. Th
more money to spend, the mor
votes on election day. "Economy
is a word that has been deleter
from their lexicon. Nevertheless it
is something that must be put back
into our state and federal government, and that soon. One practical
and easy way to start the march
back to business principles is to
adopt the plan of biennial sessions
of the Legislature. As the Boston
Amerielin says editorially:

TS—sane, business-like
Don't sell your principle for a prejudice!

L.—R.—H.
SOUND—OUTS — Paul Mallon
author of The Nation's Politics, recently wrote from Denver, Colorado:
"An Illinois state senator tip-toed
softly through Colorado recently.
Only the most prominent Republicans noticed ,him, because they
were the only ones he came to see.
They got the idea that he was
sounding out sentiment on the
Knox presidential movement. If he
was, he will report there is consid^rable Knox talk in this state."
L.—R.--IL
You can see and hear Colonel
Frank Knox tonight at the Gloucester Armory. I hope you will be I
there.

HOUSES"—This was
"GLASS
once chiefly a phrase lending color
to remarks about throwing stones.
;When it was first said there were
small and
The recent hearing at the State probably few, and very
windows anywhere. Now
House on the question of holding fragile,
or factory,
biennial legislative sessions again increasingly, in dwelling
in through wider
brought to public attention a need-, the light is let
use of glass; and its role in buildcd reform.
expanding.
Many representatives of taxpay- ing is steadily
Co. announces
Owens-Illinois
ers' associations favored the change
developed for
irom yearly sessions as a sound further that it has
building purposes a glass block that
measure of economy.
pressure of 72,500
President Eliot Wadsworth of the will sustain a
Boston Chamber of Commerce de- pounds.
Once Wendell Phillips in his
clared it was likely biennial sesused to emsions would save $700,000 annually ''Lost Arts" lecture
phasize the forgotten "stunts" the
in the State's budget.
do with glass, parForty-two other states conduct ancients could
form. Modern
their affairs with legislative ses- ticularly in malleable
Industry appears to be doing some
sions once in two years.
the
The initiative petition of more other things with glass that
inthan thirty thousand voters favor- ancients would have deemed
ing bienniaLs deserves better recep- credible.
tion than it has yet been accorded
on Beacon Hill.
cneu.I CA-1
Economy in government must be
achieved.
Let the voters decide whether
they think $350,000 a year is worth
saving.
111t1 WAY', 1,
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THEN AS NOW—"During the , The truth of the matter simply
whole of this reign (Napoleon III , is that Roosevelt experimentation
in France) the Legislative Assem- has cost the Eastern industrial secblies were elected by universal suf- tion far more than it has had
frage, yet during the greater part turned back to it in benefits.
of it the government was an almost Through higher taxes, national as
absolute
despotism.
Universal well as local, and through an insuffrage was drilled and disci- creased cost of living as a conseplined into the most obedient of quence of direct grants to wheat
servants. Every official, from the farmers and cotton growers, the
highest to the lowest, was turned people of this part of the country
Into an electioneering agent. The have become the victims of the
limits of constituencies were arbi- New Deal. They are the nation's
trarily enlarged, modified or con- forgoten men and women—a status
tracted to secure the success of they gladly tolerated so long as it
the Government candidates.
All promised to be temporary and in
the powers of administration were the ultimate interests of the whole
NEWS
systematically and openly employed United States, but a status which
Gardne
r, Mass.
they
refuse to endure as a permanin directing votes. Each constituency was taught that its prospect ent condition. First Rhode Island.
of obtaining roads, or bridges, or then Pennsylvania and now Cone
harbors, or other local advantag'es necticut have demonstrated the
depended on its support of the plain fact that the voters are in reGovernment, and that if the official bellion. Unless there is a great
candidate succeeded he would have ! change in the situation, Republicans
the power of distributing among of the East, seeking a way to win
his supporters innumerable small in. 1936, will find the issue
readyGovernment places, privileges and
honors. The powers of the Legisla- made for them.
tive Assembly were extremely lim
ited. They came to little more than
a right of sanctioning laws submitted by the Government, and
soting taxes under great restrietions."—Lecky's "Democracy and
Liberty."
The
governor's
L.—R.—II.
proclamation,
setting astITtet. 11 as Pulaski Day,
REVOLT SPREADS—I anticipate
wag read by Rev. S. J. Chlapowski
a result in the special election in
who also spoke briefly on the place
this senatorial district that will add
proof to the claim that the antiiof the Polish people in America and
New Deal revolt is spreading
.their duties as citizens. Other
throughout the East. Of the recent
speakers were Mayor James A. Timoverturn in the "Nutmeg State" the'
pany, who, in the course of his reBoston Transerpt says:
marks promised that Pulaski playIn the face of actual figures, as
ground would be made the equal of
revealed by the voting machines.
any in the city, Judge George R.
The 156th anniversary of the
mere discussion of the present popWarfield of the 1st district court of death at Savannali of Count Casimir
ularity of the New Deal becomes
Northern Worcester who spoke on Pulaski,
both academic and futile. The real
Polish nobleman who gavel
test lies not in the campaign
the Constitution. T. F. Flynn of
his
life
in
the Revolution was fit- I
statements of Mr. Farley or anyThe Gardner News staff, Atty. Jobody else but in the decision which
seph A., Harasimowicz, Rev. Max- tingly observed by the united Polish
the citizens make when they go to
imilian Lewandowski, curate at St. societies of the city yesterday. A
the polls.
Joseph's, and Atty. Francis Tablon- special high mass was celgbrated in
The answer this week from!
ski of Worcester.
Connecticut, while lacking the senhis honor in St. Joseph's church at
sational qualities attached to the
A mhsical program was given by
recent congressional election in
a group froth the Polish Dramatic 10.30 by Rev. S. J. Chlapowski, the
I Rhode Island, is nevertheless nmisociety under the direction of An- pastor, as the opening feature of the
nous. Seventeen towns, now contoni Cwalina. The members of the day's +observance. Public exercises
trolled by the Democrats, will soon
group were Helen Tarmasiewicz, held in P. A. C. C. hall at 2.30
pass into Republican 'aands. Among ,
Stella Ittaaney, -Elizabeth Sokolow- was attended by an overflow audithe victims of this popular arising
Is Joseph P. Dutton, who not only
ska, Stazy Glinski, Stanley Janus- ence of nearly 350. Rev. Father
Chlapowski paid tribute to the life
has been mayor of Bristol for five
kieFicz, John Smith and Benjamin
terms but ranks among the leading
H. J. - Woranske. Miss Genevieve of Pulaski in his sermon at the
Democrats of the State.
Hill was the accompanist. Miss morning mass.
The formula on which the Re
A procession from the church to
Sokolow
ska was secretary of the
publicans rode thus to victory was
the hall and the taking of a group
committee. At the close of the proopposition to the New Deal In general and to the processing tax in
gram Chairman Wiski announced picture on the steps of the church
particular. It is the same formula
and took up a collection for 'a me- preceded the afternoon exercises. A
delegation of the Polish ^Icons,
which was used, with such signifimorial which is to be erected in Pocant results in Rhode Island and
uniformed organization, headed by
land
to
the
late
Marshal
which served to .overthrow the
Pilsudski, Frank Kulczyk, furnished
a guard
strong
man of Poland, who died earRoosevelt forces in their attempt
of honor. The program was opened
to liberalize the State constitution
ly this year.
by Stanley Wiski, chairman of the
of Pennsylvania. Apparently it is a
Chairman Maki of the committee,
committee in charge, who introformula which will lead to RepubRev. S. J. Chlapowski, pastor of St.
lican success in any one of the
Joseph's church, and Rev. Maximili- duced Dr. Eugene J. Nicgorski, the
many Eastern States whose main
Presiding officer.
an
Lewandowski, his curate, today
function in these days seems to be
asked
The Gardner News to extend
the payment of largo sums of money in order that administration
their sincere thanks and apprecialargess may be distributed in the
tion to the speakers and all others
South and Middle Went.
who helped to make the event the
success that it was.

HONOR MEMORY
OF PULASKI,
POLISH PATRIOT

Members of St. Joseph's Church, Societies Hold Special Observance
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Lieut. Gov. Hurley Represents State
At K. of C. Banquet in the Nonotuck
Rev. Michael J. Ahern Principal Speaker at Columbus Day Celebration
Here Last Evening.

Seated—Rev. Michael J. Ahern, ''Radio Padre," principal speaker; Dr. Ralph A. Brennan, Grand Knight of
Holyoke Council; Patrick J. Moynihan, State Secretary, and Dr. John B. O'Shea, District Deputy, Knights
of Columbus. Standing—Judge James R. Nolen, MaYor Henry J. Toepfert, and Dr. William Sims,
humorist.
A militant note was, struck ny
Dr. Ralph A. Brennan, grand
With inspirin. gaddresses on pa- State Secretary of the K. pf C. Moy- knight, opened the speaking protriotism and tolerance, Holyoke nihan, who tOld of unsuccessful et. gram, who, in his address of
council, K. of C., last night conclud- forts that had been made by coun•
•
ed its celebration of its 41st anniver- cils in the eastern part of the statq
to
get
news
items
ii the apperS come, paid tribute to a number of
sary and of Columbus Day at a banquet in Hotel Nonotuck. Lieut. Gov. about the celebration of Columbus outstanding Catholic citizens who
Day.
Finally four Boston newspa- have aided the Knights at
Joseph L. Hurley extended tha,
various
greetings of the state, and State Sec- pers refused to accept paid adver- times. He Mentioned the name of
retary Patrick J. Moynihan brought tisements in which the Boston coun- Thomas J. Carmody. Rev. James
the .congratulations and greetings of cils, K. of C., explained their posi- P. Gilrain, chaplain of Holyoke
the state council,.Knights of Colum- tion. He stated that their excuse council, was the first speaker intro,,
bus. Mayor Henry J. Toepfert of- was that they "could not afford to duced by Judge Nolen. He spoke
fered the city's congratulation publish the 'ads' as they would re- briefly on the need of the organizaJudge James R. Nolen of Ware, a flect on their advertisers." The issue tion to give explicit obedience to
native of this city and Member of Ii no longer a matter of observancr the leaders. Dr. John B. O'Shea of
Holyoke council, was toastmaster of of Columbus Day and Patriots' Day Northampton, district deputy of the
the banquet. The principal speaker but whether Americans have a right, Knights of Columbus, brought
the
was Rev. Michael J. Ahern "Radio to express their beliefs, he said. The greetings of neighboring councils.
The Knights are backed up by the A
Padre."
humorous talk was given by Dr.
American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Catholic Daughters of William Sims. The Black and Whi'c
America, Daughters of Isabella and orchestra rendered several selections.
the Sons of Italy. The fight will be
carried on, he said.
tr.\
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In his address, Lieut. Qey.„„klurley
paid tribute to the work of the
with the grovelling gratiaccep
Knights of Columbus by its contri- tude of a enial; I demand it with
bution of men of character and
urance of an equal.
the high
ability to the Commonwealth and
course
of reasoning which
"The
community. Recalling a previous
previous speaker's reference to the I have so sketcgily outlined would
religious persecution in Mexico, he ' seem to be so evident as to admit
wondered if the people of this coun- of no refutation. It is the reasoning on which are founded the
try appreciate the blessing of reAmerican guarantees of religious
cgious freedom-Us-this country.
freedom. These guarantees are sumMayor Toepfer.t spoke of the fine
marized in the first amendment to
contribution made by the Knights
the Constitution of the United
to this community, and he paid
States.
special tribute to the local council'
"Much more explicit are the guarfor its fine work with the Columfound in the constitution of
antees
bian Squires. This education of the
the State of Virginia which was
youth in high ideals he found very
adopted in 1786, one year before
heartening. The Knights of Colunp,
the United States Constitutional
convention was called. Decisions nt
bus have been outstanding both in
he Supreme Court of the United
the city and nation for their earnest
States, as in the Oregon School law
efforts to advance all things that are
deceision of ten years ago, would
worthwhile.
seem to have had the more explicit
Fr. Ahern, who has been heard
Vinginia guarantees frequently in
by thousands in his Sunday aftermind. Here is the Virginia provisnoon broadcasts, said in part:
ion for religious freedom:
''The most fundamental duty of "'We, the General Assembly of
Virginia, do enact that no man RNA
every human being is his duty to the
be compelled to freqw.nt or support
God who created him. This duty
is and has been recognized, at least any religious worship, place or minin its fundamental elements, by ev- istry whatsoever; nor shall he be
enforced, restrained, molested, or
ery national, tribal or racial unit
burthened in his body or his goods,
that has ever existed. The dictates
or shall otherwise suffer on account
of the natural law have proclaimed
of his religious beliefs; but that all
to every one of these units that
men shall be free to profess, and
they are morally bound to give to
by argument to maintain, their
God their praise, reverence and
opinions in matters of religion, and
service; and with the recognition of
that the same shall in no wise dithis duty of worship and service
minish, enlarge, or effect their civil
arises the consciousness that they
capacities.'
have the right to exercise and ful"May I pause here to remark that
fill that duty without let or hindrance from anyone; hence that they' this provision of the Assembly of
Virginia was due in no small measmust be allowed perfect freedom
ure to the influence of George WashIn that exercise and fulfillment.
ington? We can recall his sterling
This instinctive recognition of their
example of uncompromising religright to religious freedom is not
ious tolerance; and while recalling
only a conclustion of pure reason,
this noble example, make the high
bit it is also—this is of paramount
Importance, divinely sanctioned by* resolve ourselves to honor him by
a faithful reflection of it in our own
the revelation of God to man, as
have this revelation in the documents of both the Jewish and Cristian scriptures.. Religious freedom
Ii not a concession from one group
to another. It is a right. I clo not
•

1
lives, we, who are the heirs .to the
patrimony of the Father of hivountry. So outstanding was the tolerance of Washington that I know you
will bear with me while I revive
the memory of one striking instance.
After all, it is only asking you to
go to school to Washington in this
our seminar in human relationships
wherein we would learn the lements
of our common task. When in 1775
General Benedict Arnold was about
to start on his expedition to Canada, whose Catholic inhabitants had
been alienated from the cause ot
the colonies by a bitter attack, adto the people of Great
dressed
Britain. on- their religious beliefs.
Washington wrote to Arnold as follows:
"'At; far as lies in your power,
you are to protect and support the
free exercise of the leligion of the
ccuntry: and the Undisturbed enjoyment of the rights of conscience
In religious matters with our ut-;
most influence and authority. I also
give it in charge to you to avoid
all disrespect of the religion of the'
country and its ceremonies. While
we are contending for our own liberty, we Should be very cautious
not to violate the right of consciencç
in others, ever considering that Goos ,
alone is the Judge of the hearts of
men and to Him only are they ac,
countable.'"
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Curley Club to
Hold Rallies
At a meeting of the Gov. Curley
Democratic Women's club held last
Friday night, Mrs. Theresa V. McDermott, president, announced that
members of the club would support
the
all Democratic candidates in
coming elections by sponsoring sevMany of the members
eral rallies.
also will hold rallies in their homes.
Mrs. Nellie Z. Usher, chairman
of the Curley ball to be held on Tuesday. Oct. 29 at the Memorial Auditorium made a satisfactory report of
progress. To the general committee
for the ball, the following names
Reception, Mrs. Mary
were added:
Kelly, Mrs. Francis Riley, Mrs. Mary
Taylor, Mrs. Catherine McInerney.
The general committee includes
Mrs. Theresa V. McDermott, Mrs.
Usher. Mrs. Marietta Donnelly and
Mrs. Augusta Gutilrie. State and city
officials are expected to attend. Mrs.
Mary Balfrey and Mrs. Matilda Deignan are in charge of tickets. At the
next meeting of the club, Mrs. Yvonne
Farrell, chairman of the checking
committee will meet members of her
The Junior division of the
group.
club will serve as ushers under the
direction of Miss Anna L. Foster,
Members of the program
president.
committee, of which Mrs. Usher is
chairman, spent today at the state
house.
The senior division of the club will
sponsor a penny sale Friday night
at Memorial hall, to assist the junior
division in creating a Christmas
charity fund. The juniors will hold
a meeting at the home of Mrs. Josephine Burnick, 18 Perron street,
totnorrow night. Miss Anna L. Foster, president, announced that every
member of the junior division will
serve on the committee.

Civil Service Shot

__

A public bridge and whist party
will be conducted Thursday evening
in Grange hall under the auspices
of the educational aid fund committee. Play will begin at 8 o'clock.
The proceeds of the party will go
to the educational aid fund of the
state Grange to be used in aid of
worthy students who may borrow
from it at a low rate of interest to
make possible their higher education. Suitable prizes will be awarded at the card party.

Woman Slightly Injured
Helen L. Murphy, 50, of 73 Pearl
street, Lawrence, was reported
slightly injured in a rear end collision on Turnpike street Tate Sunday
afternoon. According to the reports, a car driven by James P.
Morgan, 48, of 179 Grajtam street,
Gardner, struck the rear of a truck
driven by Jeremiah J. Murphy, 50,
of 73 Pearl street, Lawrence.
St. Michael's Church Notes
Wednesday afternoon at 3:45
o'clock there will be an illustrated
lecture on religious subjects for
children Of the parish.
October devotions, including rosary, litany and benediction of the
Most Blessed Sacrament will be
held Wednesday evening, commencing at 7 o'clock.
Saturday morning there will be
two anniversary high masses, one
at 7:30 for the late Mrs. Ellen Donovan and one at 8 for the late Miss
Louise Callahan.
During the past week the reading
circle was instituted in the parish.
It was named the St. Thomas Moore
Reading Circle. Tkiere- was an enthusiastic number present and several books of interest were discussed. This is proving to be one of
the greatest events of the parish.
American Legion Notes
All newly elevted officers of North
Andover post, 219, American Legion
are requested to meet in the Legion
hall this evening at 7:30 o'clock at
7:30- o'clock.
The date of the installation is
Monday evening, October 28.
Legion Auxiliary To Meet
Election of officers will take place
at ,the meeting of North Andover
unit, 219, American Legion Auxiliary this evening at 7:30 o'clock in
the Legion hall. A beano party will
be held after the meeting, commencing at about 8:30 o'clock. Each
member is asked to bring a small
prize for the beano. Friends are
invited to attend the beano party.
Grange Meeting Tuesday
Plans have been completed for
the Grange meeting to be held
Tuesday evening in Grange hall,
when Professor Franklin C. Roberts
of Boston University will give an
address. "ffer"-ISrange should miss
the opportunity of hearing such an
able speaker. As the musical feature of the program the committee
has arranged for the appearance of
a unit of the junior banjo band
which was awarded first prize at a
recent national convention of the
American Guild of B. N. C. The
band is under the personal direction of Mr. Conitentino.

ITEM
Lynn, Mass.
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ROADSIDES OF NEW

ENGLAND.'

The roadsides of New England have
received more attention during summer and early autumn than those of
any other part of the country. The
greatest battle for roadside beauty
has been fought and won in Massachusetts, despite all efforts of the
billboard interests to gain control of
regulations by proposed changes,
through the Legislature, of the existing excellent provisions, even though
the billboard interests had G2y,grzipr
Culea_favoring their plans until he
eeded in placing himself in a
most ridiculms position for a chief
executive of any commonwealth.
In the recent billboard battle in
this State it was repeatedly pointed
out that billboards are frequently a
distinct menace to highway safety,
because of the distraction they afford
at many danger points. This is being
guarded against here. Instances are
common in Maine where half a dozen
billboards clamor for attention on the
left as the road curves sharply to the
Too often
vice-versa.
right, or
drivers of automobiles come in contact with sharp curves at either end,
flanked by advertising signs.
The American Association of State
Highway Officials, urges every state
to push the signs back at least five
hundred feet from curves and intersections, on the ground of safety, but
only when the sign obstructs vision.
The effort to protect highways from
billboard menace to safety
the
and beauty, is going forward in other
New England states, but it must 'be
admitted that the movement is lamentably slow outside .of
It'

NEWS
Malden, Mass.
Massachusetts leads all the state:,
in her billboard regulations and ha
recently won two battles, one in the
Supreme court of Massachusetts and
the other in that seven-months' session of the Bay State Legislature. By
the ruling of the Supreme court, following ten years of study and final
court decision, the Bay State regulations were upheld as being reasonable and constitutional.
Vermont requires a state permit for
every sign over six feet square in
area, the permit fee running from
50 cents to $9.25. No signs may stand
within 35 feet of the centre of the
highway.
Connecticut requires a state permit fee ranging from $3 to $9, and
no signs may stand within 15 feet of
the right-of-way. Connecticut is now
seeking to increase her tax and he)
set-back.
Massachusetts, in addition to her $4
permit fee, freq”entli mentioned in
the legislative consideration of the
appeals of the billboard interests, requires all signs to set back 50 feet
from the right-of-way line. Signs
more than 32 feet square in area
must set back 100 feet. Lynn, at
one of the approaches to the General Edwards bridge, has recently
witnessed big sign abandonment because it failed to comply with the
existing regulations.
Signs more than 300 square feet ir
area, the size of the poster panel
must set back 300 feet. No sigr
may be more than 600 square feet it
area. No sign may stand within 154
feet of an intersection, except it
business
districts. Moreover, tin
State of Massachusetts may tefuse
permit for any sign which in are
way may be considered a menace ti
unusual scenic beauty. In the futurg
as in the past, that provision it
going to play a most important par
in the carrying on of the work thw
is destined, if persevered in, to make
Massachusetts roadeides the moss
attractive in all New England.

o
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YOUNG REPUBLICANS
HEAR SEN_ PARKMAN
Latter Speaks in Opposition to
Administration of Gov Curley.
Vice Pres J A Plumnire
—r- Toast) master. New England Pres
Wallace Stearns Also Speaks.
Senator Henry Parkman Jr of Boston. Thursday evening, featured the
opening meeting of the newly organized
Young Men's Republican club of Malden at a banquet held in the dining
room of the Kernwood Cafe before an
enthusiastic gathering of young men.
Vice Pres John A Plummer was toastmaster and introduced the speaker. Sen
Parkman, in introducing himeslf. alluded to himself as the "hatch and plot
man" and listed other "titles" aei.cn i
have been recently bestowed upon him
by political opponents.
He declared
that such names coming from this
source are a good example of the
change which has taken place under
the dome of the State house.
Sen Parkman spoke along practically
the same lines as in his last few speeches which have been in opposition to the
administration of Gov Curley.
Sen Parkman declared that people
would soon begin to see through the
present administrations, both state and
national. He encouraged his listeners
to study the issues both state and national and to go out and talk about
them. He said people must know that
the checks aren't going to last forever
and that even today when the checks
are held up for some technicality they
wonder what is going to happen when
the supply gives out.
Following Mr Parkman's address.
Wallace Stearns, president of the Young
/ Republican Clubs of New England,
/ spoke of the growth of tile movement.
He declared thal. this movement was
organized to support the isolated men
In public- life who have had the courage to fight for honesty and decency in
government. Also it is to work with the
regular organization to supply a stream
of new blood to strengthen the party.
Rep John V Kimball, George A Daniels, chairman of the Republican City
Committee, and Vice Chairman Glen S
Weeks of the Melrose City Committee
were introduced. Laurence Tucker of
the Melrose club was also called upon
for a few words.
The meeting was then turned over to
Pres Albert E Barnes who announced
that the next meeting _would be held at
Oak Grove Community house on Nov
1st. He regretted that John Rufle of
the District Committee was unable to
be on hand to irsent the club with
ta charter but
'said that the charter

had been granted and that the club
was now operating under it.
The
charter will be formally presented at a
later date. During the meeting, Vernon
C Newman favored the gathering with
wo dramatic readings.
Among those present were: Henry
'arkman Jr. John A Plummer, Albert
Barnes, Wallace Stearns. D F Roy,
iordon Seneca], Geo A Phillips, Win
Gibbs, Glen S Weeks. John D Maconald, Laurence W Tucker, Heber
Tells, Geo F Wehrich, Howard L Rog.
.s, Vernon C Newman. Carroll R Lib:, W F Matson. Leslie B Vaughan,
)shua T Day Jr, Chas W Barrett,
Sank H Chambers. A Selwyn Plummer,
eo A Daniels, John V Kimball, Frank
Tracy, Samuel Miller, Curtiss Edgett.
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the Fitchburg woman are mdira
noticeable.

EXTINCT POLITICIANS
(Fitchburg_ Sentinel)
I If you are feeling depressed by
the thought that Gov. Curley may
itcome a political fi)
-7Ce
ir in Maschusetts, bear in mind that Biz
3111 Thompson, Jimmy Walker, Alfalfa Bill Murray and many another king for a day are now losti
In the limbo of the forlorn and '
'orgotten.
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TAXES UNPAID
ON
• DOLAN YACHT
ekend Traffic
'CURLEY'S FRIEND
OWES CITY $655
FORMER HUB TREA
SURER HAS
3 YEARS' SHIP TAX
ES UNPAID

No Attempt Appare
nt
on Luxurious Craft ly Made to Collect Back Taxes
Stored
Ordinarily Would be Here in Winter—Bills
Turned Over to
Constables for Coll
ection
Despite the an

nual drive on th
lector through
e part of the ta
constables to co
x colllect poll, automo
and personal
bile excise
property taxes,
it was revealed
Edmund L. Do
today that
lan, former ci
ty treasurer of
close personal
Bo
ston and
friend of Gov.
James IA. Curley
paid $655.90
in personal pr
has not
operty taxes du
that, as far as
e the city and
can be found fr
om the records,
has never been
the account
turned over to
a constable.
elitt4t444A„
,
/

/
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Taxes Due on Private Yacht
The taxes are levied on the 90-ton yacht "Maicaway"
and date
back to 1933. For the past three years the yacht has
been assessed
for $7000 and the taxes are: for 1933, $207.20; 1934,
$207.90; 1935,
,$240.80; a total of $655.90.
The boat has been stored for those years at a local
yacht yard.
The yacht is 91.5 feet long and of 15 foot beam.
Governor Curley
is a frequent guest on the boat.
Ordinarily 1933 personal property taxes which
remain unpaid
would be turned over to a constable for collect
ion in the spring of
1934 and the 1934 bill Would be given to a consta
ble in the spring of
1935. No attempt has yet been made to enforc
e payment of 1935
taxes.
Edward G. Morris- a supporter of Goverrtnr Curley
was thaax
collector up to June of this year when his office
was taktulAstLe by
N. Gorham Nickerson.
Nickerson this morning declared that he is
unabie to tell from
the records of the office whkher or not the
account was ever given
to a constable for collection, but he
admitted
steps to enforce the collection of the large bills that he has taken no
since he assumed office.
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Lyons Petition
I 'Goes To Curley
In the campaign to have Lawrence
• W. Lyons reappointed clerk of the
1 Quincy district court by Governor
James M. Curley. the following petition has been sent to his excellency:
"The undersigned citizens of the
East Norfolk court nistrit.t. being all
registered and bona fide members
of the Democratic party anc sincerely interested in promoting its interests by upholding your nands in
your efforts to give to trie people
of the Common weaira of Massachusetts an administration in keeping
with Democratic principles, respectfully represent to you that the reappointment of Lavrzence A Lyons.
Esq., of Quincy, as clerk of the district court of East bkrfolk would not
only insure the continued efficient
conduct of the important office
which he nolds, but also serve as
a demonstration of your Excellency's detesmination tc have uppermost in consideration the public interest in the making of appointments."
Henry 1. Cainan of Weymouth,
Curley supporter and prominent
Democrat, is leaoer of the campaign.
Lyons latest six-year term expires
soon. He bas held court office for
more than 25 years, anti others,
among them Edwarn G. Morris, excity appointee ol former mayor Ross,
are said to be after the pb. Calnan
feels that a petition will assure the
reappoin;.ment of Lyons, and that
the governor will have respect for
one originated by Democrats.
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BANQUET SLATED
TO HONOR JUDGE
_
Democrats Plan Affair for
O'Connor; Mahoney to
Be Toastmaster
NORTHAMVION, Oct. 13 — atty.
.lames
Mahoney will be toastmaster
id the testimonial banquet in honor
of
Jadge Charles J. O'Connor to be held
in Hotel Northampton at 6 Sunday
The banquet is being sponored by the Democrats of Hampshire
County.
Judge O'Connor was recently named
associate justice of the District Court
of Hampshire by Gov. James MAr
tley, to succeed Judge Willie
•
Welch, who resigned the judgeship
following his appointment as U. S.
collector of internal revenue for Maech usetts.
Francis 13. Ertel is chairman of
committee making arrangements. the
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BEWARE OF FAKE
PUBLICITY, SAYS
'JOJIN P. GAFFNEY
Fears Attempt Will Be Made at
Last Minute in
Campaign
"Beware of fake publicity says
John
Gaffney one of the DemoCrate candidate for the mayoralty
nomination
"I wish to warn the citizens of
Springfield to beware of false publicity put out in behalf of my overactive opponents in the mayoralty
campaign They' have been passing
amend the word that Govern or Curie favors one of thettlitTfli•—trishea
m omlnated No doubt the -next
ateo will be to produce an ostensible
itelegrant (which at this late date
leaves no time for denial) to read
to their eager followers praising
that
particular candidate and telling the
electorte of Springfield that Mr Curley earnelftly desires his nomination.
This is an'a par with their -use of
other Lemma names, particu
larly In
the athletic field, to foster their
purposes. So far they have not claime
that Babe Ruth is telling us how d
to
All this sort of fake publicity and
trying to ride into office by tradin
Oil the popularity of state and nation g
al figures will not fool the discerning
public of Springfield, All
that tne
voters have to do is to look at the
record. They know my qualifications
and I have openly stated and restated my platform. What have
others said they would do for usthe
in
1536? So far nothing but vague generalities and talk of some small
things they have. done in the past.
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Supreme Court Agrees
To Pass on Validity of
State's Billboard Law
Nation's Highest Tribunal to Review Cases'
Started Through Courts 10 Years Ago—Act
Regulates Advertising on Public Highways
and Private Property
WASH PC:;TON, Oct. 14 (.P)- The
right of Massachusetts to rogulate advertising eel Dub it- highways and on
Private pr aierty when in nubile view
will he passeel on by the 3apreme
Court.
It agreed '.cday to reyiea
started throuza the courts ten years
ago by the Geaeral Outdoor' Adio.rUsing Company anel others to tee: the
velidity of an amehdment to the Stele
constitution providing for regttlae'ce.
Tne coanealete asserted that under
new regulations adopted in 1924 'XI
'Per ent of..their outdoor advertistue
became (Mole to forceable rerrova: on
or before Jelly 1. 1925,
The Suffere County eittine of the
Supreme Jueieial Court greeted 's. preliminary order prohibiting enfereethe
ment nendinee Coal decialen of
controverey.
rewere
the
caies
In August. 1926,

ferred to a master for hearing. He
submitted reports in June, 1931. and la
August, 1932. In February, 1935, the
court dismissed the suits in accordance with inetructions issued by the
Massaehusette Supreme Judicial Court.
. In appealing to the high court here
the complainants protested the De:.
partment of Public Works had been
given unlimited authority to determine the scone Of outdoor advertising
and that the police power was being
I
used merely for asthetic purposes.
The State Insisted the regulations
were intended to promote safety of I
travel on highways and enjoyment of
public parks and reservations, to protect highway travelers from "unwelcome obtrusion of business appears."
to protect property from depreettation.
and to make ,.tbe second wet *tritetive.

wennam
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Three Men Hurt When the
Speeding Car Hits Wall;
Rep. Bowker to Speak .at
G. 0. P. Meeting; Notes
tiate the sharp curve on Pond Hill
late Saturday evening, Sidney McGrath. 7 Burnham street, Gloucester,
accompanied by Gerald J. Digon,
• Myrtle street, and Trienry Mullin, 42
Derby street in that city, drove his
car directly across the road and after
.sideswiping
another
automobile
driven by Merrill J. Smallwood, Mill
street, South Hamilton, caromed Into
the stone wall an the Dickinson estate, tearing out some six feet of wall
and badly damaging his car. The occupants of the Smallwood car were
uninjured .except for a bad shaking,
but all three members of McGra.th's
party were rushed to Beverly hosoital suffering from severe cuts.
Officer Edward Hall of the local
police, who was on duty at the time,
witnessed the accident, and according to his report, the McGrath car,
which was registered to a garage in
Gloucester, came around the bend
headed toward Beverly at too great
a speed, and in an effort to avert
capsizing, the driver cut sharply to
his left, clipping the right front mudguard of the Smallwood car, which
was proceeding in the direction of
Hamilton. Only ft miracle prevented
a head-on collision, and the three injured men were most fortunate to
escape with only cuts and bruises.
They were released from the Beverly
hospital late that night following
first aid treatment. McGrath will be
j summoned to appear in court on the
charge of driving 'to enctineer.
G. O. P. MEET/NG,
Rep. Philip Bowker of Brookline,
a bitter opponent of Gov. James M.
Curley and a leader in the fight
arTRW6 Curleyism in this state will
be the principal speaker at the October meeting of the. Hamilton-Wenham Men's Republican club which
will be held in the Hamilton Town
hall on Wednesday evening of this
week at 8 o'clock. Frederick Butler,
chairman of the Fataex County Commissioners will also be present to address the gathering, and a feature of
the evening will he the presence on
the platform of William H. McSweeney of Salem, Republican standard
bearer In tomorrow's hotly contested
special election for senator from the
Salem district.
A few important items of business
will be transacted bet the members of
the club, at a short session held prior
to the addresses by the guest speakers, but this will be kept at a minimum in keeping with the club's policy of holding short. Interesting, and
enthusiastic meetings. The evening
will close w;th a social hour at which
light refreshments will be served.
PERSONAL ITEMS
Douglas Harwood of Cherry street,
a member of the CCC camp at Danbury, N. H., spent the week-end with
his parents.
Miss Marjorie Landers of Cedar
street is at the Beverly hospital
where she is being held for observeHon following an appendicitis attack early last week.
Miss Eleanor Perkins, a first year
student at the Boston School of Oee.
cupational Therapy, has taken
room at the Chrhe Friendly soda
located on Commonwealth even
corner of Fairfield street.
Miss Doris Jones of Main street has
accepted a position as musical governess on a large estate in Newton.
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Series of Meetings
Kept the Democrats
Busy Over Week-End
"McSweeney, Man Who Betrayed Al Smith,"
Insists Chairman McGrath; Reception for
Birminghams at Hotel Hawthorne
The local Democrats spent a busythe Democrats to gain control of
the senate, he said.
week-end as the time draws close
Judge Robert J. Curran Of Newto the election tomorrow of a state
ton, who was seen here last year
senator. In behalf of their candicampaigning for Gov. Curley. was the
date, John C. Birmingham of Bevnext speaker. He veresotect the imerly, the group conducted a series of
portance of the election and the
rallies Saturday evening in Danvers,
need of a man like Birmingham who
Marblehead. Clifton, Beverly and Sawould co-operate with Curley. He
lem. Those prominent on the list of
is a
mentioned that Birmingham
inrallies
evening
the
at
speakers
man of ability'and in the prime of
cluded Atty. James H. Sullivan of
life. The Republicans have accused
Danvers. Atty. Joseph Jennings of
the Democrats of being extravagant,
Salem. Rep, James F. Tobin 01 Sacontinued,
said and
the speaker
lem and Atty. George Ferguson of
"That may be their cry but they
Danvers. Armed with sound trucks,
with conforward
step
to
the groups made their way about have sst
Curran
Judge
at various structive criticism."
this district stopping
said that Curley will be outlining
points to deliver orations on the
measures which will need the supPart
qualifications of their candidate.
of Birmingham.
Indoor rallies yesterday afternoon
nit Judge addect that Gov. Braun
and a largely attended reception last
of Maitre once said that he has met
evening in the Hotel Hawthorne to
erien in rjAablic life and
all marWr
Democratic Candidate
Birmingham,
-he had never met any
led local and state Democratic leaders of tlaW
etched in administrative
one Who
• to predict that the vote of Salem will
and constructive ability. James M.
to the
Beverly
give the election
Curley. "It is tot reasonable to ex:Democrat.
pect any support for the governor
•
Yesterday afternoon
there
were
from McSweeney The men who are
I rallies at the Saltonstall school hall
backing him are being actuated by
I and the A. G. H. hall on
Boston
selfish
motives." the judge cornstreet. At the latter place considermented.
able enthusiasm was aroused. Rep.
,John Backus
presided and In'James. P. Tobin
troduced Atty. Joseph W. Jennings of New Bedford, assistant secretary
of Salem. The speaker stated that to Gov. Curley. went at length into
the object of McSweeney's entrance a reply to the opposition's statement
into the race was to win for himself that the issue behind the campaign
a judgeship. The attorney
argued is "Curleyism." "If I were a candithat the election of
Birmingham date for public office." he said, "I
would mean the election of a MEM would be proud to say I stood for
who would fight for the principles Curleyism. What is Curleyism? 'ou
of labor. It would be a fine time for
Contlilr.Alitea Pa

can't dispose of toe actions of a man
who came up from the sidewalk to
become governor of this commonwealth by calling it Curleyism. If
McSweeney got in he would have to
meet Curleyism. Ask McSweeney how
he would have voted on the bill
pushed through by Gov. Curley to
insure compensation for life to those
who had suffered the leas of eyesight or the loss of limb in industry."
The speaker mentioned other labor
hiliathat had been the product of
the governor and which had been
voter against by Sen. Parkman. He
argued that McSweeney would have
to get the permission of Parkman
before he could vote for the bills.
Backus also stated that "If Curley
lives another 10 years he'll wind up
in the White House. If it were not
for the courage and determination of
the governor there never would have
been placed upon the statute books
labor
the
the commonwealth
of
American
measures that even the
trying
been
Federation of Labor' has
for 10 years to make law. That's
Curleyism. Don't send a man to the
state senate who would have to listen to his master's voice."
Atty. Joseph B. Harrington of Salem was next in the line of speakers.j
He termed McSweeney a good fellow'
and added, "I owe a personal debt to j
him that I will be a long time repaying and yet I'm out against him
because he is one of own kind who
is being used as a pawn to aid some
in realizing selfish interests. My chief
claim to fame has been my being
in the office with Rep. James F.
Tobin and getting licked every year.
In that office I have seen a steady
stream of people coming in seeking
Mcaid an
getting it. If Billy
Sweeney were in office you wouldn't
be able to get into the hall. Do you
to the
want to send McSweeney
state house? He wouldn't be able to
if he
and
get into Curley's office
could he wouldn't be able to speak
the mine language."
('orig. William P. Connery
was the following speaker. He Comprevious spokesman
plimented the
and said that he "would get there
yet." A man of his ability, he said,
could not be held down. Connery
cited the record of Rep. Tobin in
voting for humanitarian legislation
put forth by Gov. Curley. The congressman stated that all of Washwatching
ington was eagerly
this
election and he hoped that the people of this district would
uphold
Roosevelt and the New Deal.
Cy\ I

A)./}
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Fn APUB'sLICITY
WARNING ISSUED
BY J. P. GAFFNEY
' I
tuat•••;;-

Says Word Ha
s Been Passed
That Gov. Curl
ey Wants
Nomination of
One
Candidate

A warning
to the voters
to "beware
of. false publ
icity" was is
sued today by
John P. Gaffne
y. one of the
DerriocratIc
candidates fo
r the mayora
lty nomina
Don. Mr. Gaff
neylisays that
"they have
been Passing
around the
word that
Gov. Curley
wishes him nofavors one of them and
minated."
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Aldermen and Co
uncilmen

As already
stated,•econo
mies in city
ment as we
governll as good .w
ork in other
depend as
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Hope for Favorable Action on Relief Wo
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Altercations Were Made
between the arrested man and the
officer but no charges were made.
Allan Bowles of Portland. Me., was
placed under arrest by State Trooper
John Dorsey on a charge of operating an automobile while under the'
Influence of liquor and with being
drunk.
Nathan Pantney of 1 Dana street,
Revere, was placed under arrest here
by State Troopers Cashinan and
Blake under charge of operating an
'Unregistered and uninsured autoino*10.
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pect had disappeared.
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Of somewhat nice habits, for
years past, and with some naturalness, I asked her if the door
in the wall indicated the proximity of a bath-room. It was
perfectly apparent, from her
determined reply, that she had
some authority in the premises.
For she said: "If you ever get
out of this bed it will be either
for the operating room, or for
a return to your loved ones,
or for a service in the chapel
at Mt. Auburn Cemetery." I
then crawled into a bed, the
most uncomfortable one that
I had ever,lainin, with
my
head at forty-five degrees
with
my body and my knees also
at
forty-five degrees with my
feet.
Nevertheless, there was
some
propriety in this situation
in
that as I lay there, I was
a
symbol of my own final initial
:
• • •
She said that she would
not
leave me during the night,
which I looked upon as a mixed
blessing. There were some
alleviating featurep in the
situation, however, (hat she was
very skilful at one operat
ion
and that is with a hypodermic
.
As I had led a virtuous life,
this was a new article of furniture in my repertoire. Thus
it
was fairly effective. While it
did not bring sleep it brought
a pretty complete indifference
to cares which had looked good
to me in my outside life. I did
not care that Mr. Curley is
Governor. I eveo remembered
the Scriptural words: "Love thy
neighbor as thyself," I forgot
that I had another Weekly to
write on Mr. Fuller and whether or not Mr. Richardson
should still remain a member
of the National Committee.
* • •
When the clock marked 8,
however, I was dopey and did
find a certain amount of sleep.
The young nurse in question
looked in, from time to time
during the night, with somewhat of a suggestion of that
satisfaction
that a farmer
looks into a coop of turkeys
that are being fattened for the
Thanksgiving slaughter. There
Is an advantage, however, in a
hotel which is run on the prin-

ciples of that hospital and there
would be a good deal less- kicklog in outside hostelries if
ran a hypodermic needle they
into
every guest that registers.
• • •
At various times during the
night I was asked by this
young woman if there were
anything that I wanted to eat,
the purpose of which question
I could not understand, I had
supposed that I was trucked
over there to get somet
hing
out of me and not to get something into me. I did screw up
courage enough, however, to
ask what they were going to
do with me, and when they
were going to do it, if they did
do it. She immediately took
the defensive, which was
hardly reassuring, but did it
down
sand did not seem to resent a
chat, perhaps in the feelin
g
that the hospital did owe me
some courtesies for what I was
either voluntarily or involuntarily going to do for it. She
told me that if I were opened
up, and there were several
parts of my furniture that I
knew
that
they
coveted,
among whieh were an appendix
and a gall bladder, that Dr.
Richard Ross would operate,
and then added that he was a
young surgeon, so that I knew
that he was looking for
business. I saw that she sought to
close the conversation, for she
gave me another hypodermic,
the third In three hours.
• • •
At that moment a truck went
by the door. I asked her what
was happening. She said, that
somebody was being carried
from the operating room.
I
asked her if it was somebody
-or something. She was a fairly honest young woman and so
admitted that it was an "it."
I asked her what the trouble
with "it" had been and she said
appendicitis. I inquired who
had operated and she replied:
"Dr. Ross." She felt perfectly
safe in this reply, for she knew
that she had this bird caged
and that I was helpless, having been indiscreet enough, as
I have intimated, to come without my "pants" or even an umbrella.
• • •
As my interest in these reminiscences develops, as they
proceed, it is apparent that
justice can not he done to this
eloquent theme in one Weekly,
and that there must be a chapter two to come. So that I will
now close with the observation,
that when I had come out of
that cat-nap. the next day at
8.30. my fair young hostess,
who had me at such a disadvantage, looked again into my
cell. It was to be an eventful
day for me. I had come out
of the morphia. I asked her
what kind of a day it was. She
replied, with the hope perhaps
of bringing me greater peace of
mind: "It's a beautiful day. It's
a perfect day for an operation."
So here ended the first lesson.
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1

(Boston Herald)
The hearing in Worcester City
Hall Thursday night was well worth
while if only as a reminder to the ,
legislative commission that
public
opinion is overwhelmingly for biennial sessions of the General
Court. The poll of the Worcester
Chamber of Commerce, President
Bennett reported, showed 282 members in favor of two-year sittings,
and oily 'four opposed. The State
Grange condueted a secret referendum a while ego, and the vote for
biennials was in the ratio of 25
or 30 to one.
The Worcester Chamber and the
Grange are fairly representative
of the agricultural, industrial and
commercial opinion of the state.
The private remark of a state senator, who objects to biennials, that
the citizens were four to one
for
them was apparently not an overstatement. The Govasnor said in
his inaugural address that he believed in a smaller Legislature, to
meet every other year. His view
on biennials coincides with that of
practically every one of his predecessors.
The opposition to this wholesome
change Is mainly selfish, A few
sincere students of government
have, to be sure, rationalized themselves into a delusion that annual
sessions are the safeguard of popular government In Massachusetts.
Most of the legislators who wish
to
sit annually are animated by
selfish reasons. They need the money!
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GLOBE
Boston, Mass.

COY.CURLEY'S CHAUFFEUR
WEDS IN NORTH END CHURCH

AMERICAN
Boston, Mau.

ITALIANS HERE
CRY' DEFIANCE
TO ENGLAND

MRS JOSEPH FUCCILO
,

At a solemn high mass, celebrated
at St Stephen's Church, North End,
yesterday morning, Miss Mildred
TOto, daughter of Mrs Vincenzia Toto, of 386 Hanover st, became the
bride of Joseph Fucillo, chauffeur of
Gov Curley. The home church of
both bride and groom was filled with
a representative gathering of state
and city officials, relatives and
friends of the young couple.
Rev Thomas R. Reynolds, rector of
St Stephen's, was the celebrant of the
mass; Rev Dr Walter Leach, deacon,
and Rev John Moynihan, sub-deacon.
Fr Reynolds officiated at the marriage service.
The bride was given in marriage
by her uncle, Pasquale Fucci. Miss
Esther Fucillo, niece of the groom,
was bridesmaid. Francis T. Pedonti,
secretary to Gov Curley was best
man. The ushers were Francis Fucci,
Theodore Fucillo Jr, Theodore Fuciao, Anthony Pd1cari, Sergt Thomas

Noonan of the Framingham barracks
of the state police, and the three
brothers of the groom, Ralph, Louis
and John FuelHo.
Among those attending the service
were Misses Mayline and Katherine
Donnelly, Mr and Mrs James H.
Brennan, Theodore A. Glynn, Acting
Gov Hurley and his staff, Thomas H.
Green, Mr and Mrs John P. Feeney,
Edmund L. Dolan, Walter Quinn,
Walter O'Brien, John X. Shields,
Robert Gallagher, John P. Mahoney,
Senator Edward C. Carroll, Daniel
Carroll, Dr Charles E. Mackey of the
School Committee, Mr and Mrs John
J. Curley and family, Mr and Mrs
Charles Murphy, Senator and Mrs
Joseph Langone, Lieut and Mrs John
Donovan, Lieut James F. O'Neil, Station 1 and Dr Joseph Santosuosso.
The wedding breakfast and reception were at the Copley-Plaza. The
young couple left last evening fo.. a
cruise to Bermuda. They will reside
on Fleet st, North End.

halo-American
Ten
thousand
voices yelled defiance at the name
of England as John M. DiSilvestro,
, national head of the Sons of Italy,
, spoke to Eastern members of the
' order at Boston Garden.
' When the boos and hisses died
' down, DiSilvestro said:
"England is a disturber of world
, peace,. In her vicious campaign
against Italy, England has tried
to crush the greatest living
statesman and humanitarian of
all time.—Mussolini."
Ten thousand cried "Bravo!"
1 The mass meeting at the Garden
climaxed a day of celebration by
the order, which was carried off, despite the tension of war news, without the slightest untoward incident.
The parade was the biggest and
!most colorful such spectacle ever
; held by the Sons of Italy.
: Not only were the Italians out
full force, but units from the
. American Legion, the Veterans of
i Foreign Wars and other organizations swelled the parade to a length
a three miles.
Eighteen thousand per sons
marched, nearly a third of them
women and children.
All told there were 160 units,
eight floats and 38 bands.
An odd feature was the Fascist
salute, which appeared in many
different guises. In only one instance did an entire unit make the
proper salute in unison.
But Acting Consul Silvio Vitale,
who stood in the State House reviewing stand, used the Fascist
salute entirely, and frequently.
Beside him stood LieutenantGovernor Joseph L. Hurley, Joseph
Tomasello and Richard D. Grant.
City Councillor John I. Fitzgerald represented Mayor Mansfield,
who was ill, in the city reviewing
stand on Tremont street.
One of the amusing features was
the appearance of the Scottish bagpipe unit from the Salem Legion
post, which scrambled up its
national identity by playing "The
Wearing of the Green."
..
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'GOV CURLEY'S CHAUFFEUR
WEDS IN NORTH END CHURCH

AMERICAN
Boston, Mass.

ITALIANS HERE
Cr DEFIANCE
TO ENGLAND

MRS JOSEPH FUCCILO
At a solemn high mass, celebrated Noonan of the Framingham barracks
the state police, and the three
at St Stephen's Church, North End, of
brothers of the groom, Ralph, Louis
yesterday morning, Miss Mjidred and John Fucillo.
Among those attending the service
Toto, daughter of Mrs Vincenzia ToKatherine
to, of 386 Hanover st, became the were Misses Mayline and James H.
bride of Joseph Fucillo, chauffeur of Donnelly, Mr and A.Mrs
Glynn, Acting
Gov Curley. The home church of Brennan, Theodore
his staff, Thomas H.
both bride and groom was filled with Gov Hurley andMrs
John P. Feeney,
a representative gathering of state Green, Mr and
Walter Quinn,
and city officials, relatives and Edmund L. Dolan,
X. Shields,
John
Walter -O'Brien,
friends of the young couple.
John P. Mahoney,
Rev Thomas R. Reynolds, rector of Robert Gallagher, C.
Carroll, Daniel
St Stephen's, was the celebrant of the Senator Edward
E. Mackey of the
mass; Rev Dr Walter Leach, deacon, Carroll, Dr Charles Mr and Mrs John
and Rev John Moynihan, sub-deacon. School Committee.
and family, Mr and Mrs
Fr Reynolds officiated at the mar- J. CurleyMurphy,
Senator and Mrs
Charles
riage service.
Lieut and Mrs John
The bride was given in marriage Joseph Langone,
Lieut James F. O'Neil. Staby her uncle, Pasquale Fucci. Miss Donovan, Dr Joseph Santosuosso.
and
1,
tion
groom,
the
of
niece
Fucillo,
Esther
breakfast and recepwas bridesmaid. Francis T. Pedonti, The wedding
Copley-Plaza. The
the
at
were
tion
best
was
Curley
Gov
to
secretary
left last evening co,. a
couple
Fucci,
young
Francis
were
ushers
The
man.
Bermuda. They will reside
Theodore Fucillo Jr. Theodore Fu- cruise to
North End.
cillo, Anthony Pdlcari, Sergt Thomas on Fleet st,

halo-American
Ten
thousand
voices yelled defiance at the name
of England as John M. DiSilvestro,
national head of the Sons of Italy,
spoke to Eastern members of the
order at Boston Garden.
When the boos and hisses died
r down, DiSilvestro said:
"England is a disturber of world
s peace. In her vicious campaign
against Italy, England has tried
to crush the greatest living
4 statesman and humanitarian of
all time—Mussolini."
Ten thousand cried "Bravo!"
The mass meeting at the Garden
" climaxed a day of celebration by
the order, which was carried off, de- spite the tension of war news, without the slightest untoward incident.
The parade was the biggest and
most colorful such spectacle ever
held by the Sons of Italy,.
Not only were the Italians out
full force, but units from the
American Legion, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars and other organizations swelled the parade to a length
of three miles,
Eighteen thousand pereona
marched, nearly a third of them
• women and children.
All told there were 160 units,
eight floats and 38 bands.
, An odd feature was the Fascist
, salute, which appeared in many
different guises. In only one in!stance did an entire unit make the
proper salute in unison.
But Acting Consul Silvio Vitale,
who stood in the State House reviewing stand, used the Fascist
salute entirely, and frequently.
Beside him stood LieutenantGovernor Joseph L. Hurley, Joseph
Tomasello and Richard D. Grant.
City Councillor John I. Fitzgerald represented Mayor Mansfield,
who was 111, in the city reviewing
stand on Tremont street.
One of the amusing features was
the appearance of the Scottish bagpipe unit from the Salem Legion
post, which scrambled up its
national identity by playing "The
Wearing of the Green."
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"FORGOTTEN WOMAN"IN
ESSEX COUNTY ELECTION
Mrs Annie D. Brown, Candidate For Senator,
Opposes State House Machinists
SALEM. Oct 14—Self-consciously
"on the spot" as between Curleyism
and anti-Curleyism, the 40,000 enrolled voters of this 2d Essex District will go to the polls in tomorrow's bye election to choose a Senator for one year, aware that their
verdict may have a considerable in-,
fluence upon state and national political futurities.
No doubt the majority mind is today made up, the issue settled. But
throughout yesterday. today—and tonight until midnight—the forces of
Republican candidate William H.
McSweeney and Democratic candidate John C. Birmingham maintained
and will continue their intensive oratorical barrage by whirlwind tours
for outdoor and indoor rallies, by
patient house-to-house canvass.
Old Essex hasn't seen anything like
it in recent years. And for frosting-on-the-cake. there's a "forgott
en
woman" in the fight. Her friends
feel
that all the publicity-mediums have
sadly neglected her—and they hope
i that, if she can't win, she yet
may
i largely affect the result.
•
She is Mrs Annie D. Brown
MRS ANNIE D. BROWN
of
• Cedar St. this city. As an "ind
epen- love
7 dent" nominee, she secu
and in sport. "there's noth
red
, tures on her papers. She800 signa- so uncertain as a dead-sure—li ing
ng"-and her henc
.! friends have made a livel
e
the sustained excitement over
y camp
! on the grounds both of her comp aign tomorrow's verdict here, despite
the
l!ete elev
'freedom from partisan
enth -hour reckoning of the
domination" and what they machine thinking "dopesters" that
McSweeney
crying need for one woman call "the will show a sharp edge
over the
member
of Beacon Hill's select uppe
ber." Mrs Brown has crusadedr chainThei
r
conc
lusi
on is avowedly based
against
what she calls the
esses" of pro- upon the fact that short of some
; fessional surgery—"exc
and she promises miraculous Democratic landslide in
to oppose the State
House "machin- Marblehead and Danvers, dyed-inists" if elected.
the-wool
Republican
strongholds.
Birmingham must win his fight
in the
No Unanimity on Poll
distr
ict's
two
citi
es—S
alem
and Bev ing Time
erly, where is the bulk of
the disThere is no unanimit
y even on trict's vote.
polling time among the
two cities and
two towns which
trict, in tomorrow'smake up the dis- Hope for New Deal Fever"
vers the booths op:nvoting. In DanSalem, which has in recent year
at
s
close at 4 p m and in 5:45 a m and showed a tendency to
drift from
Beverly the stanch
,polling begins at 6
Republican moorings, may
a
m
and
ends at now be itch
4 p m. The Marb
ed with
write their order lehead voters will fever," the Birmingha "New Deal
am followers
between the hours hope
of 6 a m and 8 p m.
. But this is the hom
In Sal:m, which Republic
e town of
like Belgium as
an
McSw
eeney. Only one in
"the cockpit of six
of Beverly's 12,000 enro
Europe" is the batt
lled
fight, the polls openleground in this : are of declared Democratic voters
persuaclose at 7 p m. The at 8 a m and sion. But that is Democratic
contending fac- rningham
Birticns have spent much
's home town, and he polled
ing the voters on this time instruct— 4200 votes there a year ago as
his
"fine point" in 1 party's
the contest—and sizea
nominee against the late Senble fleets of ator Pier
ce.
automobiles from outside
In view of these facts
, the district in the closi will invade
and realizing
ng hours at that the
each—"to get nut the
eyes of the nation will be
vete."
focused upon them, this
Ire politics as in life Seiaerally
district's
, in voters are read
y to go.
'
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FLAHERTY SAYSi
KEEP' FIRE\ EN
Vigorous opposition to the municipal research bureau's proposal
that the personnel of the fire
department be reduced wa.s register
ed
today by John C. Flaherty of
Dorchester, school committee
candidate.
Flaherty, who is being supporte
d
by Gover
Curley's Boston political organ za
, wrote Mayor
Mansfield that school children
housed in 75 wooden port are
able
buildings, in addition to a
scor of
autique brick structures, and e
that
to permit a reduction in the
department would endanger
lives
of these children.
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LINER LADY DRAKE SAILS FOR CRUISE
WITH 10 HONEYMOON COUPLES ABOARD

4.1a

HONEYMOON COTiPLES ON STEAMER LADY DRAKE
Front Row, Left to Right—Wives seated, husbands standing directly in back: Mr and Mrs George
L. Bond Jr, Pittsburg; Mr and Mrs Benjamin Hildreth, East Holliston; Mr and Mrs F. H. Simmons,
Malden; Mr and Mrs T. J. Scanlon, Lawrence; Mr and Mrs H. J. Powell, Cambridge; Mr and Mrs J.
W. Long, Roslindale. Third Row, Standing, Wives Beside Husbands, Left to Right—Mr and Mrs Philip
Morency, Salem; Mr and Mrs B. J. Grondel, Watertown; Dr and Mrs H. J. Crumb, Lexington.
1.1 ever a blind storm of confetti,
streamers, old shoes and rice swept
over the decks of an outbound liner,
It was yesterday afternoon aboard the
Canadian National vessel Lady Drake.
Almost buried under the farewell
gestures of hundreds of laughing,
frolicking relatives and friends, 10
honeymoon couples—most of them
from Greater Boston—sailed on the
steamer from Commonwealth Pier
for trips to Bermuda and the British
West Indies. Never, in the recollection of steamship and Government
officials, have so many newly-married
sailed from Boston at one time on
the same liner.

nine couples were known to be
aboard—in itself enough to allow any
liner to be called "the honeymoon
special."
Later, it was discovered that another bride and gr.nyni—from Nashville, Tenn—were aboard, raising the
number to 10.

Confetti Sprinkles All

Until the Drake got away at 3 p m,
the groups of friends raced merrily
over the decks, scattering rice and
No one
confetti with abandon.
escaped the shower and even ship's
officers and shore persons soon had
their hair and clothes littered with
confetti.
The brides and grooms were Mr
and Mrs Benjamin Hildreth, who will
Pose for Group Picture
live in East Holliston when they reEasily picked out of the throng of turn; Mr and Mrs George L. Bond
and
passengers
by
their
visitors
Jr, Pittsburg; Mr and Mrs F. H. Simcorsages, new luggage and hand. mons. Malden; Mr and Mrs T. J.
holding attitude, the couples soon Scanlon, Lawrence; Mr and Mrs H. J.
became the center of attraction on Powell, Cambridge; Mr and Mrs J. W.
the ship. Newspapermen added to Long, Roslindale; Mr and Mrs Philip
the social amenities by namingoa time Morency, Salem: Mr and Mrs B. J.
and a rendezvous for them to inet on Grondel, Watertown; Dr and Mrs
the sun deck, where, amid the banter H. J. Crumb, Lexington. and Mr and
of their friends, they posed for a Mrs Vernon • Tupper Jr, Nashville,
group photograph. At that time, only Tenn.

In all, the Drake carried out 104
passengers from Boston. She came
down from St John and Halifax at
1. p
Among Boston passengers were Mr
and Mrs Malcolm Green Jr, West
Newton; Mr and Mrs John M. Mac.
kenzie, Pawtucket, R I; A. Francis
Hayden, vice president of the Old
Colony Trust;,Fernald Hutchins, son
of the late Weston F. Hutchins, and
asristant legal advisor to the Massachusetts Senate; V. H. Kenney, general agent of the New England
Mutual Insurance Company, and Miss
Katherine Coyne of Somerville,
daughter of John H. B. Coyne.

Group of State Employes
Sergt Arthur T. O'Leary of the
State Police, Gov Curley's bodyguard,
sailed for a vacation cruise with a
group of state employes: Frank Kane,
head of the State Employment Bureau; Charles Manion, head of the
state garage; Edward L. Hoy, assistant secretary to the C.L904por; George
Murphy and J. W. Quinn.
Ex-City Treas Edmund L. Dolan
and a party of friends Sailed alongside the Drake down the harbor,
shouting farewells from a motorboat.
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mielfdle" aisle behind the Brockton
drill team-12 men in natty blue
coats and white trousers—led by their
captain, Frank Palmiero.
The orchestra led by Maestro Giovanni Pompeo then played the Royal
Italian march. the Fascist march song,
"Giovennezza," or "Youth," and the
American national anthem. When
the Fascist song was played, about
a third of the audience raised their
I right hand in the Fascist salute

Boston, Mass.
0Cf 14 1d;s5
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000 ITALIANS BOO BRITAIN
AT BOSTON GARDEN MEETING Oath Admini-stered to 1000

2

I/

i"Devilish Plot" Laid to England at Induction
Program Here For 1000 Sons of Italy

G. M. DI SILVESTRO

PROF GIUSEPPE

PREZZOLINI
le of the Order of
"Be yourselves," he urged his ItalI Supreme Venerab
Sons of Italy
ian audience
.

Henry Barbardoro of Milford
,!
Grand Trustee, introduced as pre- Fsiding officer, Grand Vice Venerable
Joseph Gerazzi, who in turn presented Judge Felix Forte, the Grand
Venerable of Massachusetts. Judge
Forte opened the induction exercises
which were carried out by Luigi Salvatore, Judge Vincent Brogna, exGrand Venerable, and Secretary Benedict de Bellis of the Grand lodge of
Massachusetts.
As the oath was administered by
Mr Salvatore, chairman of the induction committee, the 1000-odd candidates raised their right hands over
their hearts and repeated the oath in
Italian.
State Auditor Thomas L. Buckley,
representing the Coisapaajaalth, and
Pres John I. Fitzgerald of.he Boston
• City Council, representing the city
of Boston, brought their greetings.
"Let us not be misled by false
propaganda into entering a war,"
pleaded Judge Forte, "The United
States has fought wars with England,
with France, with Spain, and with
other nations, but this country has
never had a war with Italy. If there
is a war, Italy and America will fight
side by side."
Prof Giuseppe Prezzolini of Columbia University, author of "The Life
of Macchiavelli" and "Italian Culture" and co-editor with Giovanni
Papini of the magazine The Voice,
said that the difficulties of being of
Italian descent are not yet over in
America. He asserted that the cure
was to be found in giving America
the real contribution an Italian can
give—the contribution of Italian
civilization—rather than bad, cheap
imitations of American manners.
"By remaining more Italian, the
Italians might have been able to find
a better place in this country," he
stated, "Be yourselves."

,
England was repeatedly booed by
national head of the Sons of Italy
a throng of more than 12,000 Ameri- said, in part:
cans of Italian descent at the Boston
"When propaganda in newspaper
; Garden early last night when G. M. correspondence from London and dipI DiSilvestro of Philadelphia, Supreme lomatic maneuvers failed to accomplish England's ends, she displayed
i Venerable of Order of Sons of Italy her naval power in the
Mediterran. in America, speaking at the induc- ean. We were told that the Suez Award of Prizes Made
The following prizes were drawn:
tion of 1000 new members, accused Canal might be closed. England set
about
having
Frank
the
Casso of Lubec st, East BosLeague
of
Nations
I Great Britain of "a gigantic devilish
apply sanctions against Italy.
ton, first prize, a $1000 automobile;
plot' to crush Italy and to undermine
"These and many other actions by Tony Bernabe of 117 Cottage
st, East
; Mussolini.
England were a gigantic devilish plot Boston, secondi prize,
an electrical reIntense excitement swept the hall to crush Italy, by putting her in a bad frigerator, and Society Duca Degli
when DiSilvestro—in impassioned light before the world public opinion Abruzzi, third prize, $100 cash.
tones—assailed England for alleged- and by undermining the greatest livThe following prizes were also
ly disseminating false propaganda in ing statesman and the most patriotic given:
and
humanitariah-Mussolini."
I the United States against Italy and
Most Colorful and Orderly Group
I driving down the prices of Italian
Outside of Lodges (military group)—
I securities in American stock markets. 12,000 Pledge Support
National
Lancers; (non-military);
"England, not Italy, is the disturber
Junior League of Women's Italian
When
DiSilves
tro
exclaim
ed,
"Italy
'of world peace," he cried.
always!" thousands stood up and Clubs.
Most Orderly Eoys' Junior Lodge—
cheered or else gave the Fascist
Mention of England Jeered
salute. Others erica' in Italian, "Long Waltham, 44, first; Revere, 66, second.
Most Orderly Girls' Junior Lodge-At each mention of England thous- live,the King."
Three cheers were then called "For Waltham, 43, first; North End, 30,
ands in the vast auditorium broke into
second.
jeers. One man in the front row Italy and the United States of AmerFloats—Plymouth, $110, first; Medica," and loudly given. DiSilvestro
ford. $75, second, and Belmont, $25,
stood up and yelled, "We'll take care then stepped up
before
the
three
third.
of England afterwards!" Applause "mikes" that
Largest Renrpsonted Ledsi•—Vitfollowed the remark. France was er's stand and surrounded the speaksuggeste
d
cablethat
torio Emannuele, 1356, of Milford
a
mentioned, but in most friendly terms gram be sent Mussolin
i
pledging
(about
260 members).
supby the speaker. No anti-Fascist made port. Again
the hall was filled with
Most Orderly Lodge—Stalia 506,
his presence known, and the entire cheers
and all 12,000 stood and many of Cambridge.
meeting was carried out without any —particu
larly the younger men—gave
Most Colorful Lodge—Vittorio Zmuntoward occurence.
the Fascist salute.
manuele, 1646, of Haverhill, first;
In his attack against England,
The
meeting opened at 5:50 p m, Adelaide Cairoli, 1072, of
which was delivered in Italian and
Lynn,
shortly after the finish of the parade. second.
punctuated with many gestures. the The
grand officers marched down the
Most Distant Lodge from Boston—
,' Waterbury, corm. lodge (148 masa).
,
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Presidential victory. Of the 48 Governors of states, but eight are Republicans, two of whom are in New England—Vermont and New Hampshire.
In the coming campaign the Republicans have a good chance of displacing a number of Democratic Governors.
• • •
"What about New York in 1936?
Although Chairman Farley aided in
the reorganizing of Tammany and
seemed pleased over the new leader,
James J. Dooling, who succeeded Dr
Curry, Tammany is on the outs with
the Administration. Roosevelt has
denied theHall its chief source of
ahjedl-,sd.
displeased. There are
other sore spots in the State, but the
Republicans are split into factions
1 and we have it on the authority of,
, Congressman Hamilton Fish that the
Empire State will be the most difficult state north of the Mason-Dixon
line to carry.
"The reasons are obvious," he says.
"The Republican party has elected
neither a Gover.ior nor a United
States Senator for 14 years. Former
upstate Republican cities have become Democratic strongholds, such
as Albany, Utica and Troy, with
Buffalo, Rochester and Syracuse in
the doubtful column. Tammany Hall
is now aligned with Roosevelt and
Farley and the Democrats have a
four-to-one advantage in the registration in New York city. In addition,
Mayor LaGuardia has not and probably will not, declare his political
sentiments for the time being."
Mr Fish represents President
Roosevelt's home district in Congress
and has been one of the most outspoken critics of the New Deal.. He
is one of the candidates .for the
Republican Presidential nomination
who has recently returned from a
tour of the West, where he met
many Republican leaders and made
several political speeches.
• • •

ROOSEVELT'S FORCES
N
KEEP TAB 01 HOOVER,
Check Every Word That He Speaks,
Believing Ex-President Likely
To Run Again Next Year

First, Mr Roosevelt addresses the
young Democrats of the nation and
By M. E. HENNESSY
is followed by Mr Hoover,
who apConvinced that Herbert Hoover is peals to young
Republicans not to
' a candidate for the Republican forget their family traditions
and
Presidential nomination, President points out to them that the hope of the
Roosevelt's political staff is carefully country depends upon them. Both
'parties will
filing away his public utterances and cultivation establish bureaus- for the
of the good will of the
checking his statenients in the hope ,new voters, native and natural
ized,
and
send
out scouts to round them
of catching him napping or not stickup
for
the
Novem
ber battle.
ing to the record. If Mr Hoover is
• • *
not a candidate, his speeches indiRepub
licans May Wait
i cate that he will insist that th::
Although the campaign is a year
nominee shall run on his platform away,
the fight
the grand prize,
and must be a man of his own kid- the Presidency, for
is on, with the
ney.
publicans forcing the skirmishing.Re- Douglas Boom Unlikely
At
Once a man is stung by the Presi- present it looks as
While some Republ
dential bee, he is not satisfied until would wait for theif the Republicans the idea of naming a icans encourage
Democrat of the
Democr
atic conhis ambition is satisfied. One-term- vention to be held
type
of Ex-Budget Commissioner
before holding
ers are hard to shake off. Most of their own. The
Lewis
Douglas for Vice President,
Democrats will call
them want another try at the job,
such talk is not
for a vindication. They feel that a a mating of their national commit- the leaders. They taken seriously by
recall the only time'
;refusal to renominate them is a re-, tee in Washington when Congress that was done
flection on their administration and meets next January to fix the time ond election, was in Lincoln's sec- '
when
a repudiation of their course in the and place for holding their conven- Tennessee's Union Andrew Johnson,
Democratic Govtion. Soon afterward the Republi- ernor was Mr
White House.
Lincoln
Democrats point out that . Mr. cans will meet•for the same purpose. When he succeeded 's running mate.
to the Presidency
Hoover neglected to denounce the , Chairman Farley bluntly says that on the death of
Lincoln the "Black
agricultural policy of the Roosevelt the convention will be awarded
to Republicans" of the Stevens wing of
Administration.
Republicans will the highest bidder"; the size of the the party soon quarrel
need the western farmer to win in cash contribution usually settles the over the reconstruction ed with him
policy, end1936 and it is not regarded as good question.
ing in Johnson's impeac
strategy to offend him by asserting
The Democrats are nearly a half trial body, the Senate, hment. The
failed by a
that he is unpatriotic in accepting , million dollars in the red, a
good narrow margin to convict him.
Uncle Sam's monthly checks•for re- part of which they owe to John
The Whigs had trouble with Vice
J.
ducing hog raising and plowing un- Raskob for. money advanced to
President Tyler,
der crops. Mr Farmer appreciates' pare the party for the 1932 fight. pre- who succeeded a former Democrat,
ent William
these monthly remittances from Raskob is now in the anti-Roosev Mr Henry Harrison atPresid
the latter's death.
elt
Washington a,s much as the rich camp, aiding Jouett Shouse
When
Tyler entered the White House
in pepman's son welcomes his periodicali ping up the Liberty League
. Mr he turned his back on the party
allowance from his fond parent.
i Shouse was paid off in 1932, when had elected him and quarreled that
* • •
with
the Roosevelt forces defeated
him the Whig leaders for the rest of his
for permanent chairman of the
Drive for Young Voters
term.
The
Democr
ats enjoyed the
national
With an eye to attracting the ator convention with the late Sen- predicament in which the Whigs
Thomas F. Walsh of Montana.
found themselves and profited by the
10,000,000 new voters who will participate in the next Presidential, New life has been infused into th6 division in the Whig ranks, electing
election, both major political parties Republican national committee by James K. Polk at the next election.
Chairman Fletcher and the party in
With these two examples before
will pay close attention to those whed every
will have grown into manhood andj est in section is showing more inter- them Republican leaders are doubtthe
ful
about trying to make a Repubapproaching conflict. Anwomanhood and won the right to the! other
defeat would be a serious thing lican Vice President out of a Demoballot since 1932. The present Ad- for
ministration is spending millions on off the G. O. P. Four more years cratic ex-Congressman.
the payroll might be fatal to them.
There is only a heartbeat between
Its youth movement and the Republi- Withou
t the offices it might be diffi- the Presidency and the Vice Presicans will try to convince the first cult
for them to maintain a solid dency. and they are taking no
voters that their hope for jobs andt
From a patronage standpoint chances with recent converts.
success in life lies with the returnt front.
• • •
the Republicans are worse off
of the G. 0. P. to power.
than they have been since theirtoday
first
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The recent meeting of Democratic
,
Federal and state office holders at
the Parker House, which James !
treasRoosevelt and Forbes Morgan,
urer of the Democratic national coin- I
mittee, attended, is taken to meanl
that G v Curley will be the choice
of the a mini, tion to pick a Roosevelt slate for the next national convention. Senator Walsh did not attend but that didq't bother the administrationists. Their idea is that
xi° one will be foolish enough to run
as anti-Roosevelt in the state, let
alone the senior Senator, whose
regularity in party affairs has never
been questioned.
Chairman Farley regards Curley as
the spokesman of the party in Massachusetts and to him he will look to
bring to the convention a solid Roosevelt delegation.
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BRIDAL COUPLES
SAIL ON LADY DRAKE

'0

Hineymooners on Cruise to
West Indies, South America
The Canadian National Steamships
steamer Lady Drake left here for the
British West Indies and South America yesterday, with 10 honeymoon
couples on board.
These were in addition to the 84
other passengers embarking here and
the 54 who boarded the ship at Halifax,
N. S., 35 of whom are from Toronto ,
on a cruise as far as Barbados. The
ship demarked 26 others here who had
boarded at Halifax.
Six men close to Gov. %lay left on
the Lady Drake. They were Sergt.
Arthur T. O'Leary, the Governor's personal bodyguard when he is in Massachusetts; Edward La. Hoy of the Governor's secretarial staff at the State
House; Frank Kane. in charge of the
state employment bureau; Charles Manion, director of the state garage;
George Murphy and J. W. Quinn.
Edmund L. Dolan, former treasurer
of the city of Boston and close personal friend of GotivitiV
a y, paid a
visit to the six voya
appearing
in the yacht Gamine with a group of
friends and hailing them from the
water side.
, The newly weds were Dr. and Mrs.
H. J. Crumb of Lexington; Mr. and Mrs.
George L. Bond, Jr., of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
who could not get a convenient sailing
out of New York, so rushed to Boston
t get on the Lady Drake; Mr, and Mrs.
Timothy J. Scanlon of Lawrence, the
bride having been Miss Mary A. Coyle
who was connected with the business
office of The Herald; Mr. and Mrs. F.
to get on the Lady Drake; Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Hildreth. East Holliston; Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Morency, Salem; Mr.
and Mrs. B. J. Grondell, Watertown; Mr.
and Mrs. H. J. Powell, Cambridge; Mr.
and Mrs. John W Long, Roslindale, and
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Tupper of Nashville, Tenn.
•

1
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That Yale Speech\,„,
To the Editor of The Herald:
Washington. The devoted
The newspaper reading public the toiuch With
career man falls into the
the
of
of
head
vote
rising
a
world over owe you
other kind of career
that
and
thanks for your splendid editorial leader basket,
Tague, steps over Mr. Hurley's
"Spoilsmen in the Saddle' anent the men, Mr.
torso into the job. Mr.
Boston postmastership situation. In decapitated
trained brains and
represented
the
Hurley
that latest and nearest miscarriage
the nth degree. Mr.
federal political forces of evil, which tried abilities to
professional politician, than
since 1933 have masqueraded under the Tague is a
is none more amenable.
there
whom
original
Democratic label as the only
Either Mr. Roosevelt must make haste
good angels of the American people, to undo this maladroit, subversion of
will
triumphed once more beneath the sinis- plain justice and decency, or else it
order to attach an entirely
ter joint leadership of Capt. Roosevelt be quite in
his
in
L
double
new significance to the
and First Mate Farley.
Yale honorary degree.
GEORGE LEWIS WILSON.
Not so very long ago President RoostBoston, Oct. 10.
velt received an honorary LL. D. degree
at the hands of the University of Yale,
and on that occasion he made a speech
to the assembled inte'lectuals, in the
course of which he said In effect tat
from then on the nation under !its
infallible leadership and tutelage could
feel assured that it would always be
able to have the help and guidance of
the best trained brains and abilities
procurable, for the federal government
service; that no question of politics,
partisanship or other sordid considerations would weigh in the matter who or
what should stand in the way; and that
if the selfish busines.s interests of the
nation didn't like it, they could lump it.
The general idea he put across to the
gaping scholars and near-scholars who
heard him was that thenceforward, at
all times and under all circumstances,
come hell or higo water, he was going
to see to it that in the United States
government service those having trained
brains and abilities would be preferred
over all others and at all hazards.
It was the so-called "career man"
whom he lauded and would champion
against the field. He was for the moment St. George against the dragon,
and defied all and sundry to say him
nay.
It was a fine speech, with a fine, high,
holy ring to it, and the assembled
savants took it like manna from heaven.
They did not then know that it was
only another Roosevelt promise. It was
not then so clear and plain as it now
is—even to cloistered academicians—
that Mr. Roosevelt rates 110 per cent.
as a promisor, but minus zero as a
practical performer.
a He goo West, all the time in close
.°.
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LEGION WOMEN
SEAT OFFICERS
11,jrs. Elizabeth C. Giblin,
Gold Star Mother, Heads ,
) State Auxiliary
MRS. STEPHEN GARRIT
INSTALLS NEW GROUP

punctuated the program, or played a
ritualistic part in the ceremonial.
The cadets were marshalled by Miss
Rosalie Fitzgerald of West Roxbury,
sergeant-at-arms of the department
auxiliary, who acted as assistant to
Mrs. Garrity, the installing officer. Mrs.
Frank Orvitt of Rockland departmental chairman of music, directed the
musical program.

PRESENT COLORS
Mrs. Agnes Dadley of Chelsea, general
chairman of the committee on installation, called the assemblage to order
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Giblin of Jamaica and directed the presenta
tion of the
I
colors at the rostrum by a delegation
Plain, the first gold star mother
to be of
the Suffolk County cadets, the
the head of the American Legion
Auxil- drill champions of the auxiliary state
cadets.
iary in Massachusetts, was inducted
into
office yesterday afternoon as
The
sergean
t-at-ar
ms, escorted by repdepartment president. at the Hotel Sinner.
resentatives of the Suffolk, Middlesex
in
and Hampden County cadets, the Col.
one of the most colorful and dramati
c ' John H. Herbert cadets
and
cadets
installation ceremonies of that organiza
- from Malden, Everett, Lowell, Newton,
tion.
Pittsfield and other cities, conducted
Mrs. Katherine T. Garrity of Lowell, the installing officer to the stage, where
wife of Past, Department Commander she took charge of the proceedings, and
i
Stephen C. Garrity, retiring as auxiliary the sergeant-at-arms at her direction
quickly marshalled first the presidentpresident, installed her successor in
of- elect and then the entire suite
fice and the entire suite of departmental
of new
officers
to the platform, each officerofficers and was the recipient of flowers,
elect
being
conduct
ed
by
an auxiliary
gifts and verbal testimonials.
Mrs. Giblin, who became the 13th cadet, resplendent in colors, in berets,
Massachusetts department president, is kepis, "tin-hats" and various other war
the gold star mother of Thomas J. Gib- headdresses.
Mrs. Mary W. Murrill of Scituate,
lin, who lost his life in the naval serMrs. Margaret M. Estelle of West
vice, Oct. 23, 1918.
Springfield and Mrs. Susan T. Baler of
Wilmington were installed as vice-presiCHALLENGES FRIENDSHIP
The Italo-Ethiopian war situation was dents. Miss Anna M. Maleady of Fall
River
as secretary, Miss May L. Mahothe focus of attention of the large assemblage once during the ceremonies,' ney of Rockland as treasurer, Mrs.
when Thomas H. Buckley, state audi- Frances 0. Tinsley of Danvers as chaptor and himself a Legion man, who lain, and Mrs. Dorcas A. Roberts of
represented Gov. Curley, openly chal- Medford as historian.
The executive committee members
lenged the friendsni to this country
af the nations applying sanctions to who were installed, are: Mrs. Alice
Durnin,
North Adams; Mrs. Verena
40.21y.
With war hovering over the European Taylor. Charlemont; Miss Mary E. Luhofkaon, he said, and "with selfish na- cey. Springfield; Miss M. Pearl Lation endeavoring to bring about Ameri- couture, Millbury: Mrs. Marietta Concan participation," the Massachusetts way, Groton; Miss Grace Murphy, Woldepartment of the American Legion laston; Mrs. Mae Bamberg, Hyde Park;
Auxiliary. is fortunate in having as its Mrs. Anna W. Morrow, Beverly; Mrs.
bead a Gold Star mother in the per- Carolyn B. Manning, New Bedford, and
Ion of Mrs. Giblin, who, he said, typi- Mrs. Helen L. Landers, West Falmouth.
Department Commander John H.
fies the very highest type of American
Walsh of the Legion spoke, expressing
womanhood.
his
satisfaction at having Mrs. Giblin
The installation was preceded by a
filicheon, attended by about 200 auxil- as head of the auxiliary during his
iary members and guests, at the hotel. term in office.
Walter Murray, street commissioner.
The installation ceremonies were conducted in the imperial ballroom, which a Legion member, spokesman for the
city,
paid a tribute to the Gold Star
was crowded to the balcony, the overflow extending into the large foyer, mothers as represented by the new
where brightly uniformed es c or ts auixilary president. Sinclair Locke. a
formed, made up of the women's cadet Needham high school boy, was preorganizations from various counties and sented by Mrs. Giblin with a cup
cater. Music, orchestra and vocal, awarded by the national convention of
the auxiliary for the design of a poster
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middle' aisle behind the Brockton
drill team-12 .men in nattY blue
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HONORING RETIRING LEGION AUXILIARY HEAD

Left: Miss Adelaide Fitzgetald, a past department president of the auxiliary,
presenting Mrs. Katherine T. Garrity, as she
goes out of office as department president,
with a silver coffee and tea service. Middle: Mrs. Garrity. Right: Mrs.
Elizabeth C. Giblin, who has just taken office as president of
the state auxiliary organization, the first Cold Star mother
to 11ad It in Massachusetts. Roth ladies received many flowers.
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Brilliant Pageant as Sons of Italy
Stag: One of Finest Parades Ever
Seen in Boston

THE GRAND LODGE FLOAT ON BEACON STREET
!plica of Columbus' ship, the Santa Maria, was one of the most popular floats in the big parade yesterday. It was hailed with appreciative
all along the line.

GLOBE

midtlle aisle behind the Brockton

110TH CAVALRY PASS IN REVIEW AT THE STATE HOUSE ,;-niiaka*
The cavalrymen, ever popular with parade enthusiasts, put on a snappy appearatme in 'yesterday's parade.1 Here they thunder,
ments in tront ot the State liouse reviewing stand.
over Beacon street pave•

PRETTY GIRLS—TALENTED MARCHERS
This lodge, Adelaide Cairole, Daughters of Italy, was one of the big Lynn units in the parade. They proved adept
inerchers, and their lunar' uniforms glistening under the sun produced striking effects.
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LEADS HER MEN FOR FIRST TIME
Miss Margaret M. Donahoe, recently elected commander of Columbia Post
of South Boston, as she marched at the head of the post in the big Columbus
Parade.

THE NORTH END LEGION POST

Among the biggest units in the paradt; were the Legion men from the North End. They got thunderous applause
all along the route.
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drill team-12 Men i nal,jv blue

SHE HAD A GREAT DAY
° Eleven-year-old Dorothy Mason, in the wheelchair, not only had a fine time
watching the parade, but she received a fine bouquet from LieutenantGovernor Joseph L. Hurley at the reviewing stand.
4.111•11111110D

THEY WERE VERY POPUF,AR
Xhese girls, with bright capes and graceful carriage, got lots of cheers yesterday as they moved up Tremont street
in the parade.

eociZt
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As long

THEY LOVED THE PARADE

as there was music and marching feet these mothers were willing
to sit on a curb up near the State House. But Lieutenant-Governor Honey
saw them. He wanted them to enjoy the parade in absolute comfort, so he
ordered chairs for them right next to the reviewing stand itself.

CHIEF MARSHAL
Michael A. Fredo, chief marshal of
yesterday's parade.

PILGRIM FLOAT
MAKES BIG HIT
One of the most beautiful floats
ever seen in a Boston parade was
that of the Plymouth lodge. It de•
picted the landing of the Pilgrims,
with three Indians crouching down
behind a hummock, and the doughty
Puritans landing in a small boat. Behind them came men and women
dressed in Puritan costume, each I
woman with a Bible in their hands. I

FASCIST SALUTE
TO THE COLORS
One of the outstanding features of
the parade was the Fascist salute
given at the reviewing stands. At
the State House Acting Consul-General Silvio Vitale saluted the colors
as they passed with his extended
right arm. He smilingly consented,

t al
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THIS DRUM CORPS MADE HEARTS BEAT FASTER
bright uniforms
Echind the color guard here is St. Mary's Drum Corps of Brookline, made up of young women in
instruments.
musical
their
most
of
the
make
who knew how to

THE PARADE MEETS ITSELF HERE
itself at Hanover and WashSo long_ was the line of march in the big Columbus patade that it had to bisect
street. A soon as they
Washington
along
ington streets. The unit of men in dark coats and white trousers moves
expedient was resorted
This
line.
-bound
north
the
in
break
passed the other line was permitted to pass through a
to several times at this point.
140t77 ‘4.,./•••• V •••••
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PART OF THE GREAT THRONG AT SONS OF ITALY MEETING IN BOSTON GARDEN
10.000 present at Boston Garden last night when 1000 new members, men and women, were taken into membership in the Sous of Ital
This picture gives 3 cu some idea of the size of the crowd. Those in the centre aisle were the initiates.

P4t7te,

Other speakers included State Auditor
Buckley. representing Govzralar. Curley,
Hopes for Friendship
and John I. Fitzgerald, president of the
"Let Jne any this. The United States Boston City Council, who represented
has engaged in many wars with for- Mayor Mansfield.
eign powers but never with Italy. If
we ever engaged In another war let us
, hope that the United States will be
, side. by side with Italy, just as it was
In the World war."
Professor Giuseppe Puzzollni, head of
Cardinal Lauds Italians as Sons of
the Casa Italiana at Columbia University, was one of the principal speakItaly Attend High Mass at Cathers. Ambassador Augusto Russo was
edral—Stresses Their Achievements
unable to attend the convention having
an important conference in Washingin Art, Science and Religion
ton today on the international aspects
of the Italian -Ethiopian situation as
At a special solemn high mass meconcerns the United States. He was ,sided over by Cardinal O'Connell, ()Mrepresented by Acting Consul-General I cers and members of the Sons of ltaly
Silvio Vitale.
thronged the Cathedral of the Holy
Cross yesterday morning. The Cardinal
Difficulties Not Over
the visitors a warm welcome and
gave
Professor Puzzolini said in part:
asked them to make this country a
"It seems to me that the difficulties greater United States.
of being of Italian descent are not yet , Cardinal O'Connell said in part: "This
over in America. Many Italians have; occasion is a happy one for
me as I
become Americans but they are not al- !I
greet representatives from all parts of
ways reerigrlited RP true Americans. At ,
Boston
salute
in
America.
and are
We
the same time their ties with Italy are
happy to greet the representatives of
gradually vanishing.
"The situation arises from the fact your dear 'Italia' here assembled, and
that the first generation of Italians, the we are proud that you selected Boston
generation of your grandfathers and of as your meeting place.
"Boston has learned to recognize the
your fathers, came to this country with
the idea of going back to Italy. They value of the valiant sons of Italy, for
their
ability, talent, hard labor and for
lost the country they left, they did not
try to find another in the land to which their devotion to the land of their
England—and later France—was they came. We do not assume too adoption, and is happy to extend a most
cordial • welcome to those who have
booed and cat-called last night in the much when we say that the majority come to this assembly.
lived in this country as transients.
will
Boston Garden, and cries, "We
"Your generation has corrected this
Church of All Nations
take care of England after Ethiopia" attitude. You have not the same pro"You know that our Holy Mother
programme.
another
have
gramme;
you
rang out, when the Sons of Italy the opposite programme—the pro- Church Is the church of all nations.
listened to an impassioned speech gramme to stay here. You intend to The church is the mother of all chilfrom John DiSilvestre, their vener- live here, •t., remain Citizens- of this dren of men. She welcomes and loves
country—faithfUl; loyal, obedient citi- all the children of God and makes no
able, as part of the Columbus Day zens of the United States. Your fathers distinction between race, color, climate
camped here, you now live here; your or soil—the church of
celebration of the order.
God loves the
fathers Were not permanently attached immortal souls of all
mankind. We are
to this moil; you are•now deeply rooted all God's children, and He is
the Father
in this land.
"ITALY ALWAYS"
of all. He is an impartial Father, too,
"It is a revolution that you have ac- loving all His children.
"Engjand,:i Mes -47Sitvestre asaerted.t complished." By participating In school
"And I can say to you today that
Is a `distueber of %eerie P'ae-e and has
activities, by competing in business en- for many reasons I
am very fond of
been conducting a drive in the stock
terprises, by enrolling In professions, the Italian
people and your beloved
exchanges of the world to. make it apby entering .into the so al life by jolts- Italia. As a priest, a
bishop and now
. pear that Italy Is a bankrupt nation. lug the
' • the
A. E. F., during
recent as a cardinal, the Italian people are
1 This is not true." His speech was In
World war, by becoming a political dear to me both here and In Italy. You
• Italian and was interpreted by an of- force,
you have accomplished a revolu- cannot know the Italian people with• ficial interpreter, an Italian newstion In the world of the Little Hallett out loving them. They are members
of
paperman.
Which, I must say, are becoming more a noble rare. They are a race
noble in
Several times the 10,000 or more who and
more
I were present leaped to their feet, gave pleasant a remembrance, and an un- the fields of art, science and religion..
one, of the past.
the Fascist salute, and pledged al"Italians in this country have not
Deeply Religious
legiance to Mussolini's cause. "Italy done
, always!" Mr. Di Slivestre shouted, and have enough for this civilization. They
"Whatever your people may at times
made no contribution cornparable
the crowd roared back. The extended to
their large number. There rae in appear to be, I know they are deeply
right arm was forever going out, and the
public
schools of the l'nited States. religious. There are times in the lives
- there were numerous shouts of "Vive 450,000
students of French, 240,000 of of all people that they
Mussolini'" from the audience.
appear not to
Spanish and 50,000 of German, and there
he religious. Remember that Peter
are only 20,000 students of Italian.
1000
New
Members
!
came to Rome and there founded the
"This proportion is
Prim to his address 1000 new members mensurate with the certainly not com- great See
which still bears the name of
importance
of
Italwere sworn into the order in impres- ian culture In general,
with the Impor- the Holy Roman See.
sive ceremonies, led by Judge Felix tance of 5,000.000
of Americans of ItalForte and Judge Felix Brngna. The ian descent in this
"No matter what the outward appearcountrY.
latter is a past venerable of the Massaance may be, Inwardly you are the
chusetts lodge and Judge Forte is the
children of God. I am happy to see you
Where Fault Lies
-present.
here, because I hope in time the great
"And
the
fault
lies
not
"Italy is only looking for her place in
with America. organization which you represent will
America.. has always been open to Ital. realize how great It
the sun," Judge Forte declared in his ..
is by itesoelatIng
speech. 'Italy has no outlet to the sea. an ci%•litsation. The fault lies prinoi- itself with the great Christian ideals of
In one direction there Is only the Suez pally with Italian parents who are only the Catholic Church.
Canal. In the other Gibraltar. For years beginning to realise the Importance of
"America Needs You"
she has been seeking for a Place to their own civilization, of their own lanbuild. Now that she has It other na- guage. When they shall be fully ap''The Church loves all Its children
praised on the contributiona of their
tions are jealous.
"President Roosevelt has declared own thought and language to world equally well. So it let with America. At
neutrality. I am with the President. culture, then epall they be better pre- the prenent time we have In America
America has a mind of Its own. I do pared to contribute more substantially representatives of all the nations
of the
say this, that there are certain Sen- to the spiritual enrichment of this great !
world. I doubt if there are any people
ators who should speak for themselves country."
"Many Italians, becoming Americans, In the entire world that are not repreand not as representatives of the people. They are now speaking from have forgotten what America asked sented In the United States—no nation
from
Italy. They have tried to imitate is missing.
Washington on present Italian condiThe Italian represtenlatIon
tions fitt if they spoke for this coun- America. They have necome bad, cheap Is among one of our
largest. America
try. Let them confine their speeches Imitators of American manners. The'Y needs you. Your
ability has helped the
to the hells of Congress while Congress have lost what was thrilling to an Amr welfare of
America
by
bringing to it
erican In Italy. They have not given to
Is In sesetion.
the beet of a noble race.
America the real contribution an Itallan
could give—the contribution of a partic-4
ular civilization. By remaining
more
Italian, the Italians might have been
able to find a better place In this
country."

A NOBLE RACE

YELL BOOHS
AT ENGLAND
AND FRANCE

Feeling Shown by Big
Crowd at Garden
Exercises
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"You have worked on In
harm
relationship with all American onious
s. But
You can never forget the blood
in your
veins or the traditions
or
and you do not have to—wyour race,
e do not
want you to—but we do want
you to
give all that it means
to build up a
great United States of Amer
ica.

Obedience of Lam
"Now everyone loves Italy
. Loves It
for its beauty, its history,
its treasures
of art, but loves It to
copy what its
art, science and architectu
ral beauty
represents.
"it is the same with law.
The Roman
Idea of law was an idea
of obedience
to law and order. Obed
ience to law is
'fundamental in the Italian
race. England, Ireland, Scandinavia and
the foremost countries of the worl
d recognized
Roman law.
"Now my dear children,
and I may
call you my children
even if some of
you are as old as I
am—I am your
spiritual father. You are Cath
olics and
It Is a beautiful thing—th
.1 love you as a fabher is relationship.
and as a father
I could scold you, but I
am not going
to scold you. I love you
and I pray to
Almighty God for the
spiritual welfare
of Italy. I pray also for
all the people
of this earth. May
they learn
of God and follow his revel the law
ations for
their highest ideals. May
God bless you
all."
The Cardinal's message was
delivered
just before the final bened
ictio
mass, which was celebrated n of the
by Mgr.
Richard J. Haberlin of
St. Peter's
Churoh, Dorchester.
The Rev. Romano
Simonl of Cambridge deliv
ered the sermon,

NEW Ni EMBERS OF THE SONS OF
ITALY
Some of the 1000 new members of the
, ve ceremonies. The initiation followed Sons of Italy being sworn in at the Boston Garden last night in impresa three-hour-long parade, one of the larg
est in the. history of the city.
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Declaring 1!retc athletes are being
barred from 3etinan athletic teams
becauSe of
nen- religious beliefs,
members of e Jcveish War Veterans,
yesterday fired' the opening shot in
two meetings in Cambridge to
launch a national campaign in all
1-mrt"-- of the ociaill*48-- tiibteit the
Farticipation of American athletes at
the 1938 Olympic games "if held in
Germany."
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URGE U. S. BAN ON
OLYMPIC GAMES
Jewish Veterans Launch National
Drive in Cambridge Against
Nazis Hold Two Meetings

MOVEMENT SPREADING '
Only a few hours after the meeting in

Cambridge a similar movement was
started in Los Angeles, Calif. Petitions
seeking to prevent American competition were passed out at a meeting held
at the Rindg. Technical School in Cambridge after leaders in the organizati
on
and others lashed Hitler end Nazi rule

in (ermany.

Leaders of the Jewish War Veter
ans,
organization comprising 30,000
men of Jewish ancestry in
120 posts in different parts
of the country, spoke against American
participation.
Abraham Kraditor of New
York,
commander-in -chief of the Jewis
h War
Veterans, said that it was
the plan of
the organization to have
1,000,000 signatures to the petition by December
.

a national
ca-service

Text of Petition
The petition reads: "We, the under
signed, believing in the fine tradi
tions

Of the Olympic games since
their inception, and believing that
such games
should represent the acme
of good
sportsmanship and exemplify the
finest
traditions and ideals of the
young manhood and womanhood of
the world, are
opposed to the participation of
American athletes In the
Olym
1:.36, If held in Germany. pic games of
"The present rulers of
Germany, by
their persecution and
oppression
of
Protestants, Jews, Catho
lics, Liberals,
1,abor Unionists, veter
an organizations,
Masons and other group
s, have shown
a thorough lack of
understanding of the
principles of equality and
fair play.

"Persecution and Discriminati
on"
"It is common knowledge
that

because of their religious
beliefs, athletes
have been barred front
membership in
athletic clubs, thereby
being deprived
of training facilities
and the opportunity of becoming memb
ers of the
German athletic teams.
"Because of the unreasonab
le persecution and discrimination
now practised in Germany, non
-Ary
ans are
being barred from hotel
s, theatres, restaurants and other publi
c places. Because there is great dang
er that American athletes of Catholic
or Jewish faith
will be subjected to physi
cal violence,
Intimidation and humiliatio
n while in
Germany.

"Vigorously Protest"

GUESTS OF JEWISH VET
ERANS
Harry Isaacs, 90, of Roxbury, left,
and
G. A. R. men, who were guests of the Henry Bernstein, 87, of Boston.
Jewish war veterans at a banquet
in Cambridge last night.
4.

"Now, therefore, we, the
undersigned,
believing that in a contest to
held in
a. country where the purpose be
big the Olympic games mustfor holdbe defeated by the very discr
ting attitude of the government imina
which offers
to play host, do vigorously
participation of American protest the
the 1936 Olympic games if athletes in
held

in Germany."
One of the high lights of the
was the induction into the meeting
Jewish
War Veterans as an honorary
member,
Councillor-at-large Francis
J. Roche of
Cambridge.
Reads Counsel Resolutions
The

oath of the order was
tered by National Commander administor
to courr:iillor Roche at a lunchKradi
eon

held

5.

--ULU

Jewish War Veterans Honor Dead

at the Hotel Continental. George Frye,
commander of the Cambridge Post, presented him with a gold membership pin.
At the afternoon meeting at Rindge
Technical School, Councillor Roche read
resolutions passed by the Cambridge
' Council and sharply attacked the German government for their stand.
! The resolutions read as follows:
• "Whereas, certain inhabitants of
Germany are being persecuted on account of their relfglous faith and nationality to an extent abhorrent to
1 modern civilized nations and,
I "Whereas, there has been unjust and
unfair
discrimination
in
Germany
against the Jews with respect to their
representation in the Olympic games
and
Urged to Rescind Acceptance

II

1

"Whereas, there has been gross violation of the spirit of sportsmanship
end fair play and the principles of
racial and nationality equality upon
which the Olympic games are founded,
"Now therefore, be it resolved, that
the City Council of Cambridge, urges
upon the Amateur Athletic Union, and,
the American Olympic committee to
rescind America's conditional acceptance of Germany's invitation to participate in the 1936 Olympic games, and
"Be it further resolved, that a copy
of this resolution .be forwarded to the
respective sections of the Amateur
Atttletic Union and the American Olympic committee."
Calls for Boycott of Germany

Commander-in-Chief Abraham Kraditor of New York placing a wreath at
the marker of the square /Mined in honor of Leo Zimmerman, a war hero.

A large portrait was presented to
Councillor Roche. The portrait Is the
work of Jacob E. Rosenberg.
Commander Kraditor said that the
the
withdrawal of America from
Olympic games would bring the true
feeling of America to the German people as It can never be at the present
time because he said the press is controlled and censored by the government.
"If Germany in 1936 finds no American flag or representatives at the Olymv
plc games, if they are held, they will .
know that they are being led to ruin
by a group of fanatics. We are calling
to you in the name of humanity to
boycott Germany."
Speakers at the luncheon, included
Ralph M. Robert, national commanderin-chief of the American Legion of
Valor; Harold Seidenberg, past commander-In-chief; Colonel Joseph H.
lianken who brought a message of sympathy from Governor CjitleY, whom he
represented, and Morris 3, Mendelsohn,
past commander-in-chief.
At the afternoon session the speakers
Included; Alexander Brin, president of
the Jewish Advocate; Rabbi Joseph F.
Shubow and George E. Gordon.
At the close of the luncheon members
met at Edward Leo Zimmerman square
at the corner of Columbia and Cambridge streets In Cambridge, were
Commander-in-Chief Kraditor placed a
memorial wren th.
A parade then was held to the Rinflge
Technical School with a detachment of
national guardsmen and the Cambridge
American Legion band, where the closing exercises were held.
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• The Daily Record's
Growth
tne net paid DAILY circulation of the
BOSTON DAILY RECORD for the six months
ending September 30, 1935, was 320,721 copies.
One year ago the circulation figure was
311,238 copies.
Last week our net paid daily circulation
exceeded 340,000.
The Daily Record's circulation has boomed
skyward during the past ten years. For the six
months ending September 30, 1925, or ten years
ago, the Daily Record's net paid circulation was
130,647 copies.
THE PAST TEN YEARS SHOW A GAIN
OF ALMOST TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND
COPIES IN DAILY NET PAID CIRCULATION
FOR THIS NEWSPAPER.
Circulation gains like this do not merely
happen.
The Daily Record has ever fought and always
will fight for the welfare of the people. It has
started and conducted many crusades to this end.
Some of these crusades have already succeeded.
Others, for which this newspaper is still battling,
will succeed. Included among these various campaigns are:
1 — The Daily Record printed double-trucks
of pictures showing Japanese imports of textiles,
frozen, canned and smoked fish and Japanese footwear which were being dumped into this country
at such low prices as to undermine our competing
'domestic industries.
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2--- The Daily Record launched a war on the
been a
iniquitous cotton processing tax which has
d's textile
terrific financial burden on New Englan
industry.
long
3— The Daily Record takes pride in its
and Massachusupport of James M. Curley in Boston
ord as Goversetts politics. Mr. Curley's splendid rec
ic stress, is
nor, particularly in these times of econom
the Daily Record's full reward.
n
4 — Four years ago, Eugene C. Hultman, the
to put in
Police Commissioner of Boston, refused
ause he
police radio and radio-equipped cars bec Daily
. The
favored the antiquated blinker system
ice equipRecord, first to demand this needed pol
t fight for
ment, maintained a year-in and year-ou
y pressure
it until Hultman was forced by the ver
of public opinion to install radio.
mur5 — Joseph P. ("Red") Sweeney was
ry. The
'tiered in the Cosmos Club last Februa
Police Compolice, then under control of former
let reportmissioner Joseph J. Leonard, refused to
or directly
ers see what was upstairs on the flo
ly Record
over the Cosmos Club quarters. The Dai
He sent in
sought the aid of Governor Curley.
ive gambling
State Police, who found an eTTFIV
ed resignalayout on the floor above. The enforc er.
s lat
tion of Leonard followed eleven day
appoint6 — The Daily Record urged the
circulation
ment of Eugene M. McSweeney, former Commisice
manager of the Daily Record, as Pol newspaper
s
sioner. He was appointed and thi
t so long as
immediately pledged him its suppor
taxpayers
he should furnish the Boston public and
favors of him.
adequate police protection. We ask no
ProThe Daily Record fought the evils of
slaves, the
hibition, the oppression of sweat-shop
manufaclow-tariff competition of foreign shoe $6,000,000
turers. It demanded that Boston's new England
central Post Office be built of our New recognifor
granite, which was done. It fought nomic and
eco
tion of Boston and New England's
federal impolitical rights at Washington, for
the Cape Cod
provement of Boston Harbor and
Boston Airport,
Canal and for a bigger and better
The Daily Record fought for the Soldiers'
for
Bonus. It has fought, and is still battling, enmore equable automobile insurance rates. It
sage
dorsed and worked for the successful pas
chers'
through the State Legislature of the Tea
Oath Bill, now the law of the State.
44.4)C
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The Daily Record has steadily waged war
upon evil, greed, oppression, graft and special
privilege. It will continue to do so, without fear
or favor.
All this on the civic side, for the general
good. On the more specific journalistic side the
Daily Record has done this:
IT HAS GIVEN AND IS GIVING THE
BEST POSSIBLE NEWS, PICTURE AND FEATURE SERVICE TO ITS READERS
Daily Record news stories are accurate and
condensed but alive with the vital spark known
as "human interest."
Daily Record photogr9Ilbs capture the eye.
Each picture tells its own story. Our cameras
cover the news the world over.
Daily Record's talented family of feature
'writers and other special contributors give our
eaders the best in their fields of interest.
Through these civic and material services
t he Daily Record has built up its best journalistic
iasset — the confidence and goodwill of the Boston
\and New England public.
These are the reasons, we believe, why the
Daily Record is able to show a net paid daily
circulation gain of almost 200,000 copies in the
past ten years. It is something of which the
Daily Record is justly proud. Here are the figures which tell that circulation growth:
Oct. 1, 1925..130,647
Oct. 1, 1930..226,247
Oct. 1, 1926..153,236
Oct. 1, 1931..277,854
Oct. 1, 1927..190,914
Oct. 1, 1932..272,370
Oct. 1, 1928..181,381
Oct. 1, 1933..295,249
Oct. 1, 1929..192,657 . Oct. 1, 1934..311,238
Oct. 1, 1935..320,721
•
We have reviewed briefly the causes. The
above figures show the material, visible results.
The invisible and even greater result is the Daily
Record's proudest boast — THE GOODWILL OF
THE PEOPLE FOR WHOM IT FIGHTS.
If there is anybody in Boston or New England who knows of ANY WORTHY CAUSE this
newspaper will be glad to be informed of it.
WE ARE ALWAYS AT OUR READERS'
SERVICE.
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e. Democrats hope to be able to
icut the Pierce plurality of 1934 down
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iitiospabbeltiNe
evaan
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hope
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theircasd
on their belief that Mr. McSweeney will
receive the votes of a large number
of Democrats in Salem and that he
will cut Into the Democratic strength
,n the other communities.

iii
ARD FIGHT

Expects to Put Over
Senator in Essex
Tomorrow
BY ROBERT T. BRADY
Victory for William IL MfSweeney of Salem, Republican, over

John C. Birmingham of Beverly,
Democrat, in tomorrow's special election in the second Essex senatorial
district, is predicted' by conservative
guessers of hofli political parties.
The special election is being held
'o fill a vacancy in the State Senate
:aused by the death of Senator Alert Pierce of Salem, Republican.

Drive on Registration
Conservative Democrats admit that
many members of their party will vote
for Mr. McSweeney. They hope to offset this in part by increased registration, contending that they have put
d more voters on the lists in the past
few
months than their Republican opponents have been able to register. But except for the men and women most active In the Democratic campaign for
Mr. Birmingham, there are few members of that party who feel at all confident that they can win.
The el.ction is of more than ordinary
importance for a special election. On
its outcome depends to a considerable
extent control of the Massachusetts
Senate In 1936. If the Democrats can
elect Mr. Birmingham. they will have
20 Senators, just as many as their Republican opponents, and with Senator
James G. Moran. president, working
with the Democrats, who elected him at
the opening of the 1935 session, they
v‘ould control the upper branch of
the Legislature.

Six men close to Gov. Curley left on
the Lady Drake. They were Sergt.
Arthur T. O'Leary, the Governor's personal bodyguard when he is in Massa
chusetts: Edward L. Hoy of the0Governor's secretarial staff at the State
House; Frank Kane, in charge of
the
state employment bureau; Charles Manion, director of the state
garage;
George Murphy and J. W. Quinn.
Edmand L. Dolan, former treasurer
of the city of Boston and close personal friend of Gov. ("1"1/v ‘•pai
d a
Honeymooners on Cruise to visit to the six voyagers
ring
in the yacht Gamine with
) of
West Indies, South America friends and hailing them
the
water side.
The Canadian National Steam
ships
The newly weds were Dr
nd Mrs.
steamer Lady Drake left here for
the H. J. Crumb of Lexington; M, and Mrs.
George L. Bond, Jr., of Pitts irgh,
British West Indies and South
Pa.,
Ameri- who
could not get, a conven.ent sailin
ca yesterday, with 10
g
honeymoon out of New York.
so
rushe
d
to
Bosto
n
couples on board.
I get on the Lady Drake; Mr. and
Mrs.
These were in addition to
t,he 84 Timothy J. Scanlon of Lawrence, the
bride having been Miss Mary
other passengers embarking here
A. Coyle
and who was
connected with the business
the 54 who boarded the ship at
Halifax, office of The Herald;
Mr. and Mrs. F.
N. S., 35 of whom are from Toron
to to get on the Lady Drake; Mr. and Mn.
on a cruise as far as Barbados.
Benjamin Hildreth, East,
The
Holliston; Mr.I
and Mrs. Philip Moren
ship demarked 28 others here who
cY, Salem: Mr.
had and Mrs. B. J.
Grondell, Watertown; Mr.;
boarded at Halifax.
and Mrs. H. J. Powell,
Cambridge; Mn
and Mrs. John W Long,
Roalindale. and
Mr and Mrs. Vernon
Tupper of Nashville, Tenn.
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The district is regarded H.? strongly!
Republican. It includes the cities of
Salem and Beverly and the towns of
itanvers and Marblehead. The late
Senator Pierce carried the district in
jthe regular election of 1934 by 4039 votes
over Mr. Birmingham, who was the
Democratic nominee then, as now. Mr.
Pierce carried each of the four municipalities. In the last regular election
Governor cliagy h ad a margin of 101
over Gaspar G. Bacon in the same
eities and towns.
ene
h eeet Republicans,iatvictoryw hichh a
loseokgleivrfgeoenrr
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Let the Second Essex Lead
It's called a "special election"
in the
Second Essex District tomor
row, and
most certainly it is special In
fact. Not
for many years has a fight
for a single
seat In the State Senate carri
ed so much,
significance. With the victory
of William H. McSweeney, the
Republican
strength in the upper chamber
will rise
to twenty-one enrolled memb
ers against I
the Democrats' nineteen.
Otherwise i
even the slim Republican
majority of
twenty to nineteen now held
in the Senate will be wiped out, and
the balance
will be set at twenty-twe
nty. Every
student of the past session's
roll calls
knows how much the diffe
rence of one
or two assured Republican
votes would
have meant in the result
on several important issues. The same
will prove
true in the session of 1936,
espeoially in
such a matter, determined
on a strict
party basis, as the re-distr
icting of the
State. With twenty-one
Republican
members in the Senate, ruthl
ess gerrymandering of Massachusetts
by the;
Democrats can be prevented.
Otherwise,
It is only too...likely to prevai
l.
That single question is vital,
but the
Second Essex election on
Tuesday is
bound up with an issue
broader still,
of much consequence to
the whole
Commonwealth. Will the voters
of Beverly, Danvers, Marblehead
and Salem
serve notice upon Gover
ner_gurley that
they have had enough of
the reckless
expenditure of public funds
which is
typical not only of his policy in
the administration of State affairs, but
which
also is characteristic of his
personal
share in the New Deal's ceaseless
clamor
for Federal spending of billions
of dollars without regard for the
vast new
burdens which must so be creat
ed? Is
It not enough that Massachuse
tts must
pay immense tribute for many
years to
come to meet the prodigal
outlays of a
Federal Administration whose Secre
tary
of Agriculture is frankly hostil
e to the
needs of New England's hardpressed
textile mills, without adding extra
vagant
costs to the State's own budget
at the
pleasure of Governor Curley?
The voters in Rhode Island gave
notice not long ago that they had
turned
against a Federal Administration
whose
policies are hurtful to the mills
of New
England. The people of the
Second
Essex District have a like
opportunity
now. Every voter should go to the
polls
there tomorrow,and cast his ballot
with
a due regard for the importance
of the
issues at stake. If citizens will
take
such an attitude, rising above
a mere
test of local popularity between
the two
candidates, it is certain that
William H.1
McSweeney can and will be
elected.
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REPUBLICAN VICTORY
TODAY TURNS TIDE
AGAINST CURLEY
The RepubliOn victory today
in the second Essex district,
where. William H. McSweeney
of Salem was, elected Sciuttor
by a liberal margin, aostruled
the clarion note of Bay State's
delivery a year hence from his
desired dictatorial control of
the CommonWealth by Governor James Michael ('urley.
Concluding a heirel campaign which has been unparailed for a bye-election in Massachusetts, the two principal
contestants, McSweeney , and
John C. Birmingham, Beverly
Democrat, exerted every possible effort to get the registered
voters of the district to the
polls. They did that with record-breaking results for such
an chiction. Not uni,y, did they
get out the lute, but they both
did much to assure a broad,
genuine 4irtft160 of the major,
ity of the.'-v ktorx that the Democratic polkke have met with
their disairprovr I.

Mass. Voting to
Decide Balance of
Power In Senate
Boston, Oct. 15—(AP)—Hep.ibli.
cans and Democrats rallied in the
Second
Essex Senatorial District
today for the special election to determine the occupant of the State
Senate seat left vacant by the death
of Senator Albert Pierce.
Republican leaders claim that if
,William H. McSweeney, of Salem,
their candidate, wins, his election
will check Governor James M.
Curley's Democratic administration.
It the Democratig candidate, John
C. Birmingham, of Beverley, wins,
it wilt be the first democratic vitatorial victory in the district in 45
years.
An Independent candidate, also
seeks the seat.
She is Mrs. Annie
D. Brown, author of a bill, frequently turned down by the legislature, which would compel surgeons
to specify in advance of operations
what they planned to do.
Pierce's death ended a 20-20 tie in
the Senate between the two major
Parties. Both Republican and Democratic candidates
are lawyers.
McSweeney is 57 and Birmingham
36.
Voters in
Cambridge,
Everett,
Lynn, Medford, Pittsfield, Somerville, Springfield,
Waltham,
and
specified, also, today, their choices
for party candidates for municipal
offices.
IT, S. Re,preeentative Richard M.
Russel),
who kept his office as
mayor of Cambridge
after being
elected to Congress, is not a candidate for reelection and six
others
seek their party's designation In
'today's primary.
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MAYOR NAMES 1i
OFFICERS F OR
DUTY AT POLLS
Police Again Wardens
in All Except One
Precinct
Mayor Lawrence F. Quigley
last night submitted to the
Board of Aldermen a list of
precinct officers to serve at
the polls on Primary Day,
Oct. 22, and Election Day,
Nov. 12. On motion of Aid.
William J. Hendry, the list
was approved under suspen-,
sion of rules.
POLICE AS WARDENS
As was the case two years ago, the
mayor appointed pollee officers as
wardens in all except one of the
precincts.
The 1935 precinct officers:
Ward 1, Precinct 1
Warden, Joseph H. Flynn, 104 Suffolk st.; Clerk. Harry Silverstein, 126
Maverick st.; Stanley Dembosky, 109
Essex St.; Richard W. Wall, Jr., 35
Hawthorn st.; Vincenzo Starita, 227
Broadway; John J. Brown, 127 Maverick st., and Mary Orluk, 9 Medford st.
Ward 1, Precinct %2
Warden, John J. Follis, 9 Lynn st.;
Clerk, James J. Glennon, Lynn at.;
Julta A. °demon. 17 Suffolk at.:
David Thompson, 37 Maverick st;
John Nolan, 35 Suffolk at., and William G. Holmes, 15 Third st.
Ward 2, Precinct 1
Warden, Valentine P. Elmore, 127
Williams st.; Clerk, JacobiLuper, 116

Press Clipping Serv
ice
Poplar st.; May Melamed,
227 Chestnut at,.; Hyman Za.blotsky, 198
Chestnut St.; Clarence Mann, 66
Ailington
at.; Helen Czyzon, 139 Ches
tnut st.:
James Pantis, 9 Third st.
Ward 2, Precinct 2
Warden, William B. O'Conn
or, 104
Second st.; Clerk. Edward Clu
cas, 250
Everett ave.; David Levey.
198 Cherry
st.; Ivan Nussbaum, 156 Ch
esnut st.:
Charles Gaiter, 85 Waln
ut st.; Hary
Ischlatsky, 175 Poplar
Ward 3, Precinet 1
Warden, Francis A. McCa
rthy. 19
Marlboro at.; Clerk, Ha
rry Koo
Bellingham st.; Geor.4 Tet lian,
e
on, 101
Bellingham st.; Jame
s B. Lav
Shawmut st.; Abraha Ell ery, 94
m
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Essex District Election
I May Decide Senate Control
Eight City Primary Elections Also Bring
Voters to Polls Today After
Exciting Campaigns
CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Oct. 15 tiNs)—Under orders to arrest
illegal voters on sight, 22 extra policemen today took up posts
at polling booths of this city, one of eight _holding primary
elections.
* * * * *
BOSTON, Oct. 15 (INS)—While three candidates were battling
at the polls in the 2d Essex District at a special election, for a seat
which will decide Democratic or Republican control of the State
Senate, candidates in eight Massachusetts cities.today waited while
citizens marched to the polls in primary elections.
•

The candidates, running in the exciting senatorial battle for the seat
made vacant by the death of Senator
Albert Pierce, Republican, of Salem.,
were: William 1-1, McSweeney, of Salem, Republican; John C. Birmingham
of Beverly, Democrat, and Mrs. Annie D.'Brown of Salem, Independent
By the death of Senator Pierce the
0. 0. P. theoretical majority in the
Senate was reduced from 21-19 to 20/9. Governor James M. Curley exercised control several times when
several Republicans voted for legislation desired by the Governor.
Springfield, Lynn, Pitt9field, Cambridge; Somerville, Medford, Everett
and Waltham were the cities holding
primaries for mayor and other municipal offices.
A hig ight of the primaries was
the candidacy of Mrs. Mary E. Thorsen for Mayor of Medford. She opposed Mayor John J. Irwin and four
other candidates.

•

Bitter battles were being waged in
aspirants
where six
Cambridge,
sought the mayoralty nomination, and
In Somerville, where Mayor James E.
Hagan headed a list of five candidates.
Eighty-five candidates were In the
alderman fight and twenty-six in the
school committee rare in Somerville.
In Everett Mayor James A. Roche
had six candidates to compete with in
his fight for re-election. Smaller offices were sought by 113 candidates.
Mayor J. Fred Manning was conceded a nomination in the Lynn
primary. He conducted no campaign
while four others were in the race.
Mayor P'rederick J. McDonald. of
Waltham, was running for re-election
against five candidates. Seventy-five
candidates, the largest ntunber in
the city's history, were competing for
School committee posts.
Mayor Henry Marten of Springfield found nine candidates competing for his position. A non-partisan
battle was being waged in Pittsfield
with five candidates in the field.
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Tague to Assume
Postmastership'
Former Congressman Peter F.
Tague is to assume the postmastership of Boston tomorrow as successor to William F. Hurley, career
man, whose term expired last February.
Senators Coolidge and Walsh
wanted Mr. Hurley retained, but
Governor Curley pressed for the
appointment of Mr. Tague and was
successful.
The retiring postmaster, who
may remain as assistant to Mr.,
Tague, thanked the postal workers
yesterday and expressed confidence
they "will join with me in extending a cordial welcome to Mr. Tague
and cooperate with him in every
way."
•••e•••••••• •,,,*fl.. •••
,,
-•••
••

Timm
Gloucester; Mass.
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(Special to the Times.)
the two were smarting over the apState tIouse. October 15—The need pointment of Curleyite Peter F.
for a united Republican party as well Tague as the Boston postmaster. and,
as a militant front is obvious to ev- hence, were not anxious to show a
ery G.O.P. enthusiasts in the Com- too ready response to an invitation,'
if one was extended.
monwealth.
It is safe to say despite the abThat the Democrats are pretty
sence
of the two United States Senawell organized for the next campaign
tors
that their party regularity canis a certainty.
A few days ago the various Demo- not be questioned and that the Mascratic leaders, or at least all those on sachusetts slate to the Democratic
the federal Or state payrolls, met.at a National convention will be. 100 per
downtown Boston hotel and agreed cent for Roosevelt.
While the 'Demies" continue to orthat Joseph A. McGrath, Curley's
man Friday, who is at the helm of ganize the Republicans have been
the Democratic state committee, talking against the governor and
would be the politico-general for the "Curleyism."
1936 elections.
Candidates.
Solace.
Various G.O.P. strategists have
The anti-Curley wing in the Dem- asked their political brethren what
ocratic party—Enld find little solace their foundation in the next camor comfort in their sorrows at the paign will be if the Democrats nomicontrolling forces present at this nate a candidate other than Mr.
meeting.
In fact, the roster of Curley, or if he decides to retire from
nemes reminded one of a-pre-conven- politics.
tion gathering of original Franklin
Just now the Republicans are
D. Roosevelt and James M. Curley spending all their time building up
men.
potential candidates for the gubeirAla matter of record every Roose- natorial nomination. Chief of these
velt Federal chieftain in the Bay prospective candidates are: Speaker
State consented to McGrath's lead- Leverett Saltonstall, Senator Henry
ership, which in effect means that Parkman, Jr., Former State Treasurthe 1936 campaign will be directed er John W. Haigis, Former Lieut.from the governor's
Jamaicaway Governor Gaspar G. Bacon and Dishome, or state house offices.
trict-Attorney Warren L. Bishop.
Another noteworthy fact was that
The mayoralty election out
James Roosevelt, 'eldest son of the Springfield has turned out to be in
a
President, was present at this party boom for Haigis for the 0. 0. P.
gathering.
nomination for governor.
One or two reservations must be
According to reports coming to the
added to the statement that everyone State House from Springfield a G. 0.
agreed to follow the McGrath or Cur- P rally out there developed into an
ley leadership.
ovation for Mr. Haigis, who
Two prominent Democrats who did 'come from Greenffeld to speak had
for
not attend the meeting were Senators Ithe party ticket.
David I. Walsh and Marcus A. Cool- I From what one gathers from these
idge.
It has been suggested that I reports more than 100 enthusiastic

Republican leaders represent
ery group and organization ing evin the
env of Springfield prior to
the railly
heard Mayor Henry Martens,
capacity as chief executive in his
city, welcome Mr. Haigis as theof the
"next
governor of Massachusetts."
Mr. Haigis was presented in
so
glowing a manner that he laughing
ly said that he felt Impelled
to seek
the Presidency.
On the other hand several Republican leaders, who are not ambitious
have suggested that instead of an,
overabundance of candidates the G.
,O. P. needs a powerful and smart
organizer, with control centered in
some person or persons, who can
' command and get respect as the bed
rock for the so-called G.O.P. foundation for 1936.
. These Republican leaders Would
pattern the Republican state organization after
Senator Samuel H.
Wragg's G.O.P campaign commit',tee, which helped William H. MciSweeney in the special Essex county
election more than all the gubernatorial candidates put together.
From what is heard around the
State House, or since the "dictaphone" incident, Speaker SaltonStall's friends are pleased with the
outcome of the canvass of members
and former members of the Legislature in behalf of the speaker's candidacy for the G.O.P. gubernatoria
nomination.
While definite announcement concerning it has not been made the
Saltonstall men are smiling and they
are regarding the political situation
I as being highly satisfactory.
Employment.
Not much has been heard these
days frin:overno: Curley's e9m
n ploynient offices, which have charge of
the patronage and employment under
the $13,000,000 bond issue.
Frank L. Kane, who Is the governor's lieutenant in charge of this
branch of the office, has left Boston
I for a few days and Robert Gallagher.
'one of the executive department asSistAnt secretaries, has been placed in
Kane's vacati
slutag

I

GAZETTE
Haverhill, Mass.
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WANT HAVERHILL
MAN CLERK OF
NEW REGISTRY
Central Labor Uplf to
Make Request of Goodwin and Curley
The Haverhill Central Labor Union
at its meeting last night in C. L. U.
headquarters, 43 Merrimack street,
voted to ask Registrar of Motor Vehicles Frank A. Goodwin and Gov.
2a.to appoint a Haver.
Ci11
James M ....
hill person as clerk of the new branch
office of the motor registry to be
opened at 81 Winter street, this city.
It has oeen reported that no Haverhill
persons would be employed, although
there is at least one heading the civil
service list of eligibles, it was stated.
Dr. Francis W. Anthony, 'medical
examiner for this district, was endorsed by the C. L. U. for reappointment and the secretary was instructed
to notify Governor Curley and Senator Charles A. P. McAree of this action. Dr. Anthony's record as an impartial examiner for the Industrial
Accident board was favorably spoken
of by the delegates.
tat Organizer Joseph Olispen and
A. F. of L. Organizer John GU1is announced that all employes of the Essex Brewing Co., just opened in Bradford, are members of A. P. of
L. organizations and that they had
also organized the employes of the
Genesee Distributing Co., of Salem.
A letter was received from Arlington
I. Clow, superintendent of schools, in
response to a letter from the central
body, inquiring the method of selecting textbooks for Haverhill schools.
Superintendent Clow explained that
books were selected by the school
board after an informal report from
the superintendent on the merits of
the books. This information will be
forwarded to Congressman W. P. Connery who is sponsoring legislation on
selection of textbooks.
A report was received from the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers local
union of Lawrence that their difficulties with a Lawrence clothing manufacturer, Franks Bros., had been satisfactorily settled. They requested that
all locals be notified that the firm is
fair to labor.
It was reported to the delegates that
the prevailing rate of wages, which
will be the union wage, will be paid in
all organized centres where unions exist under WPA. The union workers
will be paid the union rate per hour,
but will not be allowed to work more
hours than will give them the maximum rate of pay one month. Union
workers will be given preference on
WPA and PWA jobs if they qualify
under the regulations.

jale ghijirsaja44,11,16„„gfiliaL,
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Former City Treasurer Ediund r
L. Dolan of Boston, close friend of
dovernor Curley, against whom
Mayor MansfIrra would like to act.
but is prevented by the Governor's
control of the Boston "fin dom," is
not so fortunate outelde of tioston.
The tax collector at Quincy is on
Mr. Dolan's trail in an effort to collect $655 due for three years' taxes
on the Dolan ninety-ton motor yacht
which is stored at Quincy during
the winter months. The Quincy tax ,
collector apparently does not know
that the average Boston political
figure considers himself absolved
from all tax burdens when he
reaches political office and even
after he quits public office.

POSSIBILITY OF CURLEY
DOMINATION HINGES ON
PRIMARY ELECTION
G. 0. P. Fighting Hard to Retain Senate Seat—Many
City Contests
Boston, Oct, 15, (,P)—Republicans
and Democrats rallied in the second
Essex senatorl district today for a
special election to determine the occupants of the state senate seat left
vacant by the death of Sen. Albert
Pierce.
Republican leaders claim that if
William H. McSweeney, of Salem,
their candidate, wins, his election
will check Gov. James M. Curley's
Democratic administration. If the
Democratic
candidate, John
C.
Birmingham, of Beverly, wins, it will
be the first. Democratic senatorial
victory in the district in 45 years.
An independent candidate also
seeks the seat. She is Mrs. Annie D.
Brown, author of a bill, frequently
turned down by the legislature,
which would compel surgeons to
specify in advance of operations
what they planned to do.
Pierce's death ended a 20-24ptie
in the senate between the two major parties. Both Republican and
Democratic candidates are lawyers.
McSweeney is 57 and Birmingham
36.
Voters in Cambridge. Everett,
Lynn, Medford, Pittsfield, Somerville, Springfield and Waltham.
specified, also, today, their choices
for party candidates for municipal
offices.
U. S. Representative Richard M.
Russell. who kept his office as mayor
of Cambridge after being elected to
congress, is not a candidate for reelection and six others seek their
party's designation in today's primary.
•
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Bright Outlook for Party
Secretary of State Cook gave an
encouraging address on the bright
outlook for the Republican party
at the next election and remarked
how large numbers of people, including Democrats who are unsatisfied with the present administration, were flocking toward the Republican standard.
Speaker of the House Saltonstall
began his remarks by saying that
"when the Republicans are back in
povrer on Beacon Hill in 1936" they
should pay more attention to the
youth of the party because they
are essential to pulling the party
through. He talked about the present situation on Beacon FIill and
remarked that in the past six
months he has noticed the biggest
change there in all his 14 years as
a legislator. He said there has been
a falling away in the efficiency of
the fundamentals of government,
stating that the government there
is now one of "force, threat and
favor."
rkei
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6.0. p. SPEAKERS FLAY
STATE ADMINISTRATION

JOSEPH E. WARNER

Favoritism and Mis-Rule Among Charges
Made In Addresses at Meeting of
Local Republican Club
Charges of favoritism and intimidation in the present state administration were made by prominent Republican leaders, while one
speaker even went as far as to
predict L virtual dictatorship in
this commonwealth if conditions
are allowed to continue as they
are, at a well attended get together
meeting of the Greater Lawrence
Republican club which was held
last evening at Weigel's banquet
hall.
Among the speakers who addressed the gathering were: County
Commissioner Frederick Butler,
Secretary of State Frederick W.
Cook, Former Attorney General
Joseph E. Warner, Representative
Leverett Saltonstall and Atty. Robert T. Bushnell, former district attorney of Middlesex county. Walter Wilson, secretary of the club,
opened the speaking program by
introducing Atty. Max Nicholson as
the master of ceremonies, following
a delicious bannilet

tn

cryct c").-yvt-lor

free speech and a free press. We
have felt, however, that we had
, little cause for concern in these
European
signs of the times.
countries were different from ours.
I They had never become accustomed
I to genuine democracy, and what
; happened to them was impossible
I here."
Cites Long's Dictatorship
Citing this. as an example, the
speaker then remarked on the
plight of the great state of Louisiana, as typitally American as any
one of the forty-eight states no less
than seven short years ago until
Huey Long was elected governor.
After that, he said, that state
passed from a democracy to a
"despotism as brutal, as unscrupulous and as cruel as any in
Europe." This did not happen
overnight, he said, but began with
the election of Long and grew
gradually, through the apathy of
the people at first, and through the
acquisition of power granted by
subservient and controlled legislatures. Finally civil service was
abolished. The power of taxation
was taken away from the local
authorities and put in the hands
of Long's .lieutenants in the capitol. Finally, the power of counting ballots by local election officials
or even of inspecting them by
Long's opponents was taken away,
he said, ballots being placed entirely in the custody of state officials
appointed by Long.
This dictatorship seized, he said,
all of the money in the state. All
the processes of justice he continued, were controlled by Long
men on the bench, and that state
was in the iron grip of a dictator,
undreamed of in America, the grip
being weakened only by an assessli's bullet.
Opportunity for 0.
The former district attorney further remarked that the Republican party in Massachusetts has,
today, the greatest opportunity for
service to this Commonwealth that
it has had at any time since the
What happened in
Civil War.
Louisiana,can happen here, he said,
and the process is under way. We
are suffering at the present time
from the worst state government
in our history, he reMarked, and it
is up to the Republicans to check
it. Through "intimidation, conniving and treachery" our system
of checks and balances is being destroyed,
For
instance, Mr. Bushnell
stated, the governor's council has
now been completely destroyed as
a protection to the people of Massachusetts because it jumps when
Curie cracks the whip." In like
, e said, the Boston Finance commission, which was designed as a protection to the taxpayers of the City of Boston
against looting the public treasury,
has been transformed into a miserable, fawning tool of the governor.

I

0. r:

The speaker closed by saying
that this is a two-party system of
government. The Republican party
is the one to which we must look
to prevent this onward march of
dictatorship. The fight will not
be an easy one. We must get away,
he said, from our old complacent
idea that the Republican party is
perfect. It must be liberalized. It
must attract all races, kinds,
classes and creeds of people, because it must stand for absolute
justice and equality for them all.
It was formed as a liberal party,
he added, to combat injustice and
to destroy a great social evil. It
can yet save the State of Massachusetts. Even at the last election
more than ‘i50,000 people voted for
its candidates, a considerable army
upon which to build.
The meeting proved an enthusiastic one for all attending and the
speakers were warmly complimented for their remarks at the close of
the program.
Louis Silverman was the chairman of the affair, assisted by the
following committee: Atty. Harry
N. Steinberg, Atty. Merrill Rosenberg, Atty. Arthur A. Thomson,
Arthur Bower, Walter Wilson, Atty.
Edward J. McVey, Herbert Gray,
Atty. Raphael A. A. Comparone,
Atty. Joseph E. Bacigalupo, Atty.
Vincent J. Cianci, Atty. Raymond
Schlepp, Atty. Aaron Bloom,. Hudson Driver, Melvin Kirkman, Atty.
Joseph Petralia, Atty. Joseph .C.
Campione, Hartley Calvert and
Atty. Max Nicholson.
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0. P. EXPECTS
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Centrol of State Senate Depends
on Outcome of McSweeneyBirmingham Contest.
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STACF ELECTIONS
IN MASS. CMES
BOSTON, Oct. 3 (a)—Nine elections are on the cards in Massachusetts tomorrow—one of national interest.
On the outcome of the vote cast
in the special Second Essex senatorial district election depends
control of the state senate, inild
backers of William H. McSweeney
(R) of Salem assert his election will
prove a serious check to the regime
of Democratic Governor James M.
Curley.
If McSweeney's Democratic opponent, John C. Birmingham of
Beverly, is elected, it will be the
first Democratic senatorial victory
in the district in 45 years.
Both sides have waged a strenuous battle for the post vacated by
the death of Senator Albert Pierce
and the contest has been enlivened
further by the Independent candidacy of Mrs. Annie D. rown, perennial opponent of what she has
termed the "excess" of professional
surgery and author of a bill, frequently rejected by the legislature,
to compel surgeons to specify in advance of operations what they intend to do.
The eight other elections are municipal primaries in Cambridge,
Everett, Lynn, Medford, Pittsfield,
Somerville, Springfield and Waltham.
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1.0.P. SPEAKERS FLAY
STATE ADMINISTRATION

JOSEPH F. WARNER

ATTY. MAX NICHOLSON

Favoritism and Mis-Rule Among Charges
Made In Addresses at Meeting of
Local Republican Club
Charges of favoritism and intimidation in the present state administration were made by prominent Republican leaders, while one
speaker even went as far as to
predict a virtual dictatorship in
this commonwealth if conditions
are allowed to continue as they
are, at a well attended get together
meeting of the Greater Lawrence
Republican club which was held
last evening at Weigel's banquet
hall.
Among the speakers whq, ad-

dressed the gathering were: Cotnfty
Commissioner Frederick Butler,
Secretary of State Frederick W.
Cook, Former Attorney General
Joseph E. Warner, Representative
Leverett Saltonstall and Atty. Robert T. Bushnell, former district attorney of Middlesex county. Walter Wilson, secretary of the club,
opened the speaking program by
introducing Atty. Max Nicholson as
the master of ceremonies, fnllowing
a delicious banquet.
(Continued on Page Seventeen)
The 'former attorney general set
forth a program for Republicans In
his address, stressing among the
Important items the need for labor
legislation, social and welfare measures, productive tariffs, financial
legislation to relieve those whose
homes have been taken by cities
and towns and banks which now
hold mere than $212,000,000 of property, the right of the state and
cities and towns to control and
distribute federal allotments and
to have local officials rather than
people imported from Texas and
Arizona to tell us what public improvements to make, legislation to
enable higher education of the
youth such as a bigger state college at Amherst which now has
room for only 300 students, representation for every racial group to
participate in government and,
finally, the strict adherence to civil
service for appointments.

Bright Outlook for Party
Secretary of State Cook gave an
encouraging address on the bright
outlook for the Republican party
at the next election and remarked
how large numbers of people, including pemocrats who are unsatisfied with the present administration, were flocking toward the Republican standard.
Speaker of the House Saltonstall
began his remarks by saying that
"when the Republicans are back in
power on Beacon Hill in 1936" they
should pay more attention to the
youth of the party because they
are essential to pulling the party
through. He talked about the present situation on Beacon Hi/I and
remarked that in the past six
months he has noticed the biggest
change there in all his 14 years as
a legislator. He said there has been
a falling away in the efficiency of
the fundamentals of government,
stating that the government there
Is now one of "force, threat and
favor."
The speaker further romarkei
that civil serviee was made clear
by Theodore Roorevelt in 1141), the
theory of which Is merit throughout. He said that thousands of
people have taken the examinations in the past few years witn
the object in view of getting employment when v worries o•cur by
virtue of their merit.
Pressure on Leg'slators
1 These fundamen•als wore done
away with nn'irely Ouring the past
summer on part time !ohs he said,
when every n an had to have the
0. K. of the govg.ra r's staff 'Wore
being employed. He claimed favoritism was shown and egad an
instance of where one man who
had served some years on temporary work was disiegarded when
a vacancy a -ose end another man
with less es:perm:Ice was placed
above him. He said the legislature Is in the liartict position, with
pressure being bra,. ght to bear on
some of the legislators by the governor.
Robert T. itushriXtb/114at fie
opening of his address thit if Republicans In evetv city an(' town
had worked as hard as the Lawrence grotto in the last eler_tion,
the result rrolaht well have been
somewhat different and Massachusetts would not now be under the
worst mis-rule of its history. The
situation is far ir.m. hopeless he
said, because on all skies t Jere is
evidence teat till people are becoming thoroughly aronsail and
are awakening to the "danger of
our plight."
Mr. Bushnell continued by !tatIng ttiat the founders of the American system of government wisely
provided for a system of checks
and balances, with as wide a freedom for the Individual In his peraonal affairs as was consistent with
an orderly society. Americans beutme so accustomed to this liberty
and freedom of expression, he slid,
that they regarded them as inevitable.
"We hav'e seen within the last
decade the rise of dictatorships In
Europe. We have seen the concentration of power in tha hands of
single Individuals and small groups
and the ruthless obliteiation of individual liberty, the destruction of ;
free speech and a free press. We I

I

tt

have felt, however, that we had
little cause for concern in these
signs of the times.
European
countries were different from ours.
They had never become accustomed
to genuine democracy, and what
happened to them was impossible
here."
Cites Long's Dictatorship
Citing this as an example, the
speaker then remarked on the
plight of the great state of Louisiana, as typically American as any
one of the forty-eight states no less
than seven short years ago until
Huey Long was elected governor.
After that, he said, that state
passed from a democracy to a
"despotism as- brutal, as unscrupulous and as cruel as any in
Europe." This did not happen
overnight, he said, out began with
the election of Lang and grew
gradually, through the apathy of
the people at first, and through the
acquisition of power granted by
subservient and controlled 'legislatures. Finally civil service was
abolished. The power of taxation
was taken away from the- local
authorities 'end put in the hands
of Long's lieutenants in the capitol. Finally, the power of counting ballots by local election officials
or even of inspecting them by
Long's opponents was taken away,
he said, ballots being placed entirely in the custody of state officials
appointed by Long.
This dictatorship seized, he said,
all of the money in the state. All
the processes of justice he continued, were controlled by Long
men on the bench, and that state
was in the iron grip of a dictator,
undreamed of in America, the grip
being weakened only by an assassin's bullet.
Opportunity for G. 0. P.
The former district attorney further remarked that the Republican party in Massachusetts has,
today, -the greatest opportunity for
service to this Commonwealth that
It has. had at any time since the
Civil War.
What happened in
Louisiana can happen here, he said,
and the -process is under way. We
are suffering at the present time
from the worst state government
In our history, he remarked, and it
is up to the Republicans to check
it. Through "intimidation, conniving and treachery" our system
of checks and balances is being de.
stroyed.

For
instance, Mr. Bushnell !
;stated, the governor's council has
now been conekely destroyed as
a protection to the people of Mass-)
achusetts beeause "it jumps when:
cual,ey cracks the Whip." In like I
manner, he said, the Boston Finance commission, which was designed as a protection to the taxpayers of the City of Boston
against looting the public treasury,
has been transformed into a miserable, fawning tool of the governor,
The speaker closed by saying
that this Is a two-party system of
government. The Republican party
'is the one to which we must look
to prevent this onward march of
dictatorship. The fight will not
be an easy one. We must get away,
he said, from our old complacent
'idea that the Republican party is
perfect. It must be liberalized. It ;
(must attract all races, kinds,
'classes and creeds of people, be- I
cause it must stand for absolute
justice and equality for them all. ,
It was formed as a liberal party,
'he added, to combat injustice and
to destroy a great 'social evil. It
can yet save the State of Massachusetts. Even at the last election
more than 650,000 people voted for
.ts candidates, a considerable army
upon which to build.
The meeting proved an enthusiastic one for all attending and the
speakers were warmly complimented for their remarks at the close of
the program.
Louis Silverman was the chairman of the affair, assisted by the
.following committee: Atty. Harry
N. Steinberg, Atty. Merrill Rosenberg, Atty. Arthur A. Thomson,
Arthur Bower, Walter Wilson, Atty.
Edward J. McVey, Herbert Gray,
Atty. Raphael A., A. Comparone,
Atty. Joseph E. Bacigalupo, Atty. i
Vincent J. Cianci, Atty. Raymond
Schlepp, Atty. Aaron Bloom, Hudson Driver, Melvin Kirkman, Atty.
Joseph Pendia., Atty. Joseph •C.
Campione. i-lartley Calvert and
Atty. Max Nicholson.
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SENATE ELECTION
/WAY BLOCK CURLEY
Election of Republican to
, Mass. Body Called
Possible
BOSTON, Oct. 15 — (A. P)—Republicans and Democrats rallied in the
second Essex senatorial district today
for a special election to determine
the occupant of the state Senate seat
left vacant by the death of Senator
'Albert Pierce.
Republican leaders claim that if
William H. McSweeney, of Salem,
their candidate, wins, his election
will check Gov. James M. Curley's
Democratic administration. If the
Democratic candidate, John C. Birmingham of Beverly, wins, it -will be
the first Democratic senatorial victory in the district in 45 years.
An independent candidate also
seeks the seat.,,,,She is Mrs. Annie
D. Br
author of a bill, frequently tutIfird down by the Legislature,
which would compel surgeons to
specify in advance of operations what
they planned to do.
, Pierce's death ended a 20-20 tie in
the Senate between the two major
parties. Both Republican and Democratic candidates are lawyers. McSweeney is 57 and Birmingham 36.
Voters in Cambridge, Everett,
Lynn, Medford, Pittsfield, Somerville,
Springfield and Waltham, specified
also, today, their choices for party
candidates for municipal offices.
U. S. Rep. Richard M. Russell, who
kept his office as mayor of Cambridge after being elected to Congress, is not a candidate for reelection and six others seek their party's
designation in today's primary.
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Senate Control
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WILL DECIDE
SENATE RULE
Three Candidates Battk
Today In the Second
Essex District.
PRI1L.11Y ELECTIONS
IN EIGHT CITIES
By International News Service
Boston, Oct. 15—While three
candidates were battline Pkv the
polls ni the Second Essex District
at a special election for a seat
Which will decide Democratic or
Republican control of the State
Senate, candidates in eight Maetoday waited
machusetta cities
while citizens marched to the
polls in primary elections.
The candidates, running in the
exciting senatorial battle for the :
seat made vacant by the death of
Senator Albert Pierce, Republican, of Salem, were: William II.
McSweeney, of Salem, Republican; John C. Birmingham, Beverly, Democrat, and Mrs. Annie D.
Brown, Salem, Independent.
By the death of Senator Pierce
the G. G. P. theoretical majority in
the Senate wae reduced from 2119 to 2049. Gov. Jiani.M. Curley exereleed control several times
whens•fteral Republicans voted
ifor legislation desired by the governor.
Pittsfield,
Lynn,
Springfield,
Cambridge, Somerville, Medford,
Everett and Waltham were the
cities holding primaries for mayor
flea ^the,. municipal
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Essex County Election Today
Test Of Curley Reign
Over Solons
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The Essex Election
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nominally Republican, and notice will
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shown themselves accessible to the
Governor's influence, that the people
disapprove of their pliability. Elections
to the Senate in mid-term are often
perfunctory affairs. The Essex election
will not be that. The voters understand that the control of the Senate
Is at stake; and they know that the
state eagerly watches for their verdict.
Last year the district was extremely
close. A change of one hundred votes
would have swung the decision to the
\,r*.
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BOSTON, Oct. 15, (1NS)—While three
candidates were bhttling at the polls
ni the second Essex district at a special election for a. seat which will detide Democratic or Republican control
of the State senate, candidates in eight
Massachusetts cities today waited while
citizens miirched to the polls in primary elections.,
The candidates, running in the exciting senatorial battle for the seat
made vacant by the death of Senatox
Albert Pierce, Republican of Salem,
were: William K fat:Sweeney, of Salem,
Republican; John C. Birmingham,
Beverly, Democrat; and Mrs. Annie D.
Brown, Salem, Independent.
By the death of Senator Pierce the
0. 0. P. theoretical majority in the
senate was reduced from 21-19 to 20-19.
Governor Jame,,,, Curley exercised
control severaraines when several Republicans voted for legislation desired
by the Governor.
Springfield, Lynn, Pittsfield, Cambridge, Somerville, Medford, Everett
and Waltham were the cities holding
primaries for mayor and other municipal offices.
A highlight of the primaries was the
candidacy. of Mrs. Mary E. Thorsen for
mayor of Medford. She opposed Mayor
John J. Irwin and four other candidates.
Bitter battles were being waged in
Cambridge, where six aspirants sought
the mayoralty nomination, and in
Somerville, where Mayor James E.
Hagan headed a list of five candidates.
Eighty-five candidates were in the
alderman fight and twenty-six in the
school committee race in Somerville.
In Everett Mayor James A. Roche•
had six candidates to compete with in
his fight for re-election. Smaller offices
were sought by 113 candidates.
Mayor J. Fred Manning was conceded a nomination in the Lynn primary.
He conducted no campaign while four
others were in the race.'
Mayor Frederick J. McDennici, of
Waltham, was running for 11P-election
against five candidates. Seventy-five
canddiates, the largest number in the
city's history, were competing for
school coMmittee posts.
Mayor Henry Martens of Springfield ,
found nine candidates competing for
his position. A non-partisan battle was
being waged in Pittsfield wilt five
•
candidates In the field.

